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Recitalg^Dance
By Pupils of

ELISE ALLEN CORNER
Assisted by
ADELYN BU SHN ELL, M A R SH A L L B R A D F O R D
FR A N C IS LIPO V SK Y

IRENE Y O U N G

M RS. LO U IE J. D R E W E T T
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Let us be content. In work, to
— do th e thing we can. and not pre— sume to fret because It’s little.—
— Elizabeth Barrett Browning.

—
—
»
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FR ID AY , DECEMBER 16

O N E YEAR A G O

at 8.00 o’clock

From the files of The Courier-Ga
zette we learn—
T h at Charles M. Richardson was
re-elected Mayor by a margin of
seven votes, but the Republicans
elected their candidates for aldermen
and school board except in Ward 5.
T h a t arrangements were already
being made for the annual encamp
ment of the Grand Army and allied
organizations.
T h a t the Spanish W ar Veterans
were planning to entertain the State
Encampment and had elected E.
Howard Crockett commander.
T h a t the new Mattson liner Mari
posa was having her standardization
trial here.
T h at the Street Railway had nearly
completed the removal of its rails.
T h at work was being furnished for
the unemployed.

W ATTS HALL, THOM ASTON
147-lt

A T T E N T IO N !
Rockland G arden C lub is again sponsoring gift
of two prizes for best C hristm as decorations of pri
vate homes. This m eans the house, grounds, o r both.
No laurel, holly or Black A lder berries m ay be used
in the decorations. A ny evergreens are admissible.
Decorating m ay be done by hom e owners or profes
sional decorators. A ny resident of R ockland is
eligible.
Artistic effect is desired m ore than elaborate dis
play. Judging will be done betw een the hours of
seven and nine o'clock som e evening b etw een Dec.
20 and 25, inclusive.

'S’S

The most practical of Christmas
gifts—a spring filled mattress at
$12.75. Stonington Furniture Co.,
313-325 Main street, Rockland.—adv.

DR. J. H. DA M O N
Dentist

*
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A t tf|tB time of thr yrar
Anil light gr up your (Hanhlro
J a r Shu star it filjinrtfi rlrar !
C A R L A T C A P iT O L

Representative-Elect E. C. Moran
Jr. of the Second Maine Congres
sional District is looking over official
Washington under the guidance of
Representative John E. Nelson, who
was defeated by Moran in the elec
tion. At noon Mr. Moran was the
guest of honor at luncheon in tha
House restaurant in the Capitol given
by Representative and Mrs. Nelson
at which Representatives Partridge
and Becdy of Maine were guests and
Representative Snow and Mrs. Snow
were at an adjacent table.
Earlier Mr. Moran attended hea.’ings on the Collier beer bill before
the House ways and means commit
tee. He arrived yesterday morning
from New York where He and Gover
nor-elect Brann attended the meeting
of the Maine Society.
Yesterday afternoon Mr. Moran
spent in the House having the privi
lege of the floor as a member-elect
and will canvass matters In which he
will be interested very soon. Since it
seems probable that an extra session
will be called in April. He refused to
discuss policies for publication saying
,he was just there to "get his bearings"
He will probably file application
for his offices, discuss committee as
signments he wants and consider the
selection of a secretary before he
leaves for home Tuesday.
The Community Chests are now

New Office, I. O. O. F. Block
appealing to civic pride—the idea
Opposite Postoffice
being, of course, that you have to fill
Work By Appointment. Tel. 1203-W out your Chest to keep up your chin.

Here is y o u r chance to w in a fine prize.

148-3

I-Virginian-Pilot.

REMOVAL OF TONSILS BY ELECTRICITY
B O X IN G
EMPIRE TH EATRE, ROCKLAND
W EDNESDAY, DECEMBER 14— 8 .3 0 P. M.

Bloodless, Painless Electrical O peration
Com plete rem oval of tonsils. No contra-indications
either in health or age. No loss of tim e to p atient.
Free Exam ining C linic Every S aturday, 3 to 5 P. M.

BENEFIT VETERANS OF FOREIGN WARS
OLIVER HAMLIN, MATCHMAKER
MAIN BOOT—SIX ROUNDS
MERRILL “TUFFY” TAYLOR
vs.
HARRY SCOTT
of Bangor and Rockland
of Baltimore, Md., and Augusta

D R . ETHEL CRIE
Phone, T hom aston I 36
148-151

SEMI-FINAL—SIX ROUNDS
CECIL GRANT
ol Waterville

LEE ANDERSON
of Bangor

VS.

LIONS BENEFIT BALL

PRELIMINARY
VS.

ARCHIE YOUNG
of Bangor

K. O. SAWYER
of Lewiston
BATTLING DOW
of Rockland

vs.

JOE GRAY
of Belfast
OLIVER IIAMLIN, JR.

NEW ARM ORY HALL, FO O T OF PARK ST.

W ednesday N ight, D ecem ber 14

RICHARD HAMLIN

vs.
A Family Affair

Music by KIRK’S AU G M ENTED O RCH ESTRA

ADMISSION TICKETS $1.00. A FEW RESERVED »1.25
On Sale at Torrey’s Bowling Alleys, Trainer's Pool Room
Reserved Scats On Sale at Maine Music Store, Telephone 708
LADIES FREE \
J

■

1

1 ■■

Souvenirs To the Value of $50.00 Will Be Given Away
TICKETS 40 CENTS

148-lt

—

FREE

BUILD NOW!
If you are contem plating the erection of a New
Hom e, G arage, Barn or rem odeling your present
home, it will pay you to investigate our m odern
m ethod of building that saves from I 5 to 30 per cent.
W ill build from your plans or make special plans to
m eet your requirem ents.

FREE

PLANS AND ESTIMATES FREE

FREE

W ESTINGHOUSE
ELECTRIC COFFEE PERCOLATOR
TO A L L B R ID G E PL A Y ER S
W H O G U E SS
w here the five cards go w hen dealt by electricity on
the new Electric C ard Table being displayed and d e m 
onstrated at our store. The new device shuffles a n d
deals more accurately than you can#by hand.
C om e in and try your luck

G. A . LAWRENCE CO.
492 Main Street,

Rockland, Me.

The Salvation Army Christmas kettles made their appearance
this morning and will silently seek the public's favor until the end of
the Christmas season. The very little they desire from you is what
few cannot afford to give, and please remember what it all means—
Christmas dinners for those who will otherwise go without; and
winter relief should there be a surplus. The Salvation Army will have
no solicitors making a house to house canvass; your aid will be given
voluntarily to the kettles presided over in cold and storm, by shivering
rrntincls. Adjutant Wilbur says that 60 needy fam ilies were pro
vided with Christmas dinners last year, and that present indications
S? point to a need of 100 or more.
$

W. H . S P E A R R E T IR E S I

Sense and nonsense divided honors
Pulling up stakes, after being a fac
tor in Main street business affairs for i at yesterday's session of the Rotary
43 consecutive years, is not a m atter j Clab with most satisfying results.
to be contemplated without regret, The program, attem pting to seriously
and th at is the exact sentiment m ani . study the several phases of the Rofested by W alter H. Spear, who yes i tary ideal in international relations.
terday announced his proposed retire I presented many interesting new
| angles of thought yet the whole hour
ment.
Mr. Spear, as everybody knows, is ! was pervaded by a jovial holiday atproprietor of the boot and shoe store j mosphere.
Under the thoughtful direction of
at 378 M ain street, opposite the head
of Tillson avenue, and he has never Rev. Walter 8. Rounds, committee
been off the job two weeks consecu chairman, E. L. Toner considered the
tively since taking over the T. A. Rotary ideal of service as reflected
in the relation of the United State.-,
Wentworth store.
Prior to th a t he had clerked 13 to the subject nations of the Carib
years for Burpee & Lamb, a position bean area. Central America and the
which he obtained only after a degree Philippines. Viewed in a large sense
Of persistence, which later became intervention bv the United States has
one of his outstanding traits when he been from high ideals rather than
was engaged in business for himself selfish commercialism. Carl H. Duff
When he applied for the job 43 years Jin discussing war and peace, urged
ago, Mr. Spear was about midway of the necessity for international efforts
his teens, and to the well seasoned toward peace by all agencies and the
proprietors of the men’s clothing store abandonment of private manufacture
he appeared too young for the posi ! of munitions as civilization cannot
tion. B ut several clerkship changes withstand another major conflict.
Charles Sheldon in speaking of Ro
eventually paved the way for a con
tary ideals of trade viewed with dis
sideration of his request.
"If perseverance counts for any may the present economic condition
thing he will be all right," said one- which allows our markets to be flood
ed with cheap-labor products while
of the proprietors.
So they took Walter on, and never our own factories are idle. He com
mented favorably on the operation
regretted their decision.
When Mr. Spear took his present of the "Buy British" campaign for
stand he could scarcely be called an England. W. O. Fuller's humorously
extensive traveler for in all of his serious attention to the matter of the
store experience he has never been ' Rotary ideal of service for the travel
farther th an a doughnut’s toss from ler abroad kept his hearers in gales
of laughter, yet left an abiding sense
Where he made his first sale.
His name and his store have been of the fitness of curbing the tendency
synonymous with the words square to ridicule the foreigner and press
deal, an d customers have always our sense of national superiority.
Dr. Harold Jameson of Camden and
been treated with utmost courtesy.
As a gathering place for "C hick's' I. R. Cutler of Old Town were visit
cronies in the idle moments'it is going ing Rotarians.
to be greatly missed, especially by the
two Neds.
B R E W S T E R GAINS
Mr. Spear expects to be finally out
of the store by Jan. 15, and with no
plans more definite than the exercts? Two P lan tatio n s “Should Be
of an overdue vacation privilege.
Rejected’’ the Suprem e
His years on the street have been
Court S ay s
'
active in many ways aside from his
regulation business affairs, for he
Former Governor Ralph O. Brew
served three years in the City Gov ster, defeated Republican, gained
ernment, has been, or still is, a mem some ground in his contest of the
ber of many organizations, and an ex  election of Democrat John G. Utterceedingly popular and jolly factor in back to Congress from the Third
social functions.
Maine District last September, with
Yes siree, wq'll all miss Chick and an opinion from the State Supreme
Luther.
Court yesterday th a t the vote in two
Aroostook County plantations “should
Still, th a t San Francisco janitor be rejected.”
If the Governor and Executive
who fell into a barrel of indelible ink
mjght pick up a pretty penny hiring Council should accept the court's
himself out to the visiting literati as opinion and throw out the vote in
those two places—Wallagrass and St
local color.—Macon Telegraph.
John—Uttcrback's lead of 294 would
be reduced to 74.
Brewster still has 11 plantations
and towns, all specified by the former
Governor remaining on which they
have not yet questioned the Court.
AT
Tossing out the vote in almost any
one of these places, together with the
O w l’s Head Town Hall
loss in Wallagrass and St. John,
would be sufficient to overturn the re
W ED NESDA Y, DEC. 14
sult.

SU P P E R and D A NCE

Supper 35c; Children 20c
DANCE
Men 25c; Ladies 15c

148-149

148-tf

W ithout obligation to you our representative will call
assistance in financing which enables you to build the

IDEALS O F SERVICE

Well K n o w n Boot and Shoe The R otary C lu b Discussed
Many A n g les A t Rollick
D ealer Closing His S to re
ing Session
the C o m in g Month

Let us help you w ith your building problems.
on you and fully explain our m ethod of b uilding and

C H A R IT Y

SAUER KRAUT

PUT UP IN '
2' . Gallon Kegs,
$2 40
4 Gallon Kegs,
$2.90
2<4 Gallons Kraut Pickle,
$2.00
Great for your health
Forty-nine years of experience.
Ship it all over the United States.

EDW IN A . DEAN
Tel. 671-J,

Rockland, Me.

1368154

kind of house you w ant from —

FOOD SH O W

SPECIAL PLANS
NO BO NUS OR FINANCE CHARGE
Take advantage of the present low prices, th a t are
now on the up grade.
If you w an t to build anyw here in the State of
Maine, consult a builder established over 35 years in
Maine.

JAMES H. KERR
BUILDER AND G E N E R A L C O N T R A C T O R
RUM FORD, MAINE

That Last
Rite

STRAND TH EA TRE

That

last

rite

before

W inter

sets

in —

the

placing of the Memorial

S U N D A Y , DEC. 11

W reath.

W e are ready to

serve you.

Two S h ow s of M otion P ic tu r e s -2 .3 0 P. M. and 8 .3 0 P .M .
Price of A dm ission: Food in any F orm , large or sm a ll, and C ash
LET’S ALL G ET TO G ETH ER AND HELP THE LESS FO RTUNA TE

BOXW OOD
W REATH S
$ 2 .0 0 to $5.00
“SILSBY’S”
FLOWER SHOP

H O M E BUILDING D E P A R T M E N T
137&138Stf

I ssu e

Volume 8 7 .................. N um ber 148

GET YOUR LICENSE EARLY

STORY OF THE KETTLES

C ongressm an To Be H os
pitably Received A t Seat
of N ational G ov ern m en t

JA N IC E PILLSB U R Y

A COPT

«!<ie«t(<eic«<e(eietc«(<c)r<(C!<t<tetctctcietetet(!gicteic<etc!<ic!eie!cietcieictg>ci(ic«i<iete

%

_______ THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
Subscriptions 63.00 per year payable In
advance; single copies three cents
Advertising rates based upon circula
tion and very reasonable.
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established
’n 1846. In 1874 the Courier was estab
lished and consolidated with the Gazette
In 1882. The Free Press was establlihed
In 1855 and In 1891 changed Its name to
the Tribune. These papers consolidated
March 17. 1897.

THREE CENTS

Saturday

147*It

371 MAIN ST.,

ROCKLAND

147-148

Motorist Must H ave It Before January First— W hy Wait
For the Grand Rush?
The regulations in regard to auto | having licenses taken out as early as
mobile licenses and number plates arc possible, thereby avoiding the last
unchanged from last year, but for tbc minute rush," said Inspector Levi
Flint yesterday. "If local residents
benefit of new applicants, and those
I will act early it will greatly conveni
who may have forgotten, the condi ence those who come from a long dis
tions are here briefly set forth;
tance the last week, and are forced
Drivers' licenses m ust be obtained ! to wait in line several hours if there
>is a great rush."
before Jan. 1st.
Inspector Flint says that more
Number plates for pleasure cars,
licenses
have been taken out than for
trucks and convertible cars are good
the corresponding period last year.
until March 1st.
Persons desiring the same numbers An extra clerk will be added during
the last week of the month, making
th a t they had last year may obtain
a staff of four to handle the situa
them by applying a t the local regis
tion.
tration office, corner of Union and
Inspector Flint notifies The Cou
Willow streets (telephone 944) on or
rier-Gazette this morning that be has
before Dec. 17. The plates will be
received a small quantity of plates
held for them until Ja n 15.
numbered under 7000. They will go
"Our office will greatly appreciate to the first applicants.

PR O D UC T OF TH E SPRUCE
O nly One Maine Factory Still Handling Its Gum, But
Chewers W ould Be Inconsolable W ithout It
"The only factory left in Maine for ] writer told of having bought some
handling genuine spruce gum is still j there, and of wanting more, but had
operated in Monson on rather a forgotten the name of the firm. The
evidently knew, so the order
small scale by Harry Davis. His postman
was filled.
orders come from all parts of the j And there was th at day when Ken
United States. Many small indl- j White, the clerk was decorating the
vidual orders are received from per window with a certain soap product.
sons who grew up in the spruce country
“I wish you would have a picture
of Maine, especially the Old Timers made of that display,"- said a voice
now living outside the State. Lead a t his elbow, and turning he beheld
ing druggists are today the principal a lady who said she was stopping at
markets for gum. All Maine spruces the Samoset, and whose husband
yield gum, but the greater part an was at the head of the soap concern.
nually collected comes from the red T he picture was forwarded to New
spruce. The season for gathering is York, as per her request, and shortly
from September through the winter afterward there came two letters.
to June. It is all hand-picked and One was an acknowldgment of the
at one time it was nothing unusual picture and the other was from a
for 100 professional pickers and many stenographer qmployed by the con
hundred amateurs to go after it."
cern.
The above item clipped from one of
“Looking at the picture of your
the State newspapers inspired a window,” she wrote, “I saw that you
Courier-Gazette reporter’s visit to C. had spruce gum for sale. Will you
H. Moor's drug store, where for years please send me some?” (naming the
un-numbered there has been exhibit amount].
ed in the window a quantity of
This order was also filled, and it
spruce gum.
is to be presumed that the stenogr1In these days of patent gums, so phic jaws were soon operating as you
familiar to almost everybody, one see them in the movies.
does not hear so much about the kind
There was a New York man who
we used to dig from spruce trees ordered spruce gum regularly from
with a jack-knife, but the latter this store—about two pounds a year.
variety is still much in demand, Mr.
One day the store door opened and
Moor assured the reporter, and that a stranger entered.
too in spite of the fact that it carries
"I am the man you send spruce
a price tag of 50 cents an ounce. gum to in New York," said he, "and
Sometimes the would-be purchaser I suppose you would like to know
almost requires smelling salts when w hat I do with so much." And he
told the price, but an ounce weighed went on to tell that he gave up the
out looks much more than It sounds, habit of tobacco chewing and was
and the customer goes away happy, using this as a substitute.
and without the use of a restorative.
Mr. Moor is fond of telling the
Mr Moor has carried the product story of the time he went to Wash
ever since he went into business, and ington, D. C.. and called at the
there are a great many notches In Bureau of the Budget to see the late
the stick to indicate how long Gen. Herbert M Lord, his fellow’
th a t is.
townsman.
One day a dapper young salesman
The General was up to his ears in
entered his store and displayed many a maze of intricate figures, but when
samples of the patent gum. Mr. asked if he would see somebody from
Moor listened patiently while he ex Rockland, he dropped everything and
tolled their respective merits.
directed that the caller be sent in
“Got any good spruce gum?" he
“Hello, Charlie!" he exclaimed,
asked.
catching sight of Mr. Moor "Got
The salesman was a bit surprised, any spruce gum in your pocket?"
but allowed that his firm carried the
O ther Washingtonians heard about
purest and he produced his pencil the spruce gum sold in Rockland—
with the expectation of recording a probably through Gen. Lord, and Mr.
ten-dollar order—maybe $20. When Moor received an order from one of
Mr. Moor Indicated a Quantity that the Congressmen
brought the sale above $200 the trav
“I t was mighty good." was the word
eling man like some timid customers which came back “and before I got
was likewise near the verge of requir through I had our whole committee
ing smelling salts.
chewing it."
One day the proprietor was hand
And thus we behold the influence
ed a letter addressed to the “Drug which the resiny exudation of the
Store on Main Street, Rockland humble sprucp has upon mankind—
Me., that handles spruce gum.” The even at 50 cents the ounce

MANY T H A N K S , ROY
Local C orrespondent Enlight
ens Us A bout M onson and
Cone Shaped M ountain
Rockland, Dec. 8.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:
As I was running through the
paragraphs of your reporter's trip
up into Northern Maine I came
across the subject of signs, one in
particular, which read "Notice the
wonderful view on the right."
As a former resident of the town
in which this sign Is, I knew at once
where it was. It is located in Mon
son. which you stated was famous
for its slate.
You also said th a t 50 per cent of
the roofs—business blocks, dwellings,
or what not—are slated Did you
I notice the house on m e right, just
as you came around' the corner on
the hill which leads into town. Weil,
thus house is entirely covered with
slate and inhabitants of the town
j call it “The Slate House."
To get back to the sign. Did you
notice while gazing across the broad
stretch of lowlands a small pond?
This is none other than Monson
Pond and the mountain, with the
cone shape, in the background is
Borestone. There is another moun
tain in back of this which most visit
ors seldom notice on account of a
sort of optical illusion. The next
time you visit this place look sharp
and you will see this mountain in
back of Borestone. I t rises higher,
and it is called Baron.
Borestone mountain is of interest
to most summer people visiting with
in its range. It has a forest fire look
out on top and it is a fairly easy
mountain to climb, and I will bet the
man in the little watch tower can
dig out plenty of our local people’s
signatures in the big book he keeps.
The little town of Monson is nearly
flat at present, as are a great many
other town. It has a population of

approximately 1200. and its chief oc
cupation is mining slate, which ocours approximately once a month
now. In fact, the son of the boss
goes around the night before a day
of work, notifying those who are to
work, so they can prepare to sit up
all night, in order to be at work in
time next morning.
If you are lucky enough on your
next trip up through, why don't you
visit these slate mines, which run
straight down into the earth for some
odd thousand feet. Snow and ice
forms here in the winter and stays
all through the summer. If it wasn't
for the dangers th a t would be 'en 
countered in getting this ice it
wouldn't pay for an ice man to call
in this town.
Roy.

Y O U R F A V O R IT E POEM
If I had to live my life again I would
have made a rule to read some poetry
and listen to some music at least once
a w*»ek The loss of these tastes is a loss
of happiness.—Charles Darwin.
THE LITTLE TREES
The little trees of Christmas
Stand bravelv. row on row.
Hard by the high-reared altar
Where festal candles glow.
Dark looms the roof above them.
Who lately from the sod
W ith all the glad green forest
Raised myriad hands to God.
The scurrying hare th a t passed them.
The ducks. wedge-flying by—
These only In the woodland
Disxurbed their reverie.
Heie fervent prayers and praises
From eager lips upsprlng
T h at strive through finite phrases
To laud the Immortal King.
The little trees stand steadfast.
Green martyrs to His praise
Godward they lift th eir branches
As in the clear, free days.
Godward they send th eir perfume
From every fine-wrought limb.
In man-made church or forest
Alike incense to Him.
O little trees of Christmas.
Teach me the tru th s you know!
Teach me to find His temple
In woods and stars and snow.
Teach me through tu rn in g Godward
From fear to nnd release,
And steadfast, with sweet worship
To greet the Child of Peace.
—Theodora Bates Cogswell,

A CLO SE B A T T L E

IN D IA N RELICS

T h e C ourier-G azette
three -times - a- week

E v er y -O th e r -D a y
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Disclose Som e S trikingly
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A t T he H igh School
(By the Pupils)
i—i—-

S tivie’s Ellsw orth Boys O u t
score T ho m asto n — G irls
y
Gam e D ifferent

STUDLEY FU RN ITU RE CO.

-iishall the earth yield her increase;
and God, even our own God, shall J
Beautiful evergreens red berries,
bless us.—Psalm 67:5,6.
Thomaston High School's basket
_ ! Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
and pine cones have been gathered
X
I Now th a t our summer visitors are from the woods on Dodges Mountain, ball edition opened its home season y
HEROES OF THE AIR
DOLLS
CH AIR S
i gone home it may be interesting to made into attractive Christmas last night by dividing the two con
wreaths and placed in the rooms tests with Ellsworth, the boys losing v
. i contemplate the site of an ancient and office of our building, by Shirley
TRICYCLES
ROCKERS
No epic tale can presen a grea e summer camp of
original resi23 to 20, and the girls winning 26 to
Blackington.
thrill than that story of the a rp ne
Qj our Peaunfuj shores, namely,
17. The boys' game proved to be the
• • *•
CARTS
FANCY M IRRO RS
flight from the island town, rushing j the
Indians,
A double quartet has been formed most exciting fracas staged in the
to the mainland hospital the young j
me
th a t for 30 years my in the Junior Typewriting Club Thomaston gym since the memorable
ROCKING C H A IR S
BOOK C A SE S
woman with the wounded foot. The
hobby has been the discovery and und erth e ^ 1J ec?ionJ >f Dorotilie HaJ" ' Rockland-Thomaston game of two
providential appearance of the plane | stu(jy of re,jcs left by the American vie. This Rhythm Quartet will make ,
its debut at the Christmas party. >’ears 88°DO LL CARRIAG ES
GOV. W INTHROP DESKS
a t the point where the accident had i i n£jjatis in this past summer I have {singing Christmas carols.
The clever Ellsworth team pulled
out
In
front
early
in
the
first
chap
•
•
»
•
occurred; the quick transfer to it of unearthed a representative assort- J
SPINET DESKS
SKIS
ter and was never headed but once,
the victim: the thrilling take-off ment of stone, bone and clay relics
“Yes, there is a Santa Claus!” this being at the end of the third
under the skillful hand of that from shell heaps and the beaches on Janitor Randall has promised to period. The game started very slow
H IG H CHAIRS
FA N C Y DROP LEAF TABLES
clean out the main school chimney ly and throughout the entire first
staunch commander of the air, Wil the islands near Port Clyde.
for the advent, Dec. 16, of Sam Pipi- period it remained in the doldrums. y
liam C. Wincapaw; the intelligent
Last Sunday X noticed ancient I cello, who has been chosen by the
T A B L E AND C H A IR SETS
W INDSOR CH AIR S
This was soon forgotten after wit
action of Stanley C. Boynton in hold shells outcropping on the ocean edge Commercial Club to be its official nessing the remaining period for the
Santa Claus.
NURSERY CH AIRS
M AG AZINE RACKS
* < * » .« *
longer they played the faster they &
t • • •
worked, this being especially so in
his bare fingers, the edges of the Qjy<je After getting permission to
R.HJ3. students who live at the
DESK S AND C H A IR S
CARD TA BLES
wound and so preventing the young investigate it, assisted by Augustus Keag are having the rare oppor the last canto which had everyone
woman feeding to death—these aie | Anderson I carefully dug the whoie tunity of receiving, gratis, art les on his toes every second.
The Thomaston lads made up in
on-v j site over
CHRISTM AS TREE LIG HT SETS
t h elements that make up a„ sto.y
of and found jtpractically every
In sons two evenings a week at the courage what they lacked in weight,
* t
home of Albert Merchant, an artist but it took more than sheer courage
which will long be told around the s^ e
was about 10 by 15 feet, of repute. Though they admit they
MAJESTIC R A D IO S
to win that old ball game, as the
TELEPHONE
STANDS
firesides of Vinalhaven, no less than no doubt on th a t spot stood a habita- do not aspire to produce another score shows. The visitors gained
in countless other homes where deeds , tion of poles, covered with bark or "Red Jacket" like th at of their possession of the ball unceasingly,
T E D D Y CARS
SMOKING STAND S
,
.
•novx.T. full I hides, probably a thousand years ago, teacher, their work in charcoals is but injured their scoring through
of enterprise and
g
, judging by the state of decay of bone commendable.
bad
passes.
to receive their deserved tribute of fragments and pottery sherds As
• • • •
E A SY CHAIRS '
SMOKING CABINETS
Anderson and Perry were the star
this spot had never been disturbed by
grateful admiration.
The class in Economic Civics has scorers for Thomaston, while Keefe
the plow, everything lay exactly as been discussing labor troubles and and Stackpole played strong defen
CRIBS
FLO O R LAMPS
the last ancient tenants left it for the advisability or non-advisability sive games. For Ellsworth, Beal,
THE PROBLEMS OF BEER
their winter home up the Penobscot of strikes. As a result Division Four Wood and Johnson led in the scor
SPO N G E R U B B E R BATH SETS
BR ID G E LAMPS
river.
organized a paper and pencil union ing attack with Haseitan turning in
From the surface of the soil to the fully staffed. The teacher of Civics a clever and brilliant game on the
It is no small m atter that the
y
H&B ELECTRIC SW EEPERS
TA BLE LAMPS
disciples of beer are engaging them original undisturbed earth it meas represented the owner and manager defense.
ured one foot thick of broken shells, of the factory, located in Room 6.
The
sebre:
selves with at Washington. It is the decayed charcoal, ashes and broken
A demand made by the union called
Ellsworth
AUTOM OBILES
v
MEDICINE CABINETS
question of alcohol which makes the bones. Following is a list of the for $5 a day of six working hours and
G
F
P
thing difficult. As the world knows, relics that I found:
certain improvements in working Johnson, rf ..................... 2
1 5
SLEDS
About a quart of fragments of a conditions. This demand was made Beal, If ........................... 3
D A V E N PO R T TABLES
the chief business of alcohol is to
0
6
large clay pot, showing marks of fire by William Anderson, Frances Hav Wood, If ........................ 2
1
5
make trouble—sorrow, disease, crime, and use. One large piece of a pot
PICTURES
ener and John Leo, and was refused Gott, c .................... -..... 2
0
4
SEWING CABINETS
poverty—these are its natural pro showing impress of the basket in by the manager who, however, said Haseiton, rg ................. 1 3
3
geny which legislation has to deal which it was molded and fired. Two she would investigate working con Smith, lg ........................
0
E X T R A BULBS
RUGS
with, and the wise men in .Congress beautifully made spear heads, 2 ’i ditions, At a later meeting a strike
inches in length, made of greenish was organized in spite of certain
io
23
who yearn to give their constituents flint. Seven perfect arrow heads, two pacific workers, and employes went
Thomaston
beer find themselves unequal to the of them with triangular war points, to the Gym where a meeting was
F
P
GOODS P U R C H A SE D N O W , HELD FO R CH RISTM AS DELIVERY
task which it imposes. How tb pro the others of the notched stem held under the leadership of Ander Anderson, rf ...........
0 10
son. At a later hour another joint Grafton, rf ..............
0
0
duce a beer which shall display an variety.
One of the war points is the finest meeting was in session, the results of Jacobs, If ..............
0
2
alcoholic content sufficient to thrill specimen of flint flaking I’ve seen in which have not been reported.
0
2
Stackpole, c ..........
• • • »
the yearning nerves of taste and at my whole experience of collecting.
1
1
Keefe, rg ........................ 0
Only two bone artifacts were found,
1
5
the same time not intoxicate its drink
The Commercial Club met Dec. 5. Perry, lg ........................ 2
er; how to give to it the universality one a broken bodkin or awl, the other the program being in charge of
the end of a fish spear with two
er's cast. “Smilin’ Through" is the !
9
2 20
PA RK TH EATRE
STRA N D T H E A T R E
BIG BO X IN G S H O W
of circulation without the debauching barbs, which is a very rare specimen. Mary Foster, Myra Watts and Daisy
story of an old man who seeks to
Referee, Durante of Bowdoin.
Gray, who gave demonstrations in
Also unearthed were a great many mimeograph work. Committees were Time, four 10's.
shed the relentless bitterness of his
machinery of the saloon or the skill
For dark and tricky ways the
With Norma Shearer as its star,
The girls’ game was easily Thom P rom oter H am lin S cours the and one of the most brilliant sup blighted romance on a pair of young "heathen Chinee" Is not nearly so
ful ministrations of the gentlemanly broken arrow heads and knives, chosen for the Christmas party Dec.
lovers.
T
he
colorful
background
spears, etc., and about a dozen worked 16.
aston's from the start. At the end
and ubiquitous bootlegger; how to scrapers.
S tate For His E n te rtain  porting casts yet assembled for the provides a contrast between the peculiar as the ways of Walter
• • • •
of the first half the team led 17 to 7,
speaking screen, “Smilin’ Through” England of 1868 and modern days.—
confine the appetite of the customer
Not one scrap of anything was
Huston with the heathen black of
m ent Next W ednesday
The junior class meeting Tuesday and by out-passing the visiting las
comes for Monday and Tuesday.
adv.
found
to
denote
white
man's
occu
to be and prevent its enlargement
Africa in "Kongo,” the weird jungle
was held to name a committee to se sies added points until the final
Miss Shearer in the feminine lead
pancy
of
the
place.
The
appearance
Promoter Oliver '‘Happy" Hamlin
into the region of what is catalogued
melodrama which comes Monday ana
lect the junior play, to be given in whistle which showed the Thomas
of everything seemed to prove it to February. Members of th a t selec ton lassies on top by a margin of 27 has booked a big boxing show for Em follows in the footsteps of Jan e Cowl,
W IT H T H E BOW LERS
Tuesday. Black magic is nothing
who achieved one of her greatest
as hard drink—these are among the be very ancient. About 100 feet to
to 16.
pire Theatre next Wednesday.
mere than the tricks which white
successes in the record-breaking New
features of a problem with which the east of this camp there is another tion are: Ruth Dondis. Esther Nick
The main bout will feature Merrill York stage run of the play from
Three Crows, but not three cheers. magicians play on their theatre audi
erson, Elzada North, Charles Hav
LOST HIS TICKET
even the wdttest statesmen find it similar camp site. On the beach in ener and Howard Chase.
"Tuffy” Taylor of Bangor, a former which the screen production was Walls’ Wonders beat them again last ences, but the black tribesmen believe
*• • •
Rockland boy who has fought over adapted. Opposite her is Fredric night, a t the S tar alleys by 98 pins. they are supernatural. For this rea
difficult to deal. It is our representa front of it I have picked up many
Former Rockland Men Furnish Lots 100 fights, and who beat Ronald
fine arrow heads and knives.
Snow touched the century mark for son there *is a governmental ban on
tives a t Washington who in this mat
The
skating
rink
a
t
Community
of Fun At Bangor Service Club Sukeforth at the Empire last May. March, borrowed from Param ount to high string and had high total. 1110 such practices, but there are times,
To my mind the reason this science
play the dual role of Jeremy Wayne
Dinner
ter are sitting pretty. They represent is so fascinating is the fact th a t all Park will be opened this year if the
He is one of the cleverest boys in the in the mid-Victorian sequences of summary: Walls’ Wonders—Jordan, when it is necescarv for self-preserva
Maine, the mother of prohibition, we know about those ancient people weather ever becomes suitable. For
ring today. His opponent Harry
514; Snow, 526; Wall, 489; Three
a time the continuation of this
Maurice C. Orbeton. traffic man Scott of Baltimore has fought some the. story and Kenneth Wayne, his Crows—Horrocks , 484; Cummings, tion. Among the tricks which Huston
who
here
lived
during
prehistoric
ages
plays are feats of fire-eating, turning
son, in the modern scenes. LesUe
which has prospered under it and
is gathered from these little relics project was a m atter of grave doubt, ager of the New’ England Telephone of the best men of his weight in the Howard and O. P. Heggie, who left 510; Mason. 437.
a man into a skeleton, and the chop
does not wish to see the licensed they left. Often while delving in but an increased sale of tickets and & Telegraph Company nearly got country. Since moving to Maine he
the screen to fulfill stage engage
ping off of Lupe Velez's head in front
grog-shop returned to power here.
shell heaps I have sat and gazed at financial backing from the Athletic “put off the train" at the united has won all of his battles and claims ments on Breadway during the past
Worn-out films are sold as cld junk. of the astonished blacks. Needless to
the ashes of a campfire, which died Council have made another season service club dinner at the Per.obscot the welterweight championship of season, were brought to Hollywood But why w ait till they are worn out? spy the head is restored and Lupe
Exchange Wednesday evening, be the State.
out centuries ago, and mused upon possible.
:o add further lustre to Miss Shear —Punch.
• • • »
goes on her grinning way —adv.
THE CHRISTMAS TREE
cause he lost his ticket. The conduc
the fact th a t here lived another race
In the semi-final Cecil G rant of
Many
significant
items
of
local
tor,
Hollis
Merry,
who
was
collecting
of men; here the wigwam blaze shone
Waterville meets Lee Anderson of
Some years ago there was a greet on the helpless little redskins, while history came to light through a re the fares, was obdurate however, and Bangor. G rant who has won h’s
cent
composition
assignment
in
Mrs.
finally
Mr.
Orbeton
produced
a
fights in Rockland is one of the busi
cry put up in the m atter of the their mother prepared the evening Carrillo’s Junior English classes.
Maine Central pass, issued to his est boys in action you have ever seen
Christmas tree, in th a t feature of it feast.
grandfather
because
a
Maine
Central
Stories
of
early
Indian
doings
in
this
But all this has passed away and
Anderson is a fighter and a stablewhich had to do with Its car-load the dust of them rests in unknown vicinity; of privateering during the train killed his cow. some fifty years mate to the great Louie Nemis. This
ago.
Revolution
and
the
War
of
1812;
of
shipm ent out of Maine, for commer graves. Here are the dead ashes of a
The argument between Mr. Orbeton will be a fine bout.
early settlers of Clam Cove, LerIn the prelims Archie Young of
cial purposes, in those communities hearth from which, how many long mond's Cove, Wessaweskeag; of local and Conductor Merry caused a lot of
ago, the last spark blinked out
Bangor meets K. O. Sawyer of Lewis
where it was found impossible for a years
hilarity,
but
the
difficulty
was
ironed
heroes
like
Gen.
Hiram
Berry;
of
the
and the last little curl of smoke
famous clipper Red Jacket—all made out when Maurice produced the miss ton. Young is in great demand over
citizen, hatchet in hand, to step out evaporated!
John Gordon
very interesting material. Some of ing ticket, just in time to escape the State by his great fighting, hav
Into a neighbor's convenient pasture
Port Clyde, Dec. 9, 1932.
the information came from old his walking home.—Bangor Daily News. ing won all his fights by the K. O
route. Sawyei who hails from a
and acquire, with little effort and no
tories and newspapers but some of
DELIVERING THE MAIL
At Oregon apartment janitor was fighting family and has won his last
expenditure of money, this indis
it was fact stored up as family tra 
19 fights, is not worrying abou.
pensable accessory of the holiday. Correspondent Wants Better Service dition by descendants of our very among those impressed into service to Yeung.
put out one of the forest fires raging
early
settlers
in
these
parts.
On Broadway and North Main
Our forests, such was the wailing
In the next bout Joe G ray of Bel
* • • •
in that district, sis his long experience
fast meets Battling Dow of Rockland.
cry, were being sacrificed by their
suggested
him
a
t
once
for
the
emer
The feature numbers of Tuesday’s
Editor of The Courier-Gazette;—
Gray has fought in Rockland before,
wholesale denuding and woe in that
Why should we. the citizens of assembly program are thus described gency—Detroit News.
and gave a good account of himself
connection was feelingly predicted. Broadway and upper North Main by one of our contributors;
He also has a win over Flash Wise
Mr. Ireland wrote the piece, “The ernistic design, the center portion of whom Dow beat here last month
The announcement th a t one million street, be the goats in this mail de
Island Spell," after reading a poem
Christmas trees are to be sent forth livery upheaval. That's w hat we called "In the Wood of Finvara” by the whole suit forming a complete Dew never turns down a chance to
want to know. Don't we, taken as
this present season evokes no testi a whole, pay our taxes as promptly Arthur Symons. This piece sym diamond In the black, while outside fight and is one of the best looking
A
.
s
is all orange. Numbers are on both fighters in Rockland today. He im
monials of grief, for it has been dem as citizens fn any other section of the bolizes the earth, after the dust has front and back to conform with the proves every fight.
onstrated that the free cutting out city? Aren’t we as respectable and been washed away by a soft green new ruling. The girls’ suits consist
In the opener the Hamlin brothers.
flood; it's then that Mr. Ireland finds
of these evergreen plants in no way worth while citizens as in other parts? the solitude for which he has been of all orange blouses (with usual in Oliver and Richard, will meet in a
Why then should we be the ones to
of light material, with black family affair. Two fighters, not box
seriously affects the valuable tree have only one delivery of mail, and looking. Miss Dondis played this for signia)
bloomers, offset by an orange stripe ers.
growth of the State—on the con that delivery previous to the arrival her first selection Tuesday morning. down the side.
Admission is SI. a few reserved
"The King's Henchman,” by Edna
• *• *
trary, we are assured, actually pro of even the morning train, makmg St. Vincent Millay, is a story of
seats at $1.25. Ladies iree
Marion Carr, secretary for Mr.
If vou like clever boxing end real
motes it. And the profits from the us the recipients of mail an entire day Edgar, King of England. He is about
late, every day?
Blaisdell, reports that business has fighting, don’t miss this show put on
to
choose
a
wife,
but
is
so
busy
with
shipments are comfortable to look
We have business men and women
been very heavy In the “lost and for the benefit of the Veterans of
who have no down-town offices but his home pursuits th a t he sends his found" department this week.
upon.
Foreign Wars, America’s overseas vet
brother
Athowold
to
go
to
see
his
« *• •
who are dependent upon delivery of
erans.
future
wife,
because
he
knows
th
at
their mail in order to transact each
The operetta “Piccola" will be
THOSE OLD-TIMERS
day’s business. Why should we be Athowold is a woman-hater. Atho presented by the Junior High Girls’
wold
falls
in
love
with
Alfreds,
the
R O C K P O R T T O O K IT
the losers when practically every man
Glee Club. Dec. 21. The cast: Pic
The story our correspondent relates in some sections of the city either is , wife-to-be, not knowing who she is. cola, Jane Welch; Catherine, Betty
Instead of returning to his brother,
Collamore, the agile center of Rock
of his finding in the regions of Port employed down-town or has an office Athowold sends back to his brother McAlary; Jean, Dorothea Burkhardt; port High, tossed 17 points last night,
there.
This
seems
to
be
a
case
of
Marie,
Dorothy
Frost;
Christmas
Clvde evidences of a human
« life of "figuring it out for yourselves," as I i the news th a t Alfreds is homely, un sprites — Turkey, Elizabeth Till; and the home team defeated IslesA A e m BERSHIP in o u r Christmas C lu b is open to a ll. W o m e n
centuries gone, stirs a note of interest am not mathematician enough to do attractive, and not fit to be queer.. Plum Pudding, Ruth Thomas; Stick boro High 34 to 26. Grover excelled
He then marries her. After a year
in all of us with whom is lodged even it for you. Speaking for "the crowd." Edgar comes to visit them, and finds of Candy, Margaret Hussey; Carrot, for the latter team. The score:
Rockport High
McPhee; Bean, Annette
Mabelle E. Doherty
the smallest inclination toward things
out Atholwold’s deceit. Athowold, Muriel
and men, boys and girls are in v ite d to jo in . T h e re are d iffe re n t classes
Northgraves; Mince Pie, Dorothy
G
F
P
171
North
Main
street.
overcome
with
remorse,
kills
himarchaelogical. To know that in this
Sherman; carol singers — Vieno Wentworth, If ........ 0
0
3
j
self.
region familiar to our senses there
to suit everyone’s means. N o m atter h o w m u ch o r h o w litt le you can
Kangas, Barbara Derry, Helvi Rivers,
If .................... 0
0
“ O N MY S E T ”
Miss Dean read the scene of the Genevieve Gray, Virginia Gray. Hall,
Spow, yf ................ 1 0
2
existed ages ago another race of peo
lover’s meeting (Athowold and Al Grace
Grant, Barbara Griffin, Mar
3
17
deposit each w eek, we have a p la n to m eet y o u r needs. C a ll now and
ple, so long ago that the history of
The Havana, Cuba, rta’ion
freds) in the forest on All Hallow's garet Rogers, Nancy Snow, Virginia Collamore, c .......... 7
Payson, lg .............- 6
1
13
CMAF
was
co-ring
in
clearly
last
Eve, a cutting from the second act.
them can be read in nothing more
Willis, Eleanor Ames, Marion Fer- Annls, rg ................ 0
2
2
e n ro ll in the class that suits y o u best. Y o u become a m e m b e f as soon as
• «• •
night and with good power.
substantial than a few broken arrow
nald, Flora Hooper, Frances Marsh, Grant, rg „ • ............ 0
0
0
••• ••• •••
A very efficient usher squad served Anna Pellicane, Beulah Wright.
Davis, rg .........._..... 0
0
0
heads and the cold ashes of a longyou make y o u r sm all first d e p o sit. D o n ’t delay ta k in g advantage o f this
Don’t forget that this after
• • • »
the patrons of “Bab” Thursday and
noon’s football game between
gone-out camp-fire, is to stir a desire
Friday. Assisting head usher Caro
The various classrooms of the
14
6
31
Notre Dame and Southern Cali
practical, easy w ay to have a fu n d o f extra m oney fo r next Christm as.
lyn McAllister were: Mary Ginn, Vel- Junior High are very attractive in
for further knowledge of who these
Is’.c boro High
fornia is to be broadcast fiom
zora
Look,
'Isabel
Choate,
Virginia
their
Christmas
decorations
which
people were and by what processes
G
F
P
WJZ at 4.45,
Piper,
Elizabeth
Clark,
Vivian have been arranged by the teachers Colcord, rg ............. 0
0
0
they became wiped out of existence.
Chaples, Priscilla Saunders, Bertha and pupils.
Grover, lg ............... 6
2
14
When you buy a new radio can
• • • »
Wo recall that some years ago,
Korpinen, Alice Gay, Lyra Cook and
Trim, c ....... ............ 4
0
3
you get one that hasn’t any hum
Edith Morse.
through the caving of a shore bank
Miss Mary Sylvester substituted for Boardman, rf ......... 0
0
0
• • • •
in it, or do ail radios have a hum
Miss Ellen Cochran ana Miss K ath Patterson, If ........... 2
0
4
near Easter's cove, some skeletons
to a certain extent?
R. E. M.
C la sse s f o r
Y o u r fir s t deposit
“My Ideal Library” is the title of erine Veazie for Miss Ellen Thomp Fitzgerald, If ......... 0
0
0
of an Indian race were brought to
&bulletin board exhibit in Mrs. C ar son during the past week, both regu
now bein g form ed
Answer: This question is more
w ill e n r o ll y o u
rillo’s room at present. Particularview; and there are those mysterious
12
2
26
or lees of a local nature, inasmuch i ly good book lists are on display lar teachers being ill. This has been
Miss
Cochran's
first
absence
in
a
deposits of clam-shells at Treasure
Referee:
Ingraham.
T
im
e:
Four
8s.
as most of the newer sets, now
suggested by these students: Norman great many years.
Point farm, on the edges of St.
cold, are pra-tically humfree, and
*** *
Stanley, Elzada North, Beryl BorA French philosopher says that
if there is a hum on these newer
Georges River. It may be easily
gerson, Gladys Strout, Ruth Don- • Regular contributors to this col
man first became conscious of »in
rets
it
undoubtedly
is
in
vour
lo
;
dis,
Doris
Herbert,
Nathalie
Jones,
imagined that multitudinous evi
umn include: Ruth Gregory. Natha
cation rather than in the set,
Walter Barstow, Sylvia Shafter, lie Jones, Charles Ellis. Norman 5000 years ago. The cycle is just
dences of those vanished times lie all
unless a mechanical defect de
Dorothy Dimick, Esther Chapman, Stanley, Marion Watts, Alice Scam about completed—he is practically
velops.
unconscious of it again.—Atlanta
about us, only waiting upon disclosure
Hervey Allen and Helen Pietroski.
mon. Everett Frohcck, Eleanor Tib Journal.
•••
•••
•••
♦ * ♦ *
by the persistent disciple of archae
betts,
Ruth
Dondis,
Avis
Lovejoy.
Quf't'on: Can a new tyne radio
The senior class has its first pub
ology.
tube 230 be used on a radio that
lic supper of the year Saturday, Dec.
originally used 201A’s? A. F. F.
17, at the Universalist Church, offerT he question of financing another
ROCKLAND
Answer: Yes, a 230 tube lakes a i ing the usual appetizing menu.
S tate Fair at Lewiston seems to be
filament voltage of 2 volts and
troubling the trustees F W. Winter,
New basketball suits have arrived
with a proper dropping reg'ste-,
who took charge of the fair grounds
Camden,
U n ion ,
Warren,
Vinalhaven
for both boys and girls. The boys'
to drop the voltage of the battery
by foreclosure proceedings declares
to that voltage, it can be used in I suits were especially needed this year,
th a t there are agricultural interests
The pants and jerseys are of modplace of the 5 volt 291A.
ready to back a new corporation.

Christmas
Suggestions

NOW
a t th e Old H om e
283 M ain S tre e t

(EVERYBODY)
CAN

J O IN O UR

Christmas Club

JO IN

NOW !

SECURITY TR U ST

Company

E v e r y -O th e r -D a y
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Spear’s Shoe Store Is Closing Out of Business!
A F T E R 3 0 Y E A R S O F S E L L IN G HIGH G R A D E F O O T W E A R

S T A R T IN G (T O D A Y ) S A T U R D A Y , D E C E M B E R 10
I a m g o in g to s e ll $ 1 0 ,0 0 0 w o rth of s h o e s and rubbers in a sa le th a t w ill s ta g g e r K nox C ou n ty a s far
a s p rices go. j* A ch a n ce of a life tim e to bu y your C h r istm a s fo o tw e a r for a b o u t h a lf price, j* S p a ce
w o n ’t p e r m it q u o tin g prices. All w e a sk of you is to co m e in. T h a t w ill s e tt le all q u e s tio n s beyond a
d ou b t, j* It w ill pay you to buy you r sp ort s h o e s for n e x t su m m er.
NO “MONKEY B U S IN E S S”

NO SH O E S BOUGHT FOR A SALE

C lea n H o n e st Closing=O ut=of=Business S a le

W a lter H. S p e a r
Proprietor

Richard Thomas and Burton Bick- Parker were entertained at the Cop
Sidney F. Copeland, formerly with
sent as anthems “God Is Our Hope'
Postmaster Veazie announces that
THE SENIOR PLAY
more. Several girls of the senior per Kettle last evening after the per
the Lewiston Buick, has joined the the stamp window will be ypen until
and Strength,” Young, and “O That
class, charmingly gowned, acted as formance, with Robert Allen playing
sales staff of the C. W. Hopkins 6 this afternoon.
I Had Wings," Havens. Knickerbocker
host. Luncheon and a general jolli
agency, which has just taken charge
Class will meet at noon with L. A. Miss Snow an d Robert A llen ushers.
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
American Legion supper ionight.
Walker as leader, theme "Evolution
Dec. 11—Annual donation show at of that car locally.
Star In H igh School Play, Members of the cast and Miss fication were enjoyed.
Strand Theatre, auspices American
Monday night the regular meeting of
of Morals.” Church school also meets
W ell D one
Legion.
'
To charity will go the net proceeds the Auxiliary at 7.30.
at noon and the Intermediate Y. P.
Dec. 14—Annual meeting and banquet
The Senior P la y , "Bab," a light
C U. at 5 p. m. Mr. Welch will conduct
of the Rockland Chamber of Commerce of the ball given by the Rockland
Lions Club next Wednesday night in
a service of worship at Hope Corner comedy presented in the High School
at The Thorndike
An inquiry has been received at this
Dec. 15—Monthly meeting of Baptist the New Armory hall opposite the office as to the date of Langdon W.
at 2.30. The week’s activities will in auditorium Thursday and Friday eve
Men's League.
clude Chapin Class Tuesday evening nings, might be termed a great suc
Dec. 15—Annual fair of Edwin Libby fexit of Park street. Kirk’s augment Moore’s death. Will somebody kind
ed orchestra will furnish music, and ly oblige us?
with Mrs. Almon B. Cooper; Mission cess as far' as accomplishing its pur
Relief Corps.
Dec. 15—W arren—Operetta. The New very desirable gifts, valued a t $50
Circle at the church parlors Wednes pose goes. This was due to the u n tir
Minister." at 7.45. at Town hall, auspices
Bob and June Brewer of this city i
will be distributed.
day; a business meeting of the Wom ing efforts of the coach, Miss Dorothy
of the Warren Woman's Club.
Dec. 18—Red Cross benefit concert at
will be featured vaudeville artists at ‘
an’s Society at 5 p. m. Wednesday,. Parker. Ripple after ripple of amuse
.Strand Theatre.
Mrs. Ida Leonard of Rockland, sen the big Legion minstrel show in Cam- ,
followed by circle supper at 6.
ment passed through theiaudience as
Dec. 25—Christmas Day.
• • *•
tenced Nov. 4 to serve five months in den next week.
the characters blundered their way
Knox County jail on a charge of keep
Rev. Willard H. Palmer of Portland out of one ridiculous situation into
WEATHER
Huntley-Hill Post, V.F.W., will hold
ing a disorderly house, has peti
will speak at 1 o'clock tomorrow at another.
The first snow of the year falling tioned the Governor and Executive a meetng Monday night promptly at
the Finnish Congregational Church, ! Bernadette Snow, as "Bab" the 17gently last evening gave a picturesque Council for a pardon. She said. “I 7 30 at the new hall at 360 Main street. i
St. George road. His remarks will be ycar-old school girl whose family |
wintry touch to the landscape but is am in ill health, have been punished Business of importance..
interpreted into Finnish. All are wouldn't let her grow up, played the
fast disappearing under this morn i enough and I promise to obey the
part with her usual case, while her
cordially welcome.
ing's sunshine. Thermometer read laws,” if released.
Few persons know th at Adjutant
• **•
leading man “Carter Brooks," alias
ings of 14 at 7 a. m. today and yes
Wilbur of the Salvation Army used
At Pratt Memorial Church tomor Robert Allen, did no mean job on the
terday were a contrast to the warm
E. H. Crie this week celebrated his to have the title of Doctor. Received 1
row the pastor’s 10.30 subject will be ; romantic scenes.
—
days preceding; all of which may silver business anniversary by hang his degree, it seems, by furnishing
“Doubting Thomas Convinced.” The ' “Bab.” with the aid of her friends, j
serve to remind us that Christmas is ing a new sign for Crie’s Gift Shop, the kerosene camphor gum cure for
BU Y THEM FROM O U R COMPLETE STOCK
anthem will be “Praise Ye the Lord," Eddie Perkins (Walter Staples) and
only two weeks away. Slowly moder and, as might be expected it is an rheumatism.
SERMONETTE
Rogers. Sunday School will meet at Jana Raleigh (Avis Lovejoy), finally ]
ating weather today was promised in artistic product of his own domain.
I
MAY W E SUGGEST
neon and Epworth League at 6 p. ni. succeeds in getting her sister Leila
the Rideout broadcast. The barometer The background is green, the letter
Gov. and Mrs. Wm. Tudor Gardi- ,
Hungry—Cold—Discouraged
(Card
Gardiner)
married
to
Mr.
,
led
by
Miss
Esther
Chapman
on
the
reading in Boston this morning was ing is silver and there is some em ner Wednesday entertained 13 mem
A R V IN H O T W A T E R H EA TER S, $ 9 .9 5 and up
“Feed My Sheep"
topic "Missions.” “Peter's Denial’’ Beresford (Stanley Gay) in spite of i
50.49 and rising; the temperature was bellishment of red. Colonial lanterns bers of the original State administra
Fit any car—makes winter driving a pleasure
family
opposition.
Miss
Lovejoy.
,
will be Mr. Marr’s evening subject.
All over this country men and
24. For Sunday the forecast is: In  add much to the holiday attractive tive code committee. Included among
A
F
U
L
T
O
N FR O ST SH IELD ,
$ 2 .0 0 and up
The Tuesday prayer service is at 7.15. Miss Gardiner. Mr. Staples, and Mr
creasing cloudiness, probabiy followed ness in the night time along with the the guests was ex-Senator Zelma M. women are discouraged, hungry
• • • •
Gay showed great poise in their act- ;
and wifi be cold, as this winter
by rain.
Dwinal
of
Camden.
A FIR ESTO N E T IR E AND T U B E
usual display of evergreen. Inside
comes on apace. Yet there are j “The Virgin Birth: A Fact or a ing. while the butler and maid, Frank
All sizes and prices in slock
the lattice work is interlaced with
Harding
and
Mary
Stockbridge,
did
Fable?”
is
to
be
the
subject
of
the
thousands
who
think
that
by
fol
Another Rockland man who wore :
The Auxiliary of Winslow-Holbrook Japanese cherry blossoms. .
lowing
this
philosophy
or
the
■
full
justice
to
their
traditionally
dig
sermon
a
t
the
First
Baptist
Church
A
FIR
E
S
T
O
N
E
BATTERY,
$ 5 .9 0 and up
a shawl in the days when they had a i
Pest A. L. will meet Monday evening
other in government, or com on Sunday morning. There will be nified parts.
at 7.30.
The Eagle bowling team of Rock considerable vogue was the lat'> j munity work, or by the exercise special music by the choir. The
FIR ESTO N E A N T I-FR E E Z E
Margaret Halliday and Frank Pie
land defeated the Eagle team of Wal Capt. Jacob B. Loring. Mr. Loring
One filling lasts all winter
of Pollyanna theories, things wifi Church School, with classes for all troski, as Mr. and Mrs. Archibald
Rockland Chapter of the Women doboro Wednesday night 96 pins in was a Civil War veteran and well
right themselves.
ages will meet a t the noon hour. The “Bab's" mother and father, must have
of Hadassah meets tomorrow evening what was to be a five-string match. known boat builder.
A SET OF CHAINS
Things undoubtedly will right Christian Endeavorers are to have grown mature over night, for even
at 8 at the Synagogue.
Made in our own shop—Sure to fit
Waldoboro boys defaulted the fifth
themselves,
but
not
in
time
for
a
special
meeting
featuring
“The
their
voices
seemed
to
have
changed
W hat’s this. No radio broadcast
string, and furnished delicious oyster
those teeming unemployed and Romance of Missions,” a t 6 o’clock. to fit their character.
The new officers of Edwin Libby stew for the visitors who wish the of baseball games next season, except 'penniless sufferers named above.
The people's evening service comes
: : A lso : :
An outstanding feature of the play
Relief Corps are asked to meet at Waldoboro boys good luck in their the world series. This is positively
The great misfortune, when in a t 7.15. Mr. MacDonald's subject
POLISH,
T O P DRESSING
Grand Army hall Monday afternoon return match Wednesday night at cruel. Just think how many persons deed the times are out of joint, is wifi be, “The Next Election.” The was the lighting effects, such as those
which enabled the audience to see, ,
at 2.30.
the Star Alleys. The Eagle team of are given through it a chance to the absence of hope. Men must happy prayer and praise meeting on through an open window, moonlight
W
IN
D
SH
IELD
W
IP
E
R BLADES A N D ARM S
Rockland issues a challenge to any forget their troubles.
be rescued from physical hunger Tuesday evening is at 7.15.
on rippling water. Take ft all in all ]
S
P
E
C
IA
L
DUST
C
L
O
T H S , Chem ically Treated
, R. I. Thompson has bought the 5-man picked team in the city for a
*• • »
the play has a right to be considered
With 14 feet of water over the in and destitution before they can
house a t 125 Limerock street being three or five string match on any
AND
MANY
OTHER ITEMS
receive
spiritual
truth.
The
mul
The
first
service
of
the
day
at
the
vacated by A rthur A. Clough, and will date after Dec. 15, a t the S tar Alleys. take at Mirror Lake and with normal titude which followed Christ into Littlefield Memorial Church is a an artistic and a financial success.
The
play
committee
was:
Business
receipts
to
be
expected
there
is
a
occupy it probably next week.
A. R. Richards is manager.
normal supply for one year, according the desert were hungry. His dis- ! prayer meeting at 10 o’clock. Preach- I manager. Alice Gay; assistant m ana
ciples said. "This is a desert place, ing at 10 30 when the pastor wifi take gers, Velzora Look and Isabelle
Rhama Philbrick and the sales
The fair given by the Auxiliary of to Supt. McAlary. If the expected send them away.” Christ real as his subject, “The task that is well I Choate; electrician. Pierre L. Hav
beer
bills
pass
the
supply
will
be
even
force of the Sea View Garage were in the Sons of Union Veterans Wednes
ized they were in a desert place done.” The choir will sing the an  ener; costume mistress, Rose W hit
RO CK LAND’S ONE-STOP SERVICE STATION
Portland yesterday to attend a ban day afternoon was one of the most more lasting.
because they had been led there. them, “Whom have I but Thee” and ! more; property manager. Aiden John
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT
quet a t The Eastland, given in con successful ever held by that organiza
“Give
them
to
eat"—
Mrs. Lima Barter will be the soloist, j ston; assistant property managers.
The next meeting of the Progres
junction with displaying the new tion, the financial return being most
DOUBLE STAMPS ON TIRES, TUBES AND ACCESSORIES
After fourteen days and nights, Junior Church meets at 10.30 also and Victor Armata and Lyra Cook; pub
sive
Literary
Club
will
be
held
at
the
gratifying. Mrs. Velma Marslj as
mcdel Chevrolet,
DURING DECEMBER
home of Mrs. Lucia Burpee Tuesday in that succession of gales, such Sunday School a t 11.45 with classes ; licity manager, Mary Ginn; usher
chairman was assisted by Mrs. May at
as only hardy sailors can appre for all ages. Miss Arlene Gray wi’.' ' chairman, Carolyn McAllister; stage
WE GIVE S. & H.
WE GIVE S. & IL
2.30.
Current
events
will
be
given
The meeting of Blue Bonnet Troop. Crass, fancy work; Mrs. Emma Doug
ciate, it was necessary to restore lead the young people’s meeting at | manager, Frederick Palrtier; assist
GREEN STAMPS
GREEN STAMPS
in
response
to
roll
call.
Act
3,
Scene
1
Girl Scouts, Monday afternoon a t 4 lass, aprons; grabs, Mrs. Belie Bow148&150
of King Henry IV. will be read, with hope. Pau! said. “There shall, not 6 15 using as her topic, “Being kind ant stage managers, Kenneth Dailev,
a t the Universalist vestry, will be of ley; candy and cooked food, Mrs. Mrs. Lucie Walsh as leader. Ques a hair fall from the head of anyr to others.” At 7.15, the pastor’s topic
special importance Invitations have Gladys Thomas: supper, Mrs. Mae tionnaire.
one of you;” but, “I pray you to will be “Following the star.” Miss
been extended to the Clover Leaf ReecL Mrs. Sarah Thomas and Mrs
take some meat"—and he broke Olive Bragg will furnish special
Troop and Scout Council members Josephine Lothrop. At the evening
music. The Boy Scouts meet in the
Barbara Boardman entertained ten the bread “and began to eat."
to attend, and refreshments will be meeting plans for the annual Christ little playmates at a birthday party “A4ter they had eaten enough,
vestry on Monday evening. The
mas tree and entertainment were at her home, 132 Park street. Games they lightened the ship, cast the Tuesday evening prayer meeting at
served.
made.
and refreshments. The little hostess wheat into the sea, picked up the 7 30 will be conducted by lay mem
The calisthenics department of
was remembered with nice gifts. Those ] anchors, hoisted up the mainsail bers. Earl Randall will have charge j
Knox County Jail began seasonal ac
Next week’s theatre attractions present were Alice Hall. Richard Sea- i to the wind and made towards the of the meeting, Mrs. Gena Atherton i
tivity this week when the inmates promise well. At the Park the offer man, Gloria Mills, Jennie Mills, Mar shore.”
will bring the message, and Miss
Without the nourishment the Helen Ames will conduct the music !
tackled the several cords of wood in ings will be: Monday and Tuesday, garet Johnson, Ruth Hatch, Bernice
waiting for them. They enjoy the “Kongo," Walter Huston and Lupe Robinson, Dolores Wallace and Bar labor would have been impossible. Wednesday evening the Ladies’ Aid
Food, shelter and hope is what will meet with Mrs. Alice Knight, 44
work very much, and are pleased to Velez; Wednesday and Thursday. bara Newbert.
our citizens need.
knew th at another large consignment “They Call It Sin,” Loretta Young
Brewster street. Thursday afternoon
William A. Holman.
and peorge Brent; Friday and S at
of wood is on the way.
The annual meeting of the Cham
the missionary society meets with ,
urday, “Wild Horse Mesa,” Randolph ber of Commerce will be held n ex t,
Miss Mabel Seavey at the home of
Officials of the Rockland Country Scott and Sally Blane. Meantime the Wednesday evening a t The Thorn
Writing from Augusta, Rev. Wil Mrs Messer, 101 North Main street '
Club to the number of 12 ate one of Strand will be offering: Monday and dike, starting off with a steak dinner j liam R. Wood, D.D., minister of the Friday evening is the Bible study and I
Mrs Kailoch’s nice suppers last night, Tuesday, “Smilin’ Thru,’’ Norma at 7. The speaker, Judge Eenjair.in Penney Memorial United Baptist teacher training class.
and between courses discussed, nu Shearer and Frederic March; Wed F. Cleaves is well known in Rockland j Church, says;
merous ways and means problems. nesday and Thursday, “Faithless.” ' and vicinity and always provides a
“The Courier - Gazette’s SermonMiss Mabel Pillsbury, Ingraham
Indicative of the club's future suc Robert Montgomery and Tallulah stirring and informative talk. This ettes are ‘gems of purest ray serene,' Hill, will have her famous Merricess was the admission of 44 new Bankhead; Friday and Saturday. is the big meeting of the year and is j freighted with a golden cargo of Munch assorted caramels for sale
“Pack Up Your Troubles,’’ Laurel and open to the public. Tickets are $1 spiritual suggestion and inspiration." during the holiday season. Order
members.
Hardy.
and are on sale a t the Chamber of
• • • •
now; 60 cents pound. Tel. 709-R.
Mrs. Clara M. Lymburner. 35 James
Commerce over the Central Maine
147-149
At First Church of Christ, Scien
We stock a very complete line of Power Company's office. All members
street has the thanks of the janitor,
teachers and pupils of the Tyler Christinas toys. Visit Stonington ' who have received their allotment I tist, corner of Cedar and Brewster
BORN
Sunday services are at 10.30
School, for mending the school fllg, Furniture Co., 313-325 Main street, I of tickets are urged to return the [ streets,
West Orange, N. J.. Nov. 17,
and the subject of the Lesson-Sermon HAWES—At
to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
C. Wesson Hawes
which had become so worn, and torn Rcckland.—adv.
money or the tickets right away, so tomorrow wjll be "God the Preserver
(Marlon Keene), a son, Douglas Wes
that it was nearly useless. Mrs. Lym
that the reservation list may be of Man.” Sunday '"chool is at 11.45.
son.
Agent Maurice F. Lovejoy is offer completed.
burner put in new pieces, and her
Wednesday evening 'estimony meet
kindness has resulted in a much bet ing splendid Havana-Nassau cruises
DIED
ing is a t 7.30. The reading room is
ter looking flag. A new one would be from Boston sailing in the palatial
The American Legion's annua! located at 4C0 Main street, and is WING—At Warren, Dec. 7. George Wing
steamer “Franconia" at minimum charity and food show is to be held
aged 52 years. 6 months, 12 days.
gratefully accepted by the school.
2 until 5 p. m.
rate of $102.50 for twelve days, leav tomorrow at Strand Theatre with open week days• from
*• *
IN MEMORIAM
Charles E. Lord, superintendent of ing during January, February and shows a t 2.30 and 8.30 p. m. The
In loving memory of Florence Gath,
At the Congregational Church to
Office, Masonic Temple, price of admission is food in any form
Camden and Thomaston schools, will March.
who died Dec. 10, 1921.
Sharp and sudden was the call
or cash. Again the committee wishes morrow Rev. lyinfield Witham of
be guest speaker at' the meeting of Rockland, telephone 1060-J.
For one so dearly loved by all.
148-S-154
the Parent-Teacher Association Mor to inform the public of the generous Camden will preach the sermon. Tile
Eleven years have passed, and none
Sunday
School
will
convene
a
t
noon.
supply of food which M. B. Perry will
day evening a t 7.30 a t the High School
can tell
The loss of one we loved so well.
NEW MANAGEMENT
give again this year, sending all of The Comrades of the Way will meet
auditorium. His topic will be “Taxes
The
call was short, the shock severe.
in
the
vestry
a
t
6
o'clock
for
lunch.
his employes with a Foodland bag
and Making the School Budget,’’ a
To part with one we loved so dear;
begin at 6 30.
But God alone knew what was best
subject to which Mr. Lord has given Well Known Rockland Restaurant loaded to the very top with all kind The program will
*• «•
And took her home with Him to rest.
Now Operated By Camden Couple
of groceries. I t is urgently hoped
much thought and attention. The
From Father. Mother and Sisters.
At St. Peter’s Church (Episcopal!
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde E. Marriner of that others may follow this good
Harmonica Band, directed by Mrs.
South Hope.
Ruth E. Sanborn will furnish an en Camden have taken over Penobscot friend’s example. The Legion has a Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector, the serv
Grill, foot of Limerock street, Rock very large list to give to this year, and j ices for tomorrow will be appropriate
tertainm ent program.
land, directly opposite Perry s Market if the public does not come across ! for the 3d Sunday in Advent: Holy
Littlefield Memorial apron sale at and will conduct it along the lines of with a large donation there is bound Communion a t 7.30; church school,
This is to announce that I shall
an up-to-the-minute restaurant. Best to be suffering. If the people of j 9.30; Choral Eucharist and sermon at
Dorman's shoe store, Dec. 13.—adv.
continue the Express Agency in
foods will be served at the lowest pas Rockland will fill the theatre Sunday | 10 30; solemn vespers and sermon at
Union, and in connection there
Before you purchase your 1933 sible prices. Full course dinners and with food the Legion will see that 7.30. F t. Franklin will be the preach
with will conduct a Parcel Delivery
er
a
t
this
service.
There
is
to
be
a
suppers
will
be
served
daily.
Special
those in need will get the materials
calendars and advertising novelties
Express and Errand Service be
I would be pleased to show you my attention will be given lunches; coffee so kindly donated. All Legionnaires gathering of altar boys at St. Peter's
tween Union and Rockland.
samples of the Bald Mountain Cal and hot muffins fresh every morning who have promised to work for this Sunday afternoon at 4 o’clock. Fr.
Leaving Union at 9 A. M. and
charity food show should report at Hayden and the rector will give two
endar Co., made right here a t home. —delicious doughnuts.
Rockland at 10.30 A. M.
The public from Rockland. Camden Strand Theatre Sunday afternoon at instructions to the junior and senior
J. N. Southard.
147-148
Union Telephones: Office 12-2;
and all surrounding towns drop into 1.30 wearing Legion gaps.. Ones boys.
Residence, 14-13. Rockland Tele
• • • •
While Christmas shopping or at the the Penobscot Grill and try our serv again the good people of Rockland
Rev. George H. Welch will have as phone 200.
movies park your car at Fireproof ice—the best food at the lowest prices and vicinity are urged to get behind
CLARENCE LEONARD
Garage for 25 cents. Plenty of heat. at this clean, comfortable, homelike this movement and give until it hurts, the subject of his sermon at the 10.45
146&148
service “Agape.” The choir will pre
restaurant.—adv.
*
helping less fortunate citizens.
143-154
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W ALDOBORO
William G. Reed has returned
from Philadelphia.
F. M. Hunt of Intervale. N. H.. has
been visiting his mother Mrs. H. F.
Hunt.
The Susannah Wesley Society'held
its annual Christmas sale Thursday
in the Methodist vestry. A program
! was given in the evening.
Mrs. Fannie Burns has closed her
home here and is in Connecticut for
j the winter.
Mrs. H. K. Crowell is visiting rela] fives in Revere. Mass.
At the meeting of Good Luck Re] bekah Lodge degrees were conferred
j by th e noble grands. Lunch was
served at the close of the meeting.
Mrs. E. L. Cadieu of Massachui setts and Florida is visiting her son.
Dr. P. G. Cadieu.
Mrs. Frances Boynton of Togus
I was guest Thursday of Mrs. W. H.
I Crowell.
Friends in town of the late An■drew I. Creamer, who was born in
Waldoboro, were saddened a t news
. of his death which occurred a t his
home in Damariscotta. A pleasing
! personality combined with a warm
' greeting of old friends always made
; him welcome in town an d his fre
quent visits will be missed.
The Woman's Club m et a t the
home of Mrs. S. H. Weston Tuesday
afternoon with Mrs. W. H. Crowell
and Mrs. Weston as hostesses. The
program was given over to "Child
Welfare." and Miss Grace Lawrence,
j State Health Nurse, gave an inter; esting talk on the subject. Mrs. E.
! L. Cadieu. past president of the
I Massachusetts Federation of Wom
en's Clubs, gave in a vivid manner
sidelights of the biennial of th e Gen
eral Federation at Seattle. Contri
butions were made for the New Eng
land Home for Little W anderers and
plans made for the Christm as party
to be given for children Dec. 20.
Members present were Mrs. W. H.
Crowell. Mrs. Margaret Bond, Mrs.
Harry Magee. Mrs. W. H. H ahn, Mrs.
E. T. Potter. Mrs. J. H. Lovell. Mrs.
A. P. Jackson. Mrs. L. T. Weston.
Mrs. Porter Soule. Mrs. H. R. Smith
I and Mrs. S. H. Weston. T h e guests.
Mrs. Cadieu and Miss Lawrence.

L O W C O S T M EALS

2 5 YEARS A G O
A review from the columns

of th is paper of some of the
happenings which interested
Rockland and vicinity in this
month, 1907.

TH E STA TE GRANGE

Finding G re a t Favor T oday A Concise O utline of the
Session In A ugusta— L ive
In M an y Hom es— E cono
ly D iscussions
my Suggestions

A feud of several years’ standing
Low cost meals are in style today.
To meet this new style requirement, between the Grange and the power
IH
15
Therese E. Wcod, foods specialist for companies broke forth anew W ed
the Extension Service, offers the fol nesday as the taxation committee
XNx'
19
16 •7 18
2 0 21
urged the Grange to carry its fight
lowing suggestions.
Steam ship Mohawk brought a
for an electrical excise tax before
"In
low
cost
meals
there
is
less
steam Are engine for Vinalhaven.
23
24
variety to s ta rt with so, in order to the incoming Legislature. Action was
25
Ralph E. Doherty, who had been in relieve monotony, more preparation deferred.
the employ of the Boston Elevated is needed. The family must learn
Only 7000 names have been ob2b
27
28
29
Railway returned to Rockland and to cat larger servings of a few things tained by the Grange thus far on its
W
re-entered the employ of the Street rather than small servings of a num- petition to initiate an excise tax law.
31
30
32
Railway.
ber of dishes in one meal. Every At least 5000 more must be secured
Alden Ulmer. Jr., picked a dande single bit of food should be properly in the next 30 days in order to place
prepared, cooked, served, eaten, and ' the proposed legislation before the
lion blossom.
1
Ray G reen was hailed as a new the left overs put away carefully i State Legislature.
34 35
3b
Representative Louis A. Jack of
and promising figure in local music and used later, if the family is to get
37 3 8
w
the maximum good.
I Lisbon assailed the power companies,
circles.
ssss 4 0
"A few economy suggestions m ig h t' asserting they wield a power in
Theodore E. Simonton, who was
39
Ml w
42
Maine "greater than the S tate of
serving his 12th term as tax collector, be listed as follows:
w
and who was for many years en
Make a small amount of meat go Maine itself.” He said they con
43
44
45
46
gaged in the dry goods business, died a long way by combining it with trolled part of the people through
W
their stockholding, the press, the
vegetables and cereals.
at the age of 74 years.
47
48
50
49
Frances S.. widow of the late! Liver is recommended because of banks, both political parties and the
w
Sheriff William N Ulmer, died a t the I its high iron and vitamin content; Legislature itself by “picking the
bl
52
taxation committee of the Legisla
home of her daughter. Mrs. C. S. pork and beef liver are low in price.
Robbins, Ingraham HMl, aged 69
Use salt pork, bacon and ham for ture with friends of the power in 
54
53
terests."
years,
flavor frequently.
Another resolution, offered by Mel
Mrs. George I. Whitten, who died
Use dry beans, or peas for the
vin Johnson of Gorham, protests
165
at her hom e on Spring street, was a hearty meal at least twice a week.
1
56
prominent W.C.T.U. worker.
Use gelatin desserts when the use of against cigarette smoking and the
publishing of advertisements of the
"Dorothy Vernon of Haddon Hall," meat is decreased.
was played a t Farwell Opera House
Use potatoes once or twice a d a y .1same in newspapers and magazines
HORIZONTAL
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
VERTICAL (Cont.)
The Men's League of th e First Compared with bread on a cost basis. 1and their broadcasting over the
1-A liquid measure
43-An insect (pi.)
15-Sermons
Baptist Church and Society was or potatoes furnish more calories, three ; radio.
44- Narrow thorough
17-Tumult
(pi.)
ganized. w ith these officers: Presi times as much iron, and some vita- i By a vote of 388 to 1 the Grange
&-English title (pi.)
fare (pi.)
18- Name
dent. F. J. Bicknell; vice presidents. min C. which is lacking in bread.
voted to oppose the return of beer
11- Harvest
46- A room for a
20- Witty replies
W. O. Fuller. Jr., and Maynard S.
Use onions freely.
Iand to support the 18th Amendment.
12- Ardor
prisoner
21- A noble
Bird: secretary. G. D. Parm enter;
Use chopped raw cabbage and | Edward McClean of Augusta was the
47- Wild (Scot.)
14-lnstrument for
23-Entertains free of
treasurer. J. N. Southard; auditor, grated raw carrots two or three times | Ione dissenter on a rising vote.
48- Having a septum
producing sound
charge
Almon Bird; executive committee, a week; cooking destroys a high { It was voted to fight to the last
50- A plow
at a distance
25-Relating to surface
the foregoing officers and H. I. Hix. percentage of their food value.
ditch for an excise tax on electrical
(Prov., Eng.)
16-Suffix used to form
I
separating two
E. H. Lawry and F. W. Fuller.
Save w ater in which vegetables, companies, and for a tax on intan51-Any drug that
nouns from
liquids (Physics)
Edward W. Berry was appointed rice and macaroni are cooked to use ! gible property.
assists digestion
adjectives
27-Narrow strips of
! The resolution endorsing the power
agent of the Fidelity & Casualty Co. in soups and stews.
53-River in Germany
19- Most beloved
wood
Use canned tomatoes in place o f ’ company tax proposal aroused the
of New York.
20- Reformed Protestant 54-English school
29-Fleshy fruit of the
The Universalists made $425 at oranges even for small children.
! most spirited discussion of the threeEpiscopal (abbr.) 55-Those who cane
gourd fam ily (pi.)
their an n u al fair.
Oatmeal and cornmeal are two of day convention. At the end of an
56-Foreordain
22-Told a falsehood
31- Point of compass
hour's debate Thursday the dele
Strong efforts were being m ade to the cheapest foods,
(Simplified Sp.)
24- An English w riter
(abbr.)
unite th e East Maine and Maine
“If your family doesn't care for gates voted 360 to 4 to carry the
25- Ruminant with
32- Mineral spring
Methodist conferences.
j liver, try serving them braised liver matter before the Incoming Legisla
VERTICAL
antlers
34-City of Greece
The W. H. Glover Co. contracted and see if it does not please their ture and, if defeated there, to carry
26-Attitudes
35- Eagle
to rebuild the R D. Sears cottage at palate and give them a feeling of it before the people at the polls.
2- Skill
28- Sorrowful
37- Eskimo house
In rapid success the delegates
Dark Harbor. The cost was to be being well fed.
3- Long grass stem
29- One who plays a
38- Underground room
$22,500.
• . • •
voted favorably on a resolution asking
4- Stories
bagpipe
40- Written discourses
R A Z O R V IL L E
F. C. K night & Co. received an
■the Legislature to amend the Auxil
Braised Liver
5- Talks
30- Smother
»
41- Perched
order for a suit of clothes to be deliv
iary Forest Law, also on recommen
6- Decapitate
32- Pertaining to six
44-Light and fine, as a
One
and
one-half
pounds
of
beef
A rthur Leigher, whose buildings ered in Seattle.
dations of the Grange road commit
7- Town in N. E.
33- An insect
line
liver.
1
piece
bacon,
%
cup
diced
burned last spring, has bought the
Obadiah
Gardner was
being carrot, 4 cup diced celery, "4 cup tee to urge the Legislature to provide
Belgium
34- Council of state
[45-A cominonwealth
Orris Turner place of Miss Minnie boomed by Democrats for the gu
148-Lateral part
8- Rave
36-Pertaining to the
diced onion, ' 2 cup tomato, 4 whole adequate funds for maintenance and
Turner and is moving th ere from bernatorial nomination.
9- Unit
aorta
49-Man's name
cloves.
Bayleaf, ’A teaspoon salt, l'-i to divide over the next two years the
Winfield Savage's place w here he has
remaining two million dollars in
W inners at the food fair baby cups water.
10-Skin on top of skull 51-Put on
39- Entreats
lived since the fire.
show were: Under one year. C arl W.
40- Foot-like organ
52-High explosive
“Try out the bacon, cover with bond money. The convention voted
(Pl.)
Mr. and Mrs. W. G. Howard are in Sewall an d Arline Sawyer; under two vegetables. Add water. Gash the j down a recommendation of this com,13-A wine
(abbr.)
42-Beleaguerment
Union for the winter a t th e Gusta years, Roger Leroy Robinson and liver and lay it on the vegetables. I S , ? L ‘h
e
tf“nd
Ross house. Mr. Howard suffered an Adelaide Shepherd; under three Cover tightly and cook 14 hours. ^ d
roads * eliminated w n t(Solution to Previous Puzzle)
ill tu rn just before going away but years. Celeste Rhodes Bridges and Uncover the last 15 minutes. Re- ,
resolVe
demand lts conis slowly improving and stood the trip Maude Halstead,
move spices and thicken gravy.”
State
slocum Qf Standish,
well.
An electric car operated by Elmer
Mrs. Edith Overlock who went to Crockett of Rockland, was besieged
, who termed himself the “big brother
Union with Mr and Mrs. Howard for by highwaymen between Newton and
of the State Highway Police," urged
,
Clara S. Overlock
adoption of three resolutions affectawhile is now at her home closing it South Framingham. Mass. One of
{ing that department. The Grange
for winter, as she will be away part the men got onto the running board,
of the time.
but was felled with a switch-bar. and
adopted one which would have the
My subject is "Roads and Fences"
Legislature provide for maintenance
George Finley has taken down his later arrested.
of the S tate Police out of general
i and so here goes. I have been on two garage (the Freeman L ight black The G re at Prescelle, hypnotist and
i taxation instead of highway approtrips to Northern Maine this fall, and smith shop' and has bought of Wil mind-reader was having large audi
Capt. Edward A. Hart, 1861-1932 [ priations.
ences a t Farwell Opera House. He
roads and fences occupied my atten bur Pitm an the P G. Ingalls store was delighted with the beautiful
The Slocum resolutions postponed
I walked upon the headland
which he will move onto th e same site
tion most of the way across country, for a general utilities building.
With my friend one summer day.
coach dog presented to him by
I indefinitely were, one to change the
When
an
unknown
foreign
schooner
except during the time I was sight
I name of the department to State Po
The school at the B ranch which Manager Robert H. Crockett.
Came stealing up the bay.
lice or State Rural Police, the other
The reduced fare from Rockland to
No name upon her quarter,
seeing at the Wyman Dam in Bing was closed during the fall term has
No flag at peak or fore.
: to provide adequate police protection
was $1.75.
ham. To digress a bit let me say, its been reopened and is being taught Boston
To
tell
her
port
or
errand.
j for rurall districts, presumably by
Lightning struck the house of Dr.
No friendly look she wore.
worth the time spent to visit that by Miss Evelyn Philbrook who was W. V. Hanscom on Park street, stun
enlarging the force.
Dam and see the stupendous concrete assistant in the Razorville school last ning one of the occupants.
She did not come to anchor
Other resolutions adopted by the
term.
structure
that
has
been
built
to
Nor
cross
the
restless
bar.
Alfred I. Babb, formerly of Rock
Grange were, a demand th at pulp
GO RH AM NORM AL
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Don
Carlos
Brewer
But
when
the
harbor
twilight
harness the waters of the Kennebec
and paper makers in Maine confine
Flashed out its evening star,
have returned from K ansas where land bought the Machias Republican.
Without a hall at parting.
Rear Admiral A. S. Snow, U.SJJ.,
their pulp purchases to Maine: Re
The Lincoln County Club met River.
they
visited
for
a
time
th
is
fall
and
Or
any
colors
shown.
quest th at the Legislature provide
Tuesday evening, with Caralyn { And roads, tip and down, through are a t their place here indefinitely. retired from the Navy, having
My
friend
had
gone
aboard
her
i the Public Utilities Commission with
For the Isles of the Unknown.
Crooker of Pemaquid presiding. hollows, over hills around curves and
Selectman M. B. M arr who has reached th e age limit.
Lime production in the United
My schoolmate and boyhood friend the means to investigate rates of
These committees were elected for I through mountain-side cuts, on and been ill is now fully recovered.
the preparation of the dance to be on. north, west, east and south, every
A rthur Johnston 2d. is a t Augusta States in 1906 amounted to 3.197,754 was born a t the Harbor, attended electrical companies and charge the
wide
at $12,480,000.
school a t the red schoolhouses, and i expense of such regulations to the
held after Christmas: Marjorie Nash i where in Maine are splendid
One of our I this week attending the S tate Grange short tons, valued
*• • *
of Jefferson and Natalie Osier of ! hard surfaced highways.
when but a boy, as was the custom \ companies, and urge upon all
He is master of Evening S ta r Grange.
party
remarked:
in the days 50 or more years ago, authorities of the State to purge the
Damariscotta, posters; Mrs. Celia
These births were recorded:
A large company gathered a t the
"Maine
is
some
State,
when
you
can
Gross of Waldoboro and Lois Prior
Camden, Nov. 25, to Mr. and Mrs started going to sea. With the ex- \ ballot box of fraud and irregularichurch sale Dec. 6 and partook of a
travel
fifteen
miles
on
good
roads
like
ception. of a few years on shore in . Wes wherever found; and an amendof Loudviile, tickets; Mary Bickford
bountiful supper after w hich a fine W. S. Mero. a daughter.
of Boothba.v, refreshments; Mary- this and pass only half a dozen program was put on.
Waldoboro, Dec. 1, to Mr. and Mrs. the hotel business, his active life was i hie nt of the Forest Auxiliary Law to
spent as a master mariner. He com- | increase the amount of taxation
Dodge and Marjorie Cutts of Booth- houses."
Mrs. Ella Brooks is housekeeping Frank B. Miller, a daughter.
bay and Corrine Waltz of Damaris- , And the fences—it seems to me the .
Auburn, Dec. 5, to Mr. and Mrs. H. manded sailing vessels, steamships, therein provided and to direct that
early
people
who
built
them
had
in
for
Morrill
Stuart
of
Union.
not more than 10 per cent of the
cotta, program.
— d . v, a «,nnd “«ndnnannp ” as most I Edwai d Jones is suffering from a H. Randall, a daughter, K atherine and pleasure yachts in domestic an 1 forests of a town shall be admitted
foreign waters. He was one of the
Richard Clifford of Vinalhaven mind the word “endurance,” as most | carbuncle on the back of his neck and Joyce.
was presented with a certificate from of them we saw were the cedar rail is staying with his aunt Mrs. William
W inthrop, Mass., to Mr. and Mrs. men whom the Psalmist speaks of as under the benefits of that law in one
they that go down to the sea in ships,j y«ar
Coach Packard in chapel, Monday, fences of the early type, built straight, Leigher.
\ Edward S. Snow, a son.
Out of six recommendations made
for being a member of the cross with double posts yoked a t the top to
Mrs. Melissa Hallowell is visiting I Thomaston. Nov. 26. to Mr. and that do business in great waters.
He escaped the perils of storm and by the road committee the delegates
country squad this year. The team keep from spreading; others zigzag at Georgia Boman's
' i Mrs. T. B. Wyllie, a son, George E.
has been undefeated for three con fashion like stairs lying sideways,
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Pitm an con- | Waldoboro, Nov. 23. to Mr. and shipwreck, of being torpedoed cross adopted five and amended the other.
weighted at each post with a heavy duct a meeting at their home each Mrs. Will Wallace, a daughter.
ing the. North Atlantic during the They voted to recommend th a t no
secutive years.
still others built with cross Tuesday evening and visitors come j
World War. Then he finally retired, more roads be laid out until the pres
****
Miss Louise Dolliver of Rockland stone;
this period were: and on Dec. 2, 1932. sailed from his ent system is competed, to complete
gave a reading a t the National stakes to hold the rails—and nearly from North Waldoboro occasionally |The marriages for
home in Newton, Mass., for the Isles connecting roads and trunk lines,
Honor Society meeting Tuesday eve every fence five rails high. How old. Everyone is cordially invited
and
i
Port
C]yde
nov. 27, Russell W.
I wonder, are some of those fences,
of the Unknown. I attended his fu continue the present bond retire
ning. '
Porter an d Miss Alice B. Marshall,
neral services Dec. 5 at Brighton, ment system, provide adequate
their wood sound as th e day it was i heartily welcome
Dr. A. H. Coombs, director of State cut and weathered to a dull gray ' tJlldson Andrews is driving a fine | New York. Nov. 12, Joseph w where there were many relatives and maintenance money by revising high
Bureau of Health of Augusta spoke color;fences still goodfor many years 1stepping hors
these days.
j Regnier of New York and Miss Lona friends p rese n t and many floral way legislation, divide remaining
sorry to h ea r of an(J
the hu
ill- Bowley of Hope.
a t Assembly, Wednesday. He out to come, built b y h a n d s long since . Friends
tributes as evidence that our friend bond money between the next two
q{ areLinwood
lined briefly the history of State Bu gone to their eternal rest. The irony ,
wind
— - — 1 Thomaston, Nov. 25. Raymond L. was ]0Ved and respected. I did not years and continue the third class
reau of Health and told the import of fate-w e are here today and gone I ^ t e r Muin.e^ Kind neigh
Gillchrest cf Boston and Florence A. say ’ Good-bye!*’ for when I have road fund.
ance of teachers knowing how to tomorrow, but our works live long |
Shorey of Thomaston.
| sailed away for the Isles of the UnAmong those who received the
Atwell Nash is boarding with Mr.
check and prevent contagious dis
Thomaston, Nov. 26. Calvin Carter known, as I approach their shores sixth degree at this session were Os
after
us.
and Mrs. William Leigher for the of New York and Martha McPhail of j shall expect to hear his hail, “Ahoy born J. Weever, Letta B. Stover,
eases in the public schools.
thing th at impressed me, was winter.
Miss Marjorie Nash of Jefferson pre th One
Thomaston.
there!" and we shall meet again, over Daniel D Weever and M artha H.
a
t
many
of
our
state
and
improved
sided at the regular Campfire meet
‘ The pond which was frozen over
Waldoboro, Nov. 24, Llewellyn H. | there,” in a world where all are Weever, Washington; H. A. Hawes,
ing Monday evening. The girls are roads follow the first roads laid out is now open and waving blue as in Oliver an d Nellie Flanders,
I
equal.”
Boze.
Union; Lettie Bagley, Camden; G or
working on spatter painting and and built by Maine’s early pioneers., summer time.
A tlantic. Mass.. Nov. 26. Sanford
don Scruton, Ivan Young and Ber
Somerville, Mass.
with
this
exception—bad
curves
are
Christmas cards.
Mrs. Clara Clark has gone to spend G. York of Rockport and Henrietta
nice Lermond. Lincolnville; Hollis
The first girls’ basketball practice straightened and hills cut down to the winter with her daughter Mrs H. H arding of Atlantic.
Weever, Washington; Edwin Ler
B U R K E T T V IL L E
was held Thursday. The following make the more gradual rise.
Sidney Humes at Stickney’s Corner. ] Camden. Nov. 28, Perrin P Free
mond, Waldoboro; Muriel Lermond,
Pine stump fences have always held and on Thanksgiving Day a jollv man and Mrs. Ida C. Munroe.
girls from this vicinity are members
Mr. and Mrs. Harland Rowell en Waldoboro: Edith Cameron, Union;
of the squad: Lois Prior of Loudviile. my admiration, but despite Maine be company sat around the board,
Rockland. Nov. 29. George C.| tertained 30 or more friends a t a sur- Allard Pierce, South Thomaston;
Marjorie Nash of Jefferson, Marjorie ing a pine tree state, after leaving among the guests John Sabin Clark Coombs and Mary N. Jareny, both of I prise party recently.
A F. Sherman, Camden; Forrest
Cutts of Boothbay Harbor, Burnette Waterville I failed to see even one of Readfield.
Isle au Haut.
| S. B. Miller and family motored to Smith, Rockland1; Rosa E. Cutting.
Bailey of Woolwich, Mary Sleeper such fence, nearly all being of cedar.
South Hope. Nov. 29. Elias Thomp- Augusta Sunday accompanied by Warren; Earl St. Clair, Washington;
and Ethel Holbrook of South Thom Once in a long way I saw where a
son of Appleton and Alice Hastings their house guest Walter Jackson, Josiah Jameson. Waldoboro.
A P PL E T O N R ID G E
aston,, Dorothy K night of Unity and later day farmer had built a wire
of Hope.
’ who has now returned to his home in
Obadiah Gardner, who served the
fence around field or pasture, but not
Winifred Lamb of Lincolnville.
Friendship, Nov, 10, Capt. Thomas ' Waltham, Mass.
Maine State Grange for 10 years as
The
warm
days
have
thawed
out
many.
We
stopped
on
-top
of
a
hill
Dr. Bertram E. Packard, State
P Simmons and Amanda E. Winca- [ Rev. and Mrs. L. E. Watson of Ap- master, from 1897 to 1907, was in a t
Commissioner of Education visited | to admire the view and look the the dirt roads and consequently they paw.
pleton with Rev. Mr. Fletcher, evan- tendance and also John Abbott of
are
getting
very
rutted,
which
will
country
over
arid
I
thought,
"Forest,
Stonington, Nov. 10, Howard J. gelist, of Massachusetts, held meet North Berwick, the last past master
the school Wednesday
make
hard
traveling
when
they
freeze
forest
everywhere,
b
u
t
not
a
house
in
Earle Achorn and Keith Crockett
Carter an d Mrs. Amelia A. Gross.
ings at the schoolhouse last week sev of the S tate organization. Both
Rockland, Nov. 12, George H. Shute eral evenings and Sunday afternoon, were given an ovation.
of Rockport participated in the en  sight” and then and there decided to up again.
Mrs.
Elizabeth
Newbert,
who
has
take
no
chance
on
getting
lost
in
and Miss Caroline Lawrence.
tertainment of Art and Music Tues
which were well attended.
been a t Knox Hospital the past two
Maine's “big woods.”
Hollywood, Calif., Nov. 11, Frank
day evening.
Ruth Mitchell was the weekend
weeks
returned
home
Tuesday.
SEA R SM O N T
November 5 was an ideal day, and
Dr. Benjamin H. Spence, jour
„ ,
„ »T « «
E. Mansfield of Hollywood and Miss guest of her parents Mr. and Mrs.
Miss
Arolyn
Condon,
R.
N-^of
AuAlice
j
Curtis
of
Camden.
nalist from Toronto, Canada, spoke the autumn, after leaves have fallen,
Linwood Mitchell.
Harold Cobb of this place and Supt.
Long Island Plantation, Oct. 28,
recently on the effect of government is the best time to ride up in Maine, gusta, is guest of Mr. and Mrs. W. M
Barnes of Morrill attended a district
control of liquor in Canada. The in  if you go to see w hat the country Newbert.
Collins G ott of Tremont and Eliza
C. F. Newbert who fell Sept. 13, beth H all of Rockland.
Augusta, Nov. 20, Leroy Moody of school meeting Tuesday at Bucksport.
crease of crime has been 50 per cent looks like and admire good roads arc
breaking one of his hips, had the
The old horse shed that has stood
D ark Harbor, Nov. 16, William D Appleton and Miss Ethel Tobey of
since Canada has repealed her prohi cedar fences.
N. C. C. 3
near the M. E. Church so many
cast removed Sunday.
bition act. When Dr. Spence was
Hall of Rockland and Miss Lelitia A Augusta.
Washington, Maine.
Mrs. Elizabeth Stanley and Miss Hatch of Dark Harbor.
Vinalhaven, Nov. 23, Willis Richards years and had outlived its usefulness,
asked if he was in favor of the re 
Chrystal Stanley were dinner guesk
THE FAIRIES
Portland, Nov. 14, Dr. Samuel Tib- of Vinalhaven and Miss Dorsina was torn down Saturday. Several
peal of the 18th Amendment he said,
men did the work while the ladies
Monday of Mrs. Florence Mason in betts of Camden and Miss Virginia I Guertin of Manchester, N. H.
"My idea is not to loosen up the
| For The Courier-Gazette I
prepared a baked bean and pastry
Augusta.
R. H avener of Rockland.
|
• • • •
tight places but to tighten up the I know where the Fairies dwell—
A demonstration of aluminum ware
Rockland, Nov. 18. Frank D.
The Thorndike & Hix canning fac- dinner which about 23 enjoyed.
Down in a dark green shady dell;
loose places."
| Where daisies bloom and soft winds was held at the home of Mrs. P D. Francis and Miss Gertrude B Rokes. j tory on Bay View street, Camden,
Miss Louise Sprowl spent last week
swell.
Perry Tuesday evening. There were
Camden, Nov. 9, Arthur M. O tt and I was closed" on account of the scarcity end here with her mother Mrs. Lulie
| There Is where the Fairies dwell.
Sprowl.
14 present.
Bertha . A. Young.
of apples.
I know where the Fairies go—
Miss Blanche Day is at home after
P. D. Perry arrived hom e from a
Cam den, Nov. 17, Antonio Arico 1 Eugene Clark resumed business in
In to the heart of th e long ago.
being employed for several months in
trip to Massachusetts Wednesday and Antonia. Sparta of Sicily, Italy. ' Camden, opening a variety store.
In to the depths of th e valleys low,
Reports from thousands of
evening.
j T hat Is where the Fairies go.
Rockport. Nov. 19, F. C. Crone and j A. F. Humphrey of Glencove went Belfast.
families prove th a t the num
Guests of Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Bry
Road Commissioner L. N. Moody Miss Mabelle Paul.
I to California.
I I know what the Fairies do—
ber, duration and costs of
Rockland, Nov. 20. Hermon Lissok
St. George had three bands—Long an t were Mr. and Mrs. George Young,
! They bring sweet gifts to lives so true. is having the bushes cu t on each
colds can be reduced by half
side of the road between Stanley's and G race E. Chaples.
Cove, T en an t’s Harbor and Wiley’s son Richard and daughter Beatrice
And brightly smile In sad hearts too.
•with the new Vicks ColdsT hat Is what the Fairies do.
of Newton, Mass. Mr. Young is con
and Perry’s, which gives a much im
Rockland. Nov. 20, Earl A Hop Corner.
Control Plan. Prove it for
The senior class • f Thomaston nected with Andover-Newton Theo
proved appearance and is a great kins an d Abbie W. Vose, both of
I know whom the Fairies love.
yourself, as directed in each
High School presented "Miss Roose logical Institution. Other guests for
As up and down th e world they rove— help in keeping the snow from drift Camden.
Vicks package.
His children below and the Father above. ing in a place where, w hen there is
Camden. Nov. 7, Leslie Brown and velt from Colorado." In the cast were last wetkend were Mr. and Mrs. Wil
These are they whom th e Fairies love.
Fred Brown, Walter Winchenbach, liam Keene of Southwest Harbor,
M argaret E. Lewis.
snow, it gets very deep.
I know the names of these Fairies two—
Stonington, Nov. 16, Ralph Har James Mathews, William Stone, Wil Miss Hillis Bryant and Miss Barbara
Love and Work are th e ir names so true
The only office in our governmental rington of Thomaston and Aurilla liam Whitmore, Adelyn Bushnell, Bryant of Cranberry Isle and Miss
And little boys and girls like you
Alice McDonald and Bertha Wilson. Ruth Moody of Appleton, Mr. and
The Fairies will help, if you wish them system that seeks the m an is the dis N utt of Stonington.
The Eastern Coupling Co.’s plant in Mrs. Leland Drinkwater and son of
Stonington, Nov, 8, J. Lewis Rob
trict attorney's office.—Brunswick
to.
Clara
Overlook.
Camden was badly damaged by fire. Rockland.
BETTER CONTROL OF COLDS
bins an d Elsie G. Candage.
Pilot.

j

By F. Ml C U B L E Y

'

PLAY IN T H E HOM E
HERE is another aspect of play < in Interesting things to do to
gether.
Mnny homes have one night a
the whole family did things to week when the family as such, en
gether to a very much larger ex tertain or go out together to the
tent than at present. The very na theater or to call on friends, or to
ture of things made such a condi dance or to play golf, or what not
tion both possible and necessary. Many families are vacationing to
The family fellowshiped through In gether to the advantage of all.
teresting activity both in the While It is perfectly true that as
home and out and came to know the social consciousness dawns, the
each other and to appreciate each growing child is called to more and
other and to develop a whole chain more strongly b.v the gang and
of fine loyalties, many of which should respond; and while it is per
have completely vanished in oilr fectly true that we should guard
uguinst dominating and controlling
modern day.
unfolding personalities for our own
Today each member of the fam ends, or as we think best, rather
ily, by changed conditions, finds its than as is best for them, there is
main occupation out and away from still a happy means, where the boy
the family, so that th e only tie that thoroughly enjoys activity (play)
is left to hold family circles to with his parents and his parents
gether into units. Is play, activity enjoy the participation with the
in which all can share, and as a re
sult, fellowship. Son is so often.a boy.
While technically It Is very diffi
total stranger to father and vice
versa,, because they do nothing to cult for a father to pal with his
gether, not even eat. Son Is so son because of differences in age,
often really a total stranger to experience and point of view, there
mother because she does more and are thousands of fathers who con
more for him and less and less with tinually "play" with their sons some
him. There is a very real place for activity of mutual interest end te
family play, in the fine, big, broad the great advantage of both.
meaning of the word and whole fam
Families can play toielher by
ilies need to give more careful con
making more of the established
family holidays and by maintain
sideration to the possibilities of Just
ing open house for a boy's friends,
such a plan. , And I'm not talking
inside of reason. By such a plan
about an occasional game of check
boys moy be kept at home and
ers or even an occasional friendly
happy at least during the yean
rough house. I'm talking about a
when it ought to be to.
much larger mutual participation
<(£. 1932 W a e le rn Nsw papac UnloA.I

that is vitally important. The
T
old-time home was a place where

FLORIDA

M IA M I’S
Id e a l R e t o r t H o te l

r

,

Convenient to s9 points of interest—Modern in every way.
An enjoyable new from our spscioua around-floor porches, which
nar-rwioes the hotel Many rooms with private balconie*

HOTEL

G RALYNN
Corner Second St. and First Ave.

Booklet

THE LOITERER

GUTS COSTS of COLDS

for

TheHomeon^Biot GouofVouK

.

Washington, Me.

YOU T O O
W IL L LIKE THE L IN C O L N
This modern hotel meets every
possible requirement tor on en
joyable visit
Every one of its 1 4 00 ROOMS con
tains a RADIO , PRIVATE BATH
(tub and shower) and SERVIDOR.
A few minutes to theatres, shops,
business centers and all RJtTerminals.
SpepfosH Sample Rooms

NEW HOTEL
L IN C O L N
*4 4 rk-4 5 th ST.'’.'8th A V E . N Y C .

May We Suggest—

HOTEL BELLEVUE
BEACON STREET

B O S T O N , M A SS .

Located o n Beacon
H ill N e x t to the
State H ouse.

Just a few minutes' walk to the theatre, financial,
and shopping centers.

New Lower Rates
Rooms without bath, *2.00 up; with bath, *3.90up
Complete Restaurant and (Cafeteria Service

T h e Ideal Hotel for Y ou in B O STO N
Is T h e New

H o te l

M ANGER

George T. Cavanaugh, Mgr.

A t N orth Station
DIRECT ENTRANCE FROM B. & M. STATION

AU Transit Facilities at Door
A TOWER OF
HOSPITALITY
Each Room equipped with a Tub and Shower - - Built-in
Radio Speaker (Three Station Service) - - Tickless Electric
Clock - - Servidor - - Circulating Ice Water - - French
Telephone - - Full Length Mirror.

5 0 0 R oom s

New England’s Most Modernly Equipped
and Perfectly Appointed Hotel....................

Dining Room, Coffee Shop, Oyster Bar. and Soda
Fountain offer wide variety of food and service
RATES—ROOM AND BATH
For One—$2.50 up. For Two—$4.00 up
Write for Descriptive Literature
H otel Manger, North Station, Boston, Mass.

53*137

Every-Other-Day

P a g e Five
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UNION

0 With the Extension Agents
— And The —

K nox Lincoln Farm Bureau

Miss Thelma Hannon is confined at
home with chicken pox.
Mr. and Mrs h a. Hawes attended the session of the State Grange
this week in Augusta as delegates
from Seven Tree Grange. Others from
Union who attended part time
sessions were Mr. and Mrs. Walter
| Ayer Mrs. Inez Cameron, Mrs. *Ada
Lucas, Mrs. Edith Cameron, Mrs.
Lizzie Hawes and Mr. and Mrs. W.
L Merriam.
j Seven Tree Grange holds its regufar meeting Dec. 14 with election of
“
.It. .is . hoped- every member
officers.
will make an effort to attend.

STATE MASTER’S A D D R ESS
Crawford Tells Grange Tax M oney Should Be Spent
O n Roads Where It Is Raised

A complete revision of the State's the taxes levied were State and local,
program by the coming Legislature and used where raised, it appeared
is one of the essential needs of the clear th at economy must begin at
home. It was , he told the Stale
State,
declared State Master Harry grange, his opinion th a t public ofliAgricultural
I
With the Homes
B. Crawford of the Maine State j cials drawing large salaries should
The first planning meeting of the J Twenty-four women and 14 men
Grange at the opening session of set the example of economy by volun
year was held in Hope Tuesday with i attended the community planning
38 present. The work arranged with
„»
n™ c t„
the 59th annual convention of that tarily reducing those salaries.
the men by County Agen* Wentat Hope J uesday' P 60' 6'
The State Master placed the re
organization
in Augusta on Tuesday.
worth was: Poultry accounts, septic ’ the forenoon R. C. Wentworth
sponsibility for the widespread dis
This, with the suggestion that respect of law in the home. It was
tank construction, lime campaign, I showed film strip pictures on the
High School Notes
apple tree pruning demonstrations,! “Farm G arden” and Jessie M. Lawtaxes raised upon property should the failure, he said, to teach there
The boys out for basketball this not be spent upon roads outside the I obedience to law, and this was aided
apple fruit fly campaign, blueberry ' rence showed some pictures on “Livyear are: Kanko Aho, Robert Farris,
dusting, orchard spray service, In- : able Living Rooms."
' and abetted by the bad examplfs
crease Your Income With Poultry,1 Mrs. Bessie Hardy. Mrs. Georgia Edward Doughty, Wallace Creighton, community where it is so raised, and which were being set the children in
and killing and picking demonstra- I Brownell, and Mrs. Marjorie Bever Philip Creighton, Ernest Cunning th a t tax-dodging m ust be stopped their homes.
tions. A total of seven demonstra- 1age served' a delicious square meal ham, Carlton Payson, Curtis Payson, together with a declaration that no
In these days, when so much was
tions and 37 cooperators enrolled, for health. Their menu consisted of Russell Beckwith, Elmer Hart, James n atjotl any more th an an individual being heard about repealing the 18th
beef
stew
with
biscuits,
cabbage
McEdward,
Maurice
Leach,
William
i
__
.
.
.
.
.
with whom work will be done. Of
Amendment and bringing beer back.
Frank Williams,-------------------Preston Esancy couW drlnk ltself to ProsPen ty- anG so as to give us prosperity, it was
---- ----------------------fleers elected for the new year are: sa’ad, dark bread, coffee and apple Hilt,
and
Donald
Wallace.
Very
attractive
I
the
expression
of
a
hope
that
the
we]1
then
why jf b„pr wj;,
Chairman, Herbert Hardy; dairy pic.
__
_______ the calendar of uniforms have been purchased, royal , State grange would declare against bring prosperity, are not England.
In the—_afternoon
leader, Ben Nichols; orchard, E. N.
Hobbs and poultry, F. M. Payson. work for 1933wasmade upfor both blue trimmed with white. The games ’ the repeal of the 18th Amendment, i France and Canada prosperous’
The first meeting will be in January men and womenand projectleaders scheduled thus far are: Dec. 9, a t 2.45 I werethe^outstanding fu tu re s of the q^ien he said that a nation could not
on "Increase Your Income with were elected. The women project I p m„ Camden a t Union; Dec. 14, I State Masters annual report.
drink irsel
self into prosperity.
The State Master, in discussing
Poultry." In March an orchard leaders follows: Chairman, Mrs. Rockport at Union; Dec. 16, BrownIn closing his report, the State
meeting will be held. This will be Emile Hobbs; secretary, Mrs. Eliza ville Junction at Union; Dec. 20, Ap- the matter of membership, said that Master expressed the hope that steps
clothing,
Mrs. pleton at Union; Dec. 23, Union at I wlth the taking in during the year would be taken at the 1933 session of
followed by demonstrations during beth . Harwood;
Sept
Georgia Brownell; foods, Mrs. Alice Rockport. Regular price of admis ending
the year.
_
. . . .30 of 2000 members,
v. th the State Grange to properly observe
• • • *
birthdav and annual E„«ion
True; home management, Mrs. Bes sion, 25 cents; Union school children, Grange in Maine should have shown its
a large increase in membership; that
♦♦♦ *
Many requests have been received sie Hardy; librarian, fdiss EstelleI 15 cents.
In its r£port t0
sta t grange.
for the three new bulletins—Hatch Bartlett; annual meeting chairman.
Allen Reynolds of Waldoboro visit it had not done so, he said, was due
largely to the suspension of membeis the committee on highways recom
ing and Rearing Chicks, Housing Mrs. Emma Simmons; planning ed school Friday of last week.
System for Young Chicks and Poul meeting chairman, Mrs. Florence
A covering has been purchased to If th a t could be stopped, the Grange mends the plian advanced by the
Allen.
try Profits in Maine.
Highway Commission of spending one
protedt
the new piano in the main would show a decided increase.
• • • •
He also told the gathering that the million of the remaining two million
The work planned is: Jan. 6, Quilt room.
Poultry account bcoks have been Craft; Jan. 20, Home OrganizationI David Carroll is ill with chicken Grange insurance companies had bond issue for highways in 1933 and
suffered heavy losses from fire dur the other million in 1934. and so take
received. These accounts will be and Library; Feb. 8, Vegetables for pox.
balanced and a summary made up for Health; March 17, Home Flower
A microscope has been presented ing the past year. This had resulted advantage of Federal aid for read
the county and state, which will be Gardens; April 12, Square Meals for to the science classes by Harry Burns, in larger assessments being levied construction during th at period. The j
upon members. The record of the committee also says th a t it would
sent to the men having the records. Health; May 16, Storage Spaces in class of 1930.
year indicated to him the necessity be out of the question to raise more
(INDIVIDUALLY CONTROLLED) greatest health and comfort factor since the closed body
The books are from Norris Waltz, the Kitchen; June 2, Pressing at
A
medicine
cabinet
containing
first
Damariscotta; Frank Waltz, James Home; July 13, Cake Making; Aug. 1, aid equipment has been placed in the of an educational program to bring money by increased taxation for State
Calderwood, John Burgess, P. P. Committee Planning meeting; Sept. teachers' room, and no doubt will about a better condition of protec Aid roads and maintenance. It says
Lewis, Waldoboro; Mrs Charles 12, Know’ Your Groceries; Oct. 12, prove very helpful to anyone receiv tion against fire in rural homes.
th a t some new method of arrange
The State Master said that Maine ment of present funds inuh be mad
Hendrickson, West Aina; Mrs. Helen Coat Making; Nov. 7, Hot Dishes for ing injuries.
Linscott. Bunker Hill; H. P. Lilly, Cold Days.
Arline Grinnell, class of 1932, visit was proud of its system of highways, so th a t bond money may be used ffir
In the annual secretary’s report
Dresden; Albion Wotton, Friendship;
but it now seemed th a t the time had maintenance and construction of
ed
school last Thursday.
arrived when there should be a slow- third-class and State aid roads.
H. W. Brown, Hope; V. M. Carter, read by Mrs. Elizabeth Harwood she
Laura
Wallace
has
brought
a
poiyRound Pond; Ralph Conant, Rock said that 13 meetings have been held
ing-up. The State and Municipali
It says that maintenance'is one of
phemus
and
a
curapia
cocoon
for
the
land; Mrs. Frank Calderwood, W. L. this year a t Hope with an attend
ties should carefully scrutinize all the first considerations and that a
biology
class
to
observe.
The
cocoons
Merriam.,Union; H. V. Starrett, War ance of 254 making an average of 20
proposals for highway appropriations Isufficient fund should be made avail
ren; F. W. Babb. West Washington; at each meeting. Mrs. Emile Hobbs will be left in the laboratory to ma He believed that Maine should main able for this purpose. I t goes on to
George Hausen, M. A. Brann, White- and Mrs. • Elizabeth Harwood have ture.
tain these roads and that money
* YOU ARE CORDIALLY INVITED TO ATTEND THIS DISPLAY *
The senior social, which was held should be spent in sufficient amount declare that it is a waste of money
not missed any meetings. Persons
field.
to build expensive roads especially of '
Thursday
in
the
gymnasium,
was
vtry
• • • •
missing only one meeting are Mrs.
to retain Federal aid, b ut felt that the gravel kind and then let them go
Last year 4.5 acres of alfalfa were Bessie Hardy, Mrs. L. P. True, Mrs. successful. There were about 60 per the time had arrived when farm to
pieces for want of proper attention
sown by men in the district, 88 Julia Harwood, Miss Estelle B art sons present. Dancing and games market roads were deserving of first to The
report also declares that the
were much enjoyed and during the consideration. It was time to conpounds of seed being used. Those I lett, Mrs. Georgia Brownell.
• • • •
brief intermission hot dogs, candy I ^ T u ct^ o ^ 'i" which’w ould'bet'ter''^- present arrangement for the retire
starting plots were: Edward Ames
ment of highway bonds is a sound
cold drinks were sold. Music I
Appleton; John Carroll, Washing- i There were 56 coats made and re and
PRODUCT OF
was furnished by Pauline Starrett, i ?bl£L .t beJ armer take his Product£ business policy and should be con
W hen Bette* A utom obiles Are Built .
Buick W ill Build Them
ton; Ben Nichols, Hope; Martin modeled as result of the coat making
GENERAL MOTORS
i to market.
tinued.
Hamalainen and John Laine, West meetings held during 1932; 295 gar piano; Beatrice Haskell, violin; Dana
I t savs that State-Aid roads should
Roqkport; Carl Chaples, Rockland ments were reconditioned as result Smith, mandolin; Edith Cameron
The gasoline tax, he said, should be continued with available funds,
BUICK
and Fred Law, Whitefield. Several of meetings held on this subject; 123 ukelele.
be used exclusively for the mainten and that it should be used only or
of the old plots showed up very well square meals for health have been
ance and construction of highways, roads which are through-ways from
served to 2,758 people.
last year following the first cutting.
and then he went on to say that the town to town and th a t no money
P O R T CLYDE
------, only levies which a town should make should be spent on the so-called
The Willing Workers will hold their j upon property for road purposes dead-end roads. It also approves the
•’V O IC E O F T H E M. S. P .” ants, considers no job too small or Christmas
sale Dec. 13.
■should be for their own local use.
complicated."
elimination of the building of thirdCatherine Andrews has been on the J The time had arrived, he said, to class roads for the present.
And from the local department
C hristm as Spirit Is S tressed- these items:
sick list the past week
reduce the tax burden of the peoThe
corrtmittee's
report waTELEPHONE 1000
Bridge, a la C ulbertson, a The officials being cognizant of the The Baptist Circle held the annual : pie. In view of the fact that 70’-! of adopted.
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MAIN
STREET,
ROCKLAND, ME.
musical talent among the boys have Christmas sale Wednesday.
P opular Recreation
W
EST
R
O
C
K
P
O
R
T
Mrs.
Libbie
Barter
has
returned
to
R
O
C
K
PO
R
T
engaged Marshall Bradford as tnDespite their lot and their sur_ structor of music and singing. Mr. her home in Wollaston, Mass., after
The ladies of th e Baptist Sewing
’ ■Bradford also has the added duties spending two weeks with Mrs. FrankU. E. Leach who has been confined
roundings, the inmates of the Thom
: Circle were much pleased with the to the house by illness for some time
of librarian and school teacher. We lin Trussell.
and Mrs. Everett Libby. An enter
V IN A LH A V E N
N O R T H H A VEN
aston penal institution are imbued feel very fortunate in having as in!
results
of
their
annual
Christmas
is now able to take short automobile
Extensive repairs are being made
tainment and social Is planned for
sale
and
supper
held
at
the
vestry
rides.
with Christmas spirit. The current structor one who was formerly lead- on the house on Hupper’s Island, re
the near future.
Mrs.
Theodore
Brown
is
at
Knox
The following were passengers on
Mrs. Ezra Conway was hostess to the Westport Wednesday noon en
Mrs. M. J. Oxton is in Rockland
issue of "Vox, The Voice of the M. 8. ing baritone of the Chicago Grand cently purchased by Mrs. Bryant of Wednesday afternoon and evening.
Every article was sold and a generous where she has a room a t Mrs. Ames', Hospital, where she was taken by the Pals Wednesday at her home.
Boston.
plane Wednesdav. While walking
P.” editorializes thus on the subject: 9 * ™ <* ’ “nd of Hartmann-Steinroute for Rockland: Mrs. Cora Bev
amount was added to the treasury.
. . . .
, dorff Opera Co.
along the roaa, Mrs. Brown was
Mrs. John Holman entertained the The president, Mrs. M inetta Paul, was Elm street
erage. Mr. and Mrs. Charles Parsons,
“I t is not too early to think of 1 To our outside readers: Vox ,n
_. . .
...
_
. .,
■ - , Willing Workers sewing circle Tues- assisted by these committees: Fancy
Part of the village was without struck by an automobile driven by
Foy Brown, Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Dun
Max Herbert White
Chnstmas and its message. The day | half of the boys under the leadership ! day evening.
electrical service Thursday afternoon Charles Oakes. Her foot was crushed
The community was saddened to can, Mrs. Henry Duncan, Florie
set aside to honor Him who brought of Mr. Bradford, requests the con John Sansom and Ned Sansom of I work, Mrs. Eliza Jones. Mrs Ella and early evening because of a broken so badly that partial amputation was
( Overlock,, Mrs. Rena Carroll, Mrs.
learn of the death of Max Herbert Arey.
to all mankind a message of peace tributions of material on orchestra Rockland spent Sunday with Fred Christine Currier; aprons, Mrs. Jose transformer at the corner of West necessary. At the present writing White, the young aviator, which oc
Mrs. Hanson T. Crockett and son
tions and male chorus music by those
she was resting comfortably. Mr. curred Sunday at his nome on Pleas Lloyd Crockett are delegates to the
and forgiveness. Let us hope that who tt’ish to help us in this new un Waldo.
phine Wall, Mrs. Augusta Shibles; and Rockland streets.
Mrs. Henry Lamson has been suf Brown returned from Rockland ant street. He was tne eldest son of State Grange meeting at Augusta.
Capt. Fred Balano has returned to candy. Mrs. Addie Russ; mystery
each and everyone will recognize in dertaking.
fering from a severe cold the post Thursday.
tree,
Mrs.
Enos
E.
Ingraham
;
supper,
Mr. and Mrs. Frank M. White, and While in that city they will visit Mrs.
his
home
at
Staten
Island,
N.
Y„
full the significance of this day and
The decorating of our lawns with
The Legion Minstrels promises to was born in Vinalhaven 22 years ago. Crockett's daughter Dorothy.
week.
Mrs.
Fred
Smallwood,
Mrs.
Maud
after
spending
several
weeks
here.
be a fine entertainment. It will be He received the best of medical a t
will gather strength to face the new fir trees, is an effect which is pleasing
Mr and Mrs. Louis Robinson attend- presented at an early date.
After a ten day visit with his
Rev. John Holman is spending r Walker.
year and its problems. It will be to the eves and will be more so when few days in Massachusetts.
both at Knox Hospital and father Fred Carver, Ralph Carver
Masonic
banquet
hall
will
be
open
j
ed
prize
speaking
contest
at
Rock
the ground is covered with snow.
Miss E. F. Roberts and Miss Eliza tendance,
beneficial to us to think of this days
Miss Mildred Hupper is spending a next Thursday afternoon for reliei port town hall Tuesday evening at beth Weiderhold have returned from at home, everything possible being and son returned Thursday to their
J. Parker Stimpson of Rockland,
done in the attempt to save his home in New Jersey.
sewing. More machines are needed which their son Robert Ingersoll was several weeks stay in Rockland.
message, and to try to emulate Him has been engaged as chef to take the few days in Wollaston.
young life.
Mrs. Rodney Davis and Mrs. Earl th a t the work may be speedily one of the contestants.
There was a fine rehearsal of the
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Bogren ana
whose natal day it is. And let us place of former Chef Delano, who re
Max was a graduate of Vinalhaven community chorus Tuesday night a t
Davis are visiting relatives in Som handled Anyone having a machine
Thurston Spear in company wi.h daughter Phyllis left Thursday for a
signed
to
accept
a
position
in
Miami.
hope th at the spirit of forgiveness
High School, class of 1928, after the church under the leadership of
to offer is asked to communicate with others from Rockport village has gone visit with relatives in Atkinson.
Florida. Mr. Stimpson was formerly erville, Mass.
which he trained at the Curtiss- Albion Beverage. There were 25
and hope for which this day stands head chef at the exclusive Hugo's res
George Davis has returned from a Arthur K. Walker, first select to the big woods on a hunting trip.
Mrs. James O. Carver who recently Wright
Aviation School in Rockland, present. The next rehearsal will be
man, Mrs. Nina Carroll or Mrs Mary
will touch the hearts of them who taurant in Boston, and has been em  visit in Thorndikeville.
The Tuesday Club met this week underwent an operation for appen
Calvin Simmons has a new 1932 Spear, chairman of the committee, with Mrs. Robert Keald. Sen ing for dicitis a t Knox Hospital, has re a t the East Boston, Mass, air port Monday night. The Christinas
have our destinies in their keeping." ployed by several of the leading hotels
the Crymble Aircraft Corpora hymns and carols promise to be an
and, it will ,be called for.
Chevrolet car.
needy families was a part of the cve- turned home. She was accompanied and
And here are some of the editorial in Florida, and in the West Indies.
tion in 'Bangor. After receiving his inspiring feature of the Christmas
A covered dish supper for memFred Waldo entertained at baked
by her nurse, Mrs. Lorna Swears.
The
enrollment
of
our
school
which
pointers:
The Christmas mask ball at Me pilot’s license he made trips to Bos Sunday services morning and night
i started last week is 36. and has on bean supper Saturday afternoon and re?ul“ lymeetine/ o f a t^ aCti^ h ath ^ l cWneS
ton, Philadelphia, New Orleans and
me"'jKrS ‘° morial hall offers the usual prizes.
“It will be largely through the its staff two inmate teachers, Sprague evening, Mr. and Mrs. Clinton Kelley, Club Monday evening a t t K S ' ’ ^ s h ^ " h° me
The pupils of the High School have
efforts of Senator Hale if the negotia and Simonson, who are assistants to Master Russell Kelley, Mrs. Harriet
Housekeepers at the Relief Corps Prince Edward Island. Only a short rendered a splendid public spirited
time
ago,
he
was
planning
to
go
into
The
hour
is
7
o'clock.
'
tions for the proposed Mt. Desert Mr. Bradford, the outside teacher.
Whitney, Betty Whitney and Donald
Miss Hazel Parker accompanied by Tuesday evening were Mrs. Nellie business with Jerry Smead of Ban service in the canvass of the island
Due to other attractions which had
four-million-dollar scenic highway
Appreciation is due Deputy Hop Stackpole, all of Thomaston. •
friends from Camden motored to Au Wilson, Mrs. A. U. Patterson, Mrs. gor. His ambition and hope was in for the American Red Cross. When
been
previously
planned
for
Friday
Maude Arty and Mrs. Inez Conant.
completed further details will be
are successful. Maine has many rea kins., for the special privilege of hav
evening the entertainm ent and so gusta and returned Wednesday.
Mrs. Frank Donavan who has aviation.
sons to be proud of Senator Hale.”
given.
ing been allowed to receive Thanks
Mr. and Mrs Robert Nutt l ave been
R
O
U
N
D
PO
ND
Max
was
of
genial,
optimistic
dis
cial
booked
for
th
a
t
evening
by
the
'
the guest of her parents Mr.
"Spain takes a step ahead of the giving Day boxes of home cooked food
Ervin Stone has made some beau
early next week for West Palm Beach,
position
and
a
great
pal
of
his
Sphinx
Class
of
the
M.
E.
Sunday
and Mrs. Ernest Williams, left this
United States by its abolishment of along with that which is regularly al
mother. He leaves many friends tiful cedar chests. Ask to see them.
Mrs. Nellie Lawler and daughter school has been indefinitely post Fla., where Mr. Nutt has employ week for Weymouth.
the death sentence."
The Get-together Club held a de
lowed. This special privilege is to be Helen have gone to Bath for the win poned.
m ent for the winter. They will go
The annual meeting of Pleasant both in his home town and in Rock
"We all have a penchant for criti extended for Christmas also.
ter.
Miss Mabel Howe of Camden was first to Indiana where their daughter River Grange was held Dec. 7. In land. Besides his parents he is sur lightful meeting Thursday afternoon
cism, but all too often our criticism
Of the games played in Monte
Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Chamberlain a visitor Wednesday a t the home of Dorothy is attending college and she the absence of Worthy Master C. M. vived by one brother, Edward T. at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Chester
merges into something else—plain Carlo (recreation room) chess, dom started for Florida Monday to spend her sister, Mrs. Ella Overlook.
will accompany them to Florida for Webster, who is attending the sessions White, a student at University of Dyer. The company was treated to
knocking. While both are allied, they ino, whist, checkers and bridge, the
Isaac Philbrook who has been in the holiday vacation, reluming later of the Maine State Grange at Au- Maine; also an aged grandmother, some delicious home-made candy.
the winter.
are not the same. True criticism Is latter a la Culbertson, are the most
Mrs. Lida White of this town. G en There was a large attendance.
Miss Cynthia Prentice was at home an unconscious condition since his to her school by bus.
gus(,a this week. Worthy Overseer T. eral sympathy Is extended to the be
constructive, knocking is destructive." popular.
The sale of health stamps is on.
accident two weeks ago, was taken
from
Newton,
Mass.,
over
the
holiday.
In
a
letter
from
Mrs.
Emma
V
E. Smith presided, with the usual reaved family.
I And isn’t this good advice for those
These can be had at any of the
Commissary O'Connell and Prison
Friday to Knox Hospital.
Irving
Bryant
is
shingling
his
Leach
who
is
spending
the
winter
in
I
routine of business. The election of
on the outside as well as those on Clerk Paquin have gone to Patten on
Funeral services took place a t the stores or members of the schools.
Next Wednesday th e Methodist Hawthorne. Fla., she states that with >the#e officers followed: Curtis M
house. Emery Richards has built
the inside?—Ed.l
a hunting trip during their vacation. a new hen house.
Ladies' Aid will hold its annual Mrs. Kuehne they visited their grand-. Webster, master; Theron E. Smith, family residence Wednesday at 2 This money goes to the Maine Public
Health Association to further the
“It is very difficult sometimes to be
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Lane of Melrose, Christmas fair at the vestry with daughter Miss Carleen Vinal at the overseer; Winnie C. B. Ames, lectur o’clock. The home was filled with great work it is doing in behalf of the
cheerful here, but it is not an impos
Mass., have been guests of Alvano i these committees in charge: Fancy Women's State College in Tallahassee j er; Kenneth R. Webster, steward; relatives, friends and neighbors. Rev. health of the people of Maine, es
DEER
ISLE
sibility. Stop believing it is impos
Havener over the holiday.
work. Amy Miller, O rra Bums; aprons, during Thanksgiving week. Among George W Geary, assistant steward, P. J. Clifford, pastor of Union pecially children and young people.
sible. get your state of mind right and
Hgpry Carter is with Mr. and Mrs Maude Davis^ Mrs. Morong; novel- other college activities attended while Addie M. Bucklin, chaplain; Edward Church, officiated. The following
Miss Carrie Brown is employed at
Sunday services: Church school a t
you'll be cheerful.”
ties, Vellie Simmons; (candy, Mrs. there was the presentation of a play 1A. Smalley, treasurer; C. Meservey poem was read by request of his
Leeman for the winter.
10 a. m. prompt; worship with ser
"Have you ever thought of the fact the home of Mrs. L/yia Spofford Edward
Mrs. Martha Prentice and Augusta j R®f>ec?a. FcT ^ : Mr!h Bcatrice Rich- written by Miss Vinal. There were F. Ames, secretary; Maurice A childhood playmate and classmate. mon by the pastor at 11, singing by
during
the
absence
of
Miss
Bernice
that it is our mothers, who bear the Barbour who was called home by the Ross spent Wednesday with Mr and ards' V 'f Ruth Miller Supper will 2500 people in attendance at the en
Neil Calderwood:
Brown, gatekeeper; Ella E .Ames
the young ladies choir; the fine sing
brunt of our incarceration and that death of her brother Winthrop
H
tertainment.
A YOUNG MAN’S DEATH
Mrs. William
Prentice•* of Pemaquid 1be served from 5.30 to 7.
Ceres;
Flora
A
Brown,
Pomona;
ing of last Sunday with Mrs. Woodthey suffer a thousand times more Barbour.
The
G.
W.
Bridge
Club
met
Tues
Death
Is
no
weary
patriarch
mower.
Falls.
Violet Baum, Flora; Alta L. Hildings, Who cuts us down like over-ripe grain
worth at the organ was greatly ap
than we do."day
afternoon
at
the
home
of
Mrs
Leslie Eaton of Bluehill was the
Miss Augusta Ross was a guest
lad.v assistant steward; Beulah Gil And leaves us to lie without roots or preciated. The young people meet at
• • • •
R O C K V IL L E
sustenance
Friday of last week of Mrs. Lizzie Frances Carleton.
christ, executive committee member.
6 30; at 7.30 illustrated' address, the
The institution statistics show a guest of Alfred Dunham last week.
• • • •
a deserted field—
At the close of the meeting supper On
fourth in the winter series that have
Friends of Mr. and Mrs. Hosea Cox.
total population of 276, with two
Death
Is
a
gay.
young
man.
Church Notes
Mrs. Della Munroe left Tuesday
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence lamson. and a social hour were enjoyed by A glowing explorer.
been so well attended, subject Sun
paroled and six committed since the Barbour are extending sympathy to
Who pauses only long enough to Invite day night, "The Other Wise M an;”
■Methodist Church. Rev. Forrest F. delegates from the Penobscot View the 45 members present.
last issue of “Vox." The high serial them in the loss of their son Win for Portland where she will spend th ’
us
At a recent meeting of the Chris To adventure,
Fowle: Sunday morning worship at Grange. Glencove, have been attend
winter.
number is now 6151, and the low serial throp.
with him. Into the Beyond it is based upon the beautiful story
tian
Endeavor
these
officers
were
ing
State
Grange
in
Augusta
this
10.30;
church
school,
11.45;
Epworth
M
r.
and
Mrs.
Lloyd
Creamer
of
Which
we have been too sluggish and by Henry van Dyke. Remember each
Mrs. Jullia Spofford is in Cam
number is 3556.
week.
earthbound to explore:
elected: President, Flavilla Arey;
one's presence helps make our church
The prison garage and machine bridge, Mass., where she will spend West Waldoboro visited her parents League at 6, subject “Sportsmanship;"
Who wants to persuade us to abandon the most cheerful spot upon the At
Mr. and Mrs. Emery Richards over evening service a t 7 with music by
Mrs. F. W. Robbins, Mrs. Karl vice presidents, Emma Vinal, Carolyn
crawling In the dust
shop is thus described by a member the winter.
the trio; special session of Ladies’ Packard and Miss Lottie Ewell a t Calderwood, Gertrude Vinal; secre And grovelling ln the midst of little lantic coast. Come with a prayer,
of the editorial staff:
Mrs. F. Lamont Greene of Rock the holiday.
come with a smile, help spread good
Friends are glad to know Mrs. Clara Aid Tuesday afternoon to tie a quilt tended the Farm Bureau meeting held tary, Helen Arey; treasurer. Ruth If we things.
“The garage has been recently land visited her parents. Mr, and
yield to his guidance.
cheer upon the isle.
Hanna who has been for a long time and complete arrangements for the a t the home of Mrs. Leola Mann in Brown; advisors, Mrs. Elliott Hall Perhaps he will whisk us
moved into the former store-room of Mrs. M. D. Joyce last week.
fair Wednesday; Thursday evening Rockport.
Through clouds, to uncharted planets
in the hospital is home
the shirt factory and here one finds
Mr. and Mrs. Rupert Howard grid
and spheres.
prayer service.
Mrs. E H. Perry, Mrs Nellie Perry,
the machine shop. The equipment of little daughter of Spruce Head
Life and death should both be winged
Baptist
Church,
Rev.
George F Miss Mabel Oxton an d Mrs. W. W
—Margaret Lathrop Law.
_
.
,
,
,
.
the garage consists of up-to-date Island are guests of Capt. and Mrs.
S W A N ’S ISLAND
Currier: Church school a t 10; service | Gregory of Rockland spent the afttools for work on all make of cars. Avery M arshall
The abundance of beautiful floral
worship at 11 with childrens story, ; ernoon Wednesdav with Mrs AshThe many and various Jobs possible
testified to the love and es
Capt Andrew C. Smith of Atlantic of
anthem and sermon “The Progress ; t£)n Ripl£ ,n Appleton
A ll Kinds, in A n y Q uan tity tributes
to do here are as follows: Cylinder
teem in which the deceased was held.
has been in Rockland several days | of the Gospel; ’ B.Y.P.U. at „6, su b -1
C
L
A
R
K
ISLAND
reconditioning and honing; new rings,
Interment was in John Carver ceme-,
this week for medical treatment.
, 7 e e t n m t h Brotherhood,"
m h M r t ""ieartnr ' Addison Collamore who has had
Orin Milan has been ill the past ject 'Practicing
K i n | r a h a m e v X leader
p X * ^ 0^
* HMrs ? hatfleltf’ ln
tcry, bearers Neil Calderwood. Fred
pins, bushings, and pistons installed;
Chilles, Calvin Vinal. Malcolm Wins
crank and cam shafts reconditioned;
The Community Sewing Circle week but is now improving.
, service at 7 with singlng of old
! Rockport, finished work there TuesPictures for Jigsaw
low, Meredith Trefrey, Bruce Grindle.
transmissions, clutches and differen- meets every weekday night a t the
Mrs. Maynard Herrick gave a din interesting events from the life of i aa7» „ , _ ,
.
...
,
Puzzles
During the committal service Capt.
entlals overhauled; radiators re church. Mrs. Wilbur Allen is presi ner party at her home Thursday. The General William Booth, founder of
Mrs' Karl Packard spent the weekWilliam Wincapaw flew above the
paired; batteries reconditioned and dent, Mrs. Charles Simpson vice guests were Sylvia Stockbridge. Mary the Salvation Army, will be given by end in Portland
Christm
as
C
ards
grave, dipped his plane in salute and
recharged; lead burning; acetylene president, and Mrs. Fred Magnuson Trask, Nina Sprague, Elizabeth Mrs. Robert Magune; World Wide I Mrs Rinna Andrews of Tenant’s
dropped two large bouquets of
Morse, Lucy Smith, Laura Stinson. Guild will meet this week at the par Harbor is spending a few days with
welding; brazing; electrical work of secretary.
■ MBIM ■
flowers as tribute to a fellow flier.
Mr. and Mrs. Albion Meservey of Mary Butman, Ruby Holmes and sonage to tack a quilt; Ladies' Circle Mrs. Ida Barrows and Miss Lottie
all kinds and ignition a specialty.
TURN
Those from out of town to attend
Besides all general machine shop Tenant’s Harbor and Mr. and Mrs Myra Bridges. The afternoon was Wednesdav at the parlors; prayer Ewell.
TO
Mr. and Mrs. John S. Ranlett a t
the services were Edward T. White,
work there are many other kinds of Earle Davis and daughter of Port spent at puzzles and bridge.
meeting Thursday evening.
tended the supper given by the
who will not return to U. of M. until
THE
Mrs. Olive Walker returned Mon
jobs done such as: Gears cut. index Clyde were callers on Mr. and Mrs.
auxiliary of Spanish War Veterans in
after the holidays; Capt. and Mrs.
day to Rockland after being with her
ing, milling, sheet metal work; all Charles Butler last Sunday.
ADS
G
L
E
N
C
O
V
E
William Wincapaw and son Billy,
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There was no school Friday of last father for a short visit.
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Stanley Boynton. Helen Robinson.
The Methodist Ladies' Aid met F ri
to order, fire nozzles, machine spe week on account of the illness of
440 MAIN ST.,
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parts made to order, in truth these
Southard will call on you.
They returned home by plane after
two departments are under an experi calling on Mrs. Jennie Butler of Port Mrs. Seth’ Stockbridge of Atlantic Lamson, attended S tate Orange this also spent a short time with Mr. and
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week at Augusta.
Mrs. N. I. E^minster in Bangor.
the services.
were honor quests,
enced foreman, who with his asslst- Clyde last Sunday.
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appointed
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Executors,
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FOR SALE

“ THE
NEW MINISTER”

T H U R S D A Y , DEC. 15
at 7.45 P. M.
Admis Ion:

Adult: 35c; Children under 15. 20c
Tickets may be had from any club
member

COAL

$ 1 3.50

EGG

STOVE

CO A L
N l’T

Soft Lum p Coal, $7.50
The Bi t Screened Soft Coal you
can buv anywhere—S9.50
Coke, S10.50
Tel. 84-2

Thomaston

Coal Delivered To Any Outside

Town At Small Extra Cost

J. B. PA U L SE N
148’lt

i colony a t Peterboro. N. H.. 25 year'
ago. 23 studios having been built for
the use of these artists in the seclu
sion of New Hampshire. Mr. Mc
Dowell* was a musical genius, one of
the most prominent in America, and
his sentas are beautiful, but overwork
and lack cf rest caused his death from
| nerveus collapse. Mrs McDcwe’.l
was formerly a cripple, but has practlcally recovered frem th a t disability.
and is living today. Mrs. Berry whs
in receipt of a letter^ from her, the
contents of which read:
"Thank you fcr your interest which
prompted your letter and I am sending under separate cover seme of our
la:?st printed matter. Perhaps I
have dene so before, if so. -please -pass
the duplicates to some one else,
About the date of the Pictorial Prize,
—
—— «
—

I

G ardiner’s R exali D rug & Stationery Store
j;

H O LID A Y G O O D S

y

£
$

EXTRA VALUES IN CHRISTMAS CARDS
REGULAR DOLLAR BOX OF GREETING CARDS FOR 50c
CLOCKS. WATCHES & WRIST WATCHES At Popular Low Prices
NEWEST STYLES IN BOX PAPERS FOR 25c AND 50c
CHOCOLATES
FOUNTAIN PENS
MANY ITEMS AS LOW AS 10 CENTS

|

G A R D IN E R ’S

»

WARREN, MAINE •

S

S

M OTOR

V E H IC L E

OPERATORS
M ust renew their licenses before
January 1st, 1933

AVOID THE LAST MINUTE R U SH !
Application cards may be obtained at all registration branches,
of ail excise tax collectors and are furnished in quantities to
garage proprietors.

EDGAR C. SMITH, Secretary of State
142S148

CAMDEN-ROCKLAND WATER CO
O FFERS

Its Six P er Cent
Cum ulative P referred S tock
A H om e Com pany an d Local Investm ent
Legal For M aine Savings Banks
T ax Free to H olders in M aine
F ree From Normal F ederal Incom e T a x
P a r V alue $100. D ividends payable q uarterly,
F ebruary, M ay, A ugust and Novem ber 1st. Callable
as a w hole or in part at $ 105 a share.
T his stock, issued u n d er the approval of the
Public U tilities Commission is offered to investors
at a price o f $98.00 per share and accrued interest,
yielding a little more than 6 % per annum .
S ubscriptions for this stock will be received at
the office o f the company, 5 Lindsey stre e t, Rock
land, M aine.
Cam den-Rockland W a te r Co.
109-S-tf
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consisting ol runners, mast, sails and Ernest Rawley of St. George. Exr.
________i ters who have had their home in
Mrs. Raymond Young is visiting rigging: also smaller set of runners and I ESTATE ADDIE Ex CARVER, late of
sails at a bargain. Telephone or call Vlnalhaven. deceased. Petition to De
■
Rockland the past year have re- | relatives in New York,
PALMER, corner State and term ine Inheritance Tax. presented by
given me in 1926. I do not suppose j turned to Thomaston to live.
Rev. Hubert Leach of Thomaston GEORGE
147*149 Perley L. Carver, of Vlnalhaven. Exr.
Pleasant Sts.
anyone could have been more sur- [ Fifty new books have been added to i will occupy the pulpit in the First
LARGE black horse for sale, good
ESTATE CELESTIA J. HARRIS, late of
Friced thaR j was and j did not for the public library. A part of them ccngregat'onal Church
Sunday worker,
weight 1500 lbs., kind and gentle. St. George, deceased. Petition to Deter
cne moment take it as a personal were given by the Half Hour Read- merning. The pastor. Rev. Winfield C. A WEYMOUTH. City Farm. Tel. mine Inheritance Tax. presented by S
146*148 Emma Keene, of St. George. Exx.
^m g , but as a tribute to the value ; !nS Club.
Witham, will speak a t the Rockland 452-J.
A L A D U IN
LAM P
PAR TS
a t a ll tim e s
ESTATE FRED T. STUDLEY. late of
of the McDowell Association, and Ciat
A. D. Davis has returned from a congregational Church,
Prompt service. CRIE HARDWARE CO Rockland, deceased.
_______ _______
Petition __
for Dlstrl
j just happened to be the one most visit to Rufus Teel. 96. of Teel's
Seats will be checked Monday for
______ ______________________ 144-tf button filed by Claire S. Hodgkins, of
associated with its develop- Island at the entrance to Georges (
American Legion Minstrels, to be
SIX TONS good hay for sale. H. C Rockland. Admx.
ment. We had a splendid colony this i River.
145*148
ESTATE HATTIE C EMERY, late of
presented in the opera house Dec. BUBER. Warren

Rawley of St. George was appointed
Exr., and qualified by filing bond No
vember 15, 1932.
MARY E. CASE, of Rockland, Novem
ber' 15, 1932, William W. Case, of. Rock
land. was appointed Gdn.. and qualified
by filing bond November 22. 1932.
ELDEN JONES, late of Rockland, de
ceased, November 22. 1932. Harold S.
Fossett, of Union, was appointed Admr.,
d.b.n.c.t.a., and qualified by filing bond
on same date.
ANNIE B. BROWN, late of Friendship,
deceased. November 15. 1932, William A.
Richards, of Waldoboro, was appointed
Exr.. and qualified by filing bond No
vember 22. 1932.
BERT L. STEVENS, late of Cushing,
deceased. November 15. 1932, Raybert E.
Stevens, of Cushing was appointed
Admr. c.t.a. and qualified by filing bond
November 22. 1932.
EUGENE F. THOMPSON, of Rockland.
November 1, 1932. Jerome C. Burrows, of
Rockland, was appointed G d n . and
qualified by filing bond November 22,
1932
A ttest:
CHARLES L. VEAZIE, Register.
____
145-S-151

summer, and I am glad we dared oper.
A chimney fire in the P M. Stud- , ig-17 There will be 112 persons hav- ■ N i N E T Y - A7 R E f a r m f o r s a le I n W - * ° ^ “" c e r u l n ^ .l ^sTate" s R u ^ . n
fOr never was it more needed—but I ley house at Walker’s Comer called ing part in the production. Stephen erty: lOO.OOO It j r f j t a b e r j j o m e , pulp- Rockland, and fully described ln said
j {eared we wouid be sadly in deb*,out the fire department Friday after- L Gushee directing and an evening ^ p w L r e s ^ M ^ c ’r^ o 'f t X e bT i ? r « Petition, presented by F. RusseU Greeley.
Price ° f R utland’ M^s., Admr. c.t.a
Among tiie literature sent, you will
non- No damage was done. of amusement is assured the public.
blueberry land and good orchard Price
ESTATE ELDEN JONES, late of Rock
{ind____a cardtelling
tening of—------our little
colonv- ' Mrs- Edith
Clark entertained
at
____________
$1250. half down. Walter l. grant land
....v.
---------_
,
deceased. Petition for Allowance
146-148
Liberty. Me.. R. F. D. 2.
fnjy, which we plan to keep open all j bridge Thursday evening.
There
presented
by Cellnda E. Jones, of Rock
M
A
R
T
IN
SV
IL
L
E
DRY
wood
fitted,
$1.50
per
ft.;
slabe.Sl
land,
widow.
winter if possible, so if vou o** any of ;
tab.es, Mrs. Cora Currier
per ft., fitted; three bunches dry shims.
ESTATE NAOMI J. O'BRIEN, late ol
your friends should be motorinc Jjj1'in ? top score. Lunch was_served.
25c. 13 bunches $1. Free delivery. C. F.
Red Cross Activities
deceased. Petition for Con
PRESCOTT Tel. 76-J. x________ 146*148 Thomaston,
through, don't forget our comfortable f T?® players were Mrs. Anna Brasi®r !
firmation of Trustee, presented by Liz
With
the
arrival
of
many
yards
of
DRY hard fitted wood. $9: junks. $8.50; zie S. Levensaler of Thomaston, Exx.
A little inn. Mv warm regards to t:ie ; ' I' s: Ora " oodcock. Mrs. Matie
members of your club, and it makes j S P ^ L . ^ r s . , ? ^ Currier^ Mrs. cotton goods from National Head cord wood, $7. Under cover. M. LOFESTATE CAROLINE M. CRAWFORD,
me very happy to know of the almos' j
c iar^ rlndCathee hosTeai ley’ quarters it became necessary to form MAN. Tel. 263-11._______________145*150 late of Camden, deceased. Petition for
FOX TERRIER puppies for sale, Appointment of Trustee, asking that
committees
to
take
care
of
making
m i r i c ^ d ^ l u T ^ T o ‘in t h e ' X r 1 ' ‘ V ern o ^ Achorn WaUer H altogs.
smooth haired, docked tails; females $3. Joseph Emery of Rockland, be appointed
it Into garments.
.
$4; male $5, or exchange for pullets Trustee, under the Will of the said Caro
I hJaHnw h u nam - ^Simed ^Mrs E-'’ I charles Smith. Earl Risteen. Stanley
At St. George, with Mrs. Gladys YORK’S. Tel. 293-w.
145-148 line M. Crawford, ln place of Walter H.
I
J
t
£
,
n-.’
a
Copeland.
Alfred
Morton.
Bird
Hocking,
chairman,
the
Ladies’
Circle
I
DRY fitted wood and junks, under Butler, deceased.
| j ameson and Fred Young of Wil- of the church volunteered to lend a cover.
i: ward McDowell. As a fitting
ESTATE SARAH A YOUNG, late of
$10; long. $8 T. J. CARROLL
plement to this paper M rs^ u b y Kai- , Uams.Brasier Post motored t0 Bel hand.
Tel. 263-21 or 739-M Rockland.
137-tf Owl's Head, deceased. First and Final
Their
meetings
are
biAccount
presented for allowance by
.can? - 'To
W ild
ild RR0ose.
,
. . . and, .had part in monthly.
1 lnrh
1C^ ^snnrnnn.
pra,V°'San:
J ° a.
aW
S f' ' ' ! c^ ..t Friday
night
Charles E. Young. Admr.
A a McDowell composition
the pa-ale of the American Legion
At Long Cove a group of ladies met
ESTATE CELESTIA J. HARRIS, late
ft
o f St. George, deceased. First and Final
Tfre'ccond pa*XT.Fann.e C.o by, ; of tdat city in a get-together time.
and called themselves St. Georges
i,.
Account
presented for allowance by
the
Blind
Hymn
Writer,
read
by;
Jane
Barry
and
Luthera
H.
Burton
Guild
of
Red
Cross
Sewers.
Its
R
Emma Keene. Exx.
R Mrs. M artha Welch, was quite In of the college of arts and sciences, members are: Miss Una Wood, chairESTATE
MARTHA J. FARNHAM, late
g keeping wdth the program. Miss and Leroy A. Burton, college of agri- i man, Mrs. Victor Rusky, Mrs. WilSt. George, deceased. Ftrst and Final
UPSTAIRS flat, five rooms, all modern of
R Crosby was blind from a girl of six. culture. are Thomaston students liam Erickson, Mrs. Andrew Nelson, Heated.
Account
presented
for allowance by
Call any time. 16 OCEAN ST
tier blindness caused from receiving whose names appear in the dean's Mrs. M att Eglund. Mrs. Rcbert An•___________________________ 144-tf 1 tru e st Rawley of St. George. Exr.
ESTATE ELSIE B HAGER, late of
the wrong treatment of the eyes. But list of the University of Maine of ' derson, Mrs. Albert Seavey. Mrs. IsaFIVE ROOM tenem ent to lit. modern Union, deceased. First and Final Ac
this was not thought to be such a Dec. 9.
Improvements. DR. F. O. BARTLETT. 41 count presented for allowance by Homer
bel Nairn and Misses Helmi and Lime&ock
St. Tel. 982.
144-tf bert L. Grinnell, of Union. Admr.
great handicap by Miss Crosby, who
The ladies of the M. E. Aid served Gertrude Kulju. Last Thursday s
six ROOM house to let. all modem. ! ESTATE SUSAN A. _BACON, late of
led a very active life even up to the a highly nutritious and palatable i meeting was with Mrs. Nairn; next
renovated, at 22 Oak St. ALBERT ' St George, deceased. First and Final Ac
time of her death at the age of 95 supper Friday evening. It contained Thursday will be with Mrs. Albert newly
S. PETERSON. Fuller-Cobb-Davls
..................
count presented
for allowance by Horner
144-tf E Robinson, of Rockland. Admr.
years. Always having felt she had j a u the health making qualities which j Seavey.
________________________________
some particular calling in life she ] nature has furnished since man be- ’ At Tenant's Harbor the Church
five room furnished apartment to
ESTATE HERMAN RAWLEY. of St.
Fourth and Final Account prewas actively concerned in. mission gan (0 eat_ but to which new names [.Circle “has taken up the work along |
V»iW?nm V' F studley, fi9 147-tf
Park George.
sented for allowance by Frank A. Crute
work in New York for years, singing 1have been given by health writers ' with the Tenant's Harbor sewing unit — — -qr- ------------------------ -—
Executor of the Will of Frank B. Miller
in m any^an evangelistic campaign i of today. The supper merited larger i of the Red Cross with Mrs. Nellie M£gAg™* smt[ h ‘ Linroin skt.le Tei 264 late of Rockland, deceased.
VIRGINIA C. DANIELS, late of Thom
"Safe in the Arms of Jesus" was one | paronage th an it received.
i Wiley chairman, Mrs. Rosalie Wiley
'
144-tf
of her compositions, as was "Some- ; The Baptist Mission Circle will [secretary, Mrs. Claribel Andrews and
heated apartm ents, an modern, four aston. deceased. Will and Petition for
Probate thereof, asking th at the same
time the Silver Cord Will Break." and meet with Mrs. A. F. Rice Tuesday the other officers location committee, rooms. Apply at camdf.n & rock -, niay be Prov<*d »n d allowed, and th at
LAND WATER CO Tel. 634
I Shall See Him. Face to Face
Letters Testamentary issue to Edward
afternoon for White Cross work.
j At Martinsville members of the _______________________________
TENEMENT, five rooms to let. modern f . Gould, of Rockland, he being the
Good attendance marked this meet
Ellsworth basketball teams re- Church Circle have given their serv- ground
floor, ready Nov. 1. 9 Suffolk St : Executor named in said Will, with bond.
ing. the singing being led by Mrs tumed home after the games Friday ices, with Mrs. Louise Jones, chair- M. M. GRIFFIN.
125-tf : MARY E MESERVE. late of Thomas
Nettie Vinal.
f
night. The score for the boys game ! man, and Miss Lena Harris, cutter,
Petition for
ProFIVE ROOM bungalow, electric lights.: ton.
"V' deceased. Will and V
or Fr0'
In connection with the McDowell was Ellsworth 23. Thomaston 20; | savsv
Last Thursday
an all-day session flush toilet and garage rent cheap to I
x u u m u o j «...
^ih at ^ e same may
Colony, it was with a real thrill that I girls, Thomaston 23 Ellsworth 17 was held with Mrs. May Barter. The right narties. e h . philbr .ck Phone ' ^ s & u r y 1s‘ u7 w a* ^ ^ ^ ^
members of the club listening over 1Anderson of Thomaston was the high next meeting Will be with Mrs. Jean LL?1'?*----------------------------------:---- I of Thomaston, he being the Executor
FOUR. six. seven or nine room unfur- named ip said Will, without bond.
the radio Wednesday evening actually i scorer e ' the night, scoring ten.
Bachelder
at 1 o'clock.\ Dec. 15.
_
a. 4.x_
nisnea apartm ent. $15 up. Inquire 11 , ESTATE WILLIAM O R HILL, late ol
heard the voice cf Mrs. McDowell ! Anr .ancement is made of the
Port Clyde is more fortunate than james st . Tel. 577.
144-tf P.ockland. deceased. Petition for Ad
speaking from Carnegie Hall in New i birth of a son Nov. 17 to Mr. and Mrs. the other communities in th at it has
Marla. . .A KarlTHREE room furnished a p a r t m e n t t o ministration. asking
_ that
______________
York a t 9.30 in connection with the ’ C. Wesson Hawes of West Orange, a Community room at the Public let. moderate price. V. F. STUDLEY. 69 son of Rockland, or some other suitable
rson
be
appointed
Admx.,
without
25th anniversary celebration of the [ N. J. The name Douglas Wesson has Library. The sewers meet th£re Fri- Park s t- Tel- 1080_____________IjLH bcT
ond.
I..........
HAVE
and *--v.r-fur.. 'furnished
■-*-—■ rent:, ---■
founding of the artists’ colony at 1been given. Mrs. Hawes was Marion day evenings with Mrs. Hazel HupESTATE WILLIAM J. FRYE, late of
rents at all prices; also good bar
Peterboro, N. H. The New York Sym- ' Keene, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. A. per and Mrs. Maud Stone, chairmen. nlshed
gains in real estate. ROBERT U. COL Rockland, deceased. Petition for License
144-tf ! to sell certain Real Estate, situated in
phony Orchestra was also on the pro- ; A. Keene of Hyde Park, Mass., and There is a chairman's meeting LINS. 375 Main St. Tel. 77.
Rockland, and fully described ln said
gram, and Mrs. McDowell was pre- Thomaston, and has many friends in every two weeks on Wednesday eveTWO apartm ents to let at 7 Granite I Petition, filed by Charles Rich of Rock.
sented with a bouquet of American ] town.
; ning, with the branch chairman Mrs St., all modern. Apply A S. PETERSON ! land. Admr.
144-tf i Witness. MELZER T. CRAWFORD. Es
Gertrude <1. Hupper. The next Fuller-Cobb-Davls.
Beauty roses.
FIVE ROOM flat, all modern. 23 quire. Judge of Probate Court for Knox
E A S T W A S H IN G T O N
meeting will be at her home Dec. 14 F"Itnn
St. Inquire ROSE PRESCOTT County, Rockland. Maine.
Any contribution of outgrown clothes
A ttest:
144-tf
TEN A N TS HARBOR
E. Burnell Overlock has returned or shoes may be left with Mrs. Hup 240 Broadway.
CHARLES L. VEAZIE, Register.
STORE and tenem ent to let at 275
Cn the next regular meeting night, to Rhode Island after spending the per or the c
Dec. 12. the Odd Fellows will serve Thanksgiving vacation with his par distribution.
TENEMENT to let on Court S’ .. $17
NATURAL ground sea shells are best
lunch. The noble grand requests a ents Mr. and Mrs. Charles Overlock.
month. ERNEST C. DAVIS, at Fuller- for poultry. By bag or ton. Write ALW. M. Prescott has been in Bath
large company to be present.
Cobb-Davls.
135-tf j FRED RAWLEY. Long Cove. Me. 143*145
N O RTH HO PE
Frank Brown made a business trip for a few days enjoying the sport of
UNFURNISHED apa 'ent at 7 TaiYOU FOLKS WHO BURN OIL try
duck shooting. Bill reports, “some
bot Ave. to let, lour
-my rooms and Shell. It gives good heat, burns cleaner
to Rockland Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. A. I. Perry enter bath, oil heat. MRE A. H JONES. thgn other oils. You’ll welcome the re
Several of our townspeople are con ducks, I'll say,” and fairly good luck.
137-tf sults. GEORGE H. THOMAS FUEL
Mr. and Mrs. Lisle Leonard were tained the Hilltop Club Dec. 3. Out Phone 576.
fined to their homes with colds
TWO GOOD five roon b iuses to let on COMPANY. Camden, The only distribu
Harry Paterson’s dog Nip. while guests over Sunday at the home of of town guests were Mr. and Mrs. R. Grove
144-tf
St. One five rot
lv use on Elm tors of Shell Fuel Oils.
L. Coose of Searsmont and Mr. and St. All modern. E R N E .; C. DAVIS, at
hunting rabbits one day this week, got Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Light.
$25 REWARD offered for apprehension
137-tf of party or parties who took hens from
Carl Sukeforth and1 Harlan Side Mrs. Charles Plummer of North Ap- Fuller-Cobb-Davls.
badly cut by running into a barbed
the Maloney Farm. Head of the Bay. belinger went up North last week and j pleton.
wire fence
d in n e r ' » _ »
Io“ glng to FRED KNIGHT- June 19. 15
Mrs. Alison Morris is in Attleboro, I returned with a fine deer.
. Mrs. Laura Osborne was dinner
hens; July 27. six hens: Oct. 28. eight
Mass., housekeeping for her mother. ! Several from this vicinity attend- guest of her cousin Mrs . A. I. Perry ’
» a itm n r
’ I hens; Nov- 6- three hens
143*154
»
Mr. and Mrs. Edison Fuller of At- ’ ed the joint meeting of Grangers at | last Sunday.
DRY FITTED hard wooQ, under covei
MISCELLANEOUS
4
$10.
junks
$10.
W.
L.
OXTON,
West
Mr.,
and
Mrs.
J.
D.
Pease
and
Miss
Liberty
Community
hall.
tleboro. Mass., were called here by
Rockport. Tel. 8011 Camden.
144-tf
Olive Pease motored to Portland R
the illness and death of Mrs. Fuller's
THE ANNUAL MEETING OF THE
LADIES—Reliable
hair
goods
at
Rock
ROCKLAND Body and Fender Shop
last Saturday.
mother Mrs. Hocking, who was spend
land Hair Store, 24 Elm St. Mall order* Body, tyood, top and glass work, welding
THOMASTON NATIONAL BANK
Mrs. Olive Ludwig has been con- solicited, 11. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J. | spaying
and fender work. TEL. 466-M
ing the winter with her daughter
144-tf
mee«ng
stockhoidf'rsheof' 'rh e i
t° the house the past week with
144-tf
Mrs. Allen Gardner of Rockport.
Thomaston National Bank will be held a severe cold.
PERMANENT WAVING Machineless
at their hanking rooms on Tuesday. ' u r flnfi M rs T, H Pprrv son Al- Method. $6.50; marcelling. 50c. KATH
•••
.«•
10. 1933 at 10 o’clock. A. M.. for 11 .
~
i
t
ARINE SMALL.
18 Gay St Prone 737-M
Strout Insurance A gency I January
the purpose of fixing the number and *in
daughter Bernice of Owls
147*149 ♦
I. W a l t e r S tro u t
A lf r e d M . S tr o u t electing a board of directors for the en- Head, recently spend the day with
FURNITURE refinished, remodeled; 4
I suing year and of transacting any other Mr p erry’s parents at Willow Brook, also carpenter work at reasonable rates.
Insurance in all it< branches
business th a t may legally come before1
J K
Ave. M — ——— —— — — — —
Miss Gladys Bennett Is sponsoring W. F. BILL” SIMMONS. Dunton147*152
Probate Bonds
Notary Pnblle them.
Per order
a series of party-dances a t Hope Tel. 802-R.
HOUSES, good locations. $1,200 to
WHEN you are planning to snll your $10,000. Twenty farms. $1,050 to $6,000
L. S. LEVENSALER. Cashier.
Vinal Building. Phone 158
Corner, alternating Saturday eve* chickens
and fowl, call PETER ED House lots, $125 to $250. L. A. THURS
Thomaston, Maine, December 1. 1932.
145-S-3' nings w ith th e G ran g e w h ist parties. WARDS. Tel. 806-J, Rockland.
110 MAIN ST. THOMASTON, ME.
144-tf TON. Tel. 1159.
141-tf

TO LET

REAL ESTATE

KEYS! KEYS! KEYS!
Keys made to order. Keys maae
to fit locks when original keys are
lost. House, Office or Car. Code
books provide keys for all locks
without bother.
Scissors and
Knives Sharpened.
Prompt Service, Reasonable Prices

Crie H ardw are Co.
4U8 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND

Telephone 791
98-tf

W M M L SC R V IU

►EMBALMING 4
MOTOR AMBUIANG
Since 1840 this firm has faltht'>'iv
served the lamilies of Knox County
LADY ATTENDANT
Day Telephone 450-781-1

BURPEE’S
ROCKLAND, ME.

P ILE S
A n d other rectal diseases
Treated W ith o u t Pain
or Loss of T im e

D R . JAM ES KENT
TEL. 1076
39 UNION ST.
ROCKLAND
127Stf
AUTHORIZED

PHILCO R A D IO
SALES AND SERVICE

H ouse-Sherm an, Inc.
442 MAIN ST ROCKLAND TEL. 721
114eot-ft

WILLIAM E. D O R N A N
& SO N, Inc.
Cem etery M em orials
EAST UNION, MAINE

VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
Steamer leaves Swan's Islaifd a t 5 30
A. M . Stonington 6.25, North Haven 7.25.
Vlnalhaven 8 15, due to arrive at Rock
land about 9.30.
Return—Leaves Rockland at 1 30 P M
Vlnalhaven 2.45, North Haven 3.30. Ston
ington at 4.40: due to arrive at Swan's
Island about 6.00 P. M.
B . H . STINSO N.

130-tI

E very-O tK er-D ay

R ockland C ourier-G azette, Saturday, D ecem ber 10, 1932

P age S e v e fl

In addition to personal notes regard
ing departures and arrivals, this depart
m ent especially desires Information of
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc.
Notes sent by mall oritelephone will be
gladly received.
TELEPHONE - ............................ 770 or 794

Cards have been received from Mr.
and Mrs. William F. Domer of Phila
delphia, announcing the marriage of
their daughter, Frederica Marie, to
George Coleman Davis, Wednesday,
Nov. 23, in New York city. The Dorners have been members of the sum
mer colony at Ash Point the past 14
seasons.

a

^G e n u in e S u p e r «Po w e r e d

F rigidaire

Mr. and Mrs. Alton W. Richards of
Bay View square had as dinner guest
Wednesday their nephew, Clarence
Richards of New York, who has just
returned from a year’s cruise around
the world as a member of the engi
neering staff of Fleischmann's yacht.

with

l/ b G reater Food Space

Mrs. Levi Conary of Swan's Island
spent last week in Portland and on
her return was the weekend guest of
her sister, Mrs. Lucius York of this
city.

in the same sized cabinet

The Sunshine Society meets Mon
day afternoon.
Mr and Mrs. George "tomkins, and
son Dick, motored yesterday from
Boston. The latter two are to spend
the winter with Mis. Tomkins' mother,
Mrs. M. A. Shadie on Rockland street.
Mr Tomkins, formerly of the Copley
Plaza Orchestra, sails with his “Bos
tonians" the middle of the month to
fill a season's engagement a t the
Constant Spring Hotel at Jamaica,
West Indies.

H e re ’s a g ift th a t expresses C h ristm as sentim ent in
fullest m easure. Y et it’s th e m o st sensible o f gifts as
w ell. For never b efo re has F rig id a ire offered such o u t
stan d in g values. T o d ay you can g e t a genuine, SuperP o w ered F rig id a ire —w ith tw o cy lin d ers in stead o f
o n e and w ith one-Jourth greater fo o d
space in the sam e sized cabinet— at th e
lo w est price in F rig id a ire history.

Mrs. Idamae Wotton Clay of Ban
gor and Mrs. N. T. Mullen of Belfast
were recent guests of Miss Jennie
Guptill.

P ro v id in g o n e-fo u rth m o re fo o d
space in th e sam e sized cab in et is o n e
o f F rigidaire’s o u tsta n d in g en g in ee r
in g achievem ents. I t gives you plenty
o f room fo r a ll th e extras you buy o n
special "b a rg a in days.” It elim inates

Miss Rose Harrington of Lincoln
ville Beach is guest for a few days
of her sister, Miss Jesse Bradstreet
The Universalist Mission Circle
meets Wednesday at the church,
with Mrs. E. W. Berry, Mrs. C. E. Rol
lins. Mrs. Lester Sherman and Mrs.
Frank Sherer in charge of the 12.30
luncheon. The roll call will be based
on "Comfort," and Mrs. E. W. Pike
will present a paper on “Clara Bar
ton." There will be relief sewing.
The Chapin Class meets Tuesday
evening with Mrs. Almon B. Cooper,
549 Limercck street. Go prepared to
sew.

^ W a r n in g !
A cheap, u n d e rp o w ere d o r poorly constructed refrig erato r
is expensive at any price. You are cautioned against accept
in g such a re frig e ra to r under the im p ressio n th a t you are
getting a genuine F rigidaire w ith its extra pow er, extra
food space, a n d ex tra value. F rigidaire has n o t low ered
its standards to m ak e th e new p rice possible. It is passing
o n to the p u b lic th e econom ies th at have been m ade pos
sible in the last few m onths. Be sure you g et a genuine
Frigidaire. U n le ss the re frig e rato r you buy bears the
Frigidaire nam e-plate, it is not a genuine Frigidaire.

Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Duncan and
I the tormer's mother of North Haven
I are spending a few days here while
I Mr. Duncan 15as been undergoing
I x-ray examination. He fs receiving a
I most cordial greeting and many con
gratulations on having made such a
I notable gain since his recent critical
I illness.

p

_____

The Woman's Foreign Missionary
met Thursday with Mrs.
IFrank C. Flint, with Mrs. Thelma
IStanley in charge of the devotional
Iperiod. Her topic was "The Cup of
(cold Water.” Mrs. Eliza Cousins
la s program chairman had as the sub
j e c t of the lesson, “The Salt Marsh
Iof Poverty," taken from the text
(book. and based on the conditions
(existing in the marshy district near
Ith e seas of China. Mrs. Cousins'
(paper was on “The Coppers Are So
(Few." Mrs. Anah Gay read a leaflet
(entitled "The Evil Arrows,” and Mrs.
|M argaret Philbrook another on
“China's Ancient Arts.” Mrs. Flint’s
|paper was on “Sharing the Burden,”
|a n d as the closing feature Mrs. Edith
iTweedie read, "Lifting the Loads” as
■pertaining to developing means of
(livelihood in China by the establish(ment of industrial schools, reviving
(some of the ancient arts which can
Ibe put to modern use, etc. In the
patter the weaving of towels has al
ready been suggested—the looms for
vhich are small and easily con
structed and can be introduced into
|th e homes without disrupting the
nome life as conducted by the Chilese women. Mrs. Ella Lurvey read
Several interesting items from "The
Friend." taken from “With Our
■workers In China."

ISociety

Just thing of a Spinet Desk in m a
hogany or walnut a t only $8.95. W hat
| i splendid Christmas gift. Stoning1 on Furniture Co., 313-325 Main street,

lockland—adv.

Circle supper a t the Universalist
Church Wednesday at 6 o'clock wil!
have Mrs. E. R. Veazie as chairman
assisted by Mrs. Fred True, Mrs. A
E. Crff. Mrs. Harold Marshall. Mrs.
Blanche Calderwood, Miss Adelaide
Hclmes, Mrs. A. R. Marsh. Mrs. E. L
Toner. Miss Myrtle Herrick. Mrs
Donald Weeks and Mi%. H. Laton
Jackson. Mrs. C. E. Rollins, president
of the Women's Society, has called
a business meeting for 5 o'clock.
L. F. Chase, Mrs. H. W. Thorndike
and Mr. Thorndike carried off honors
in bridge at the meeting of the Tango
Club Thursday evening at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. A. R. Bachelder.
Union street.
Mrs. Harrison F. Hicks has closed
her home on Talbot avenue and wil!
be with her brother, Lucien K. Green,
30 Franklin street.
John Sansom leaves today for
Florida where he will spend the win
ter. Mr. Sansom was honor guest at
a turkey dinner given by Mr. and
Mrs. William Sansom. The other
guests were Mr. and Mrs. Edward
Sansom, Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Anastasio and Miss Sarah Sansom.
Kalloch Class will meet Tuesday
afternoon at the Baptist parlors Ior
Red Cross work. Members are asked
to take lunch and remain to the eve
ning prayer service.

So d o n ’t lo o k any fu rth er fo r the finest w ay to say
’’M erry C h ristm as.” C om e in today a n d g e t all the
facts in clu d in g o u r easy paym ent plan.

SA L E S AND SE R V IC E
S03 Main Street
Ice Cream C a b in e ts

W ater C oolers

The George L. St. Clairs have
Mr. and Mrs. William W. Gregory
closed their cottage at Crescent Beac.i cf Center street were honor guests
and taken rooms with Mrs. Mary at a dinner given by Mr. and Mis.
Wiggin Spear, 33 Limerock street.
Alden Perry at The Highlands Wed
nesday night, the occasion being Mr.
Chapin Class had its monthly and Mrs. G regory's 31st wedding an
supper Wednesday in the Universa niversary.
list vestry, with more than 30 in a t
tendance.. Mrs. Ella S. Bird as
The Shakespeare Society will meet
chairman was assisted by Mrs K ath Monday evening at the home of Mrs
erine Veazie, Miss Hope Greenhalgh Clara Rounds. Beech street with Mrs
and Mrs. Leola Wiggin. A large Eva Hellier as leader. The reading of
amount of Red Cross sewing was done "All's- Well That Ends Well” will be
by members in the afternoon, and begun, the parts to be presented thus:
after supper Christmas bags were Captain. Mbs Mabel Lamb; Helena,
made. A comforter for the Thrift Mrs. Edith Bird: Bertram, Miss Caro
Shop was tacked.
#
line Littlefield: Duke. Mrs. Rosa Lit
tlefield: LaFeu, Mrs. Nina Beverage,
Earl Earry Walsh of this city and 1st Lord, Mrs. Grace Lawrence;
Cecelia Alice Le Clair of Providence Widow, Mrs. Harriet Frost; King.
will be married tonigkt in New York Mrs. Ruth Ellingwood; Clown, Miss
i where Mr. Walsh is employed at Helen York; Countess, Mrs. Alice
Page, Miss Elizabeth
j Roseland. 125th street. H.e is direct Jameson;
ing his own orchestra.
Jameson; Steward, Miss Ellen Coch
ran; 1st Gentleman, Mrs. Gertrude
Miss Letitia Creighton of Thomas Wccster; 2nd Soldier, Mrs. Hellier;
ton has gone to Patagonia. Ariz.. to Mariana, Mrs. Leola Wiggin; Parolles.
be the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Merritt Mrs. Helena Fales; Diana, Miss Mar
Rundell.
garet Snow and 1st Soldier, Mrs. H ar
riet Moor. Miss Carolyn Erskine wifi
From Lewiston comes word that present a paper on "The Source of
Joan, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ib"a the Plot.”
Ripley, who broke one of her legs re
cently. is making good recovery at the
Miss Edna Payson announces that
Central Maine General Hosptal.
her Knox Memorial calendars are on
sale a t Senter Crane’s, HustonMiss Edna Gregory who has been Tuttle's and the Crie Gift Shop.—adv
visiting Mr. and Mrs. J. G. Keller in
Milton, Mass., returned homp Iasi
evening.

Mrs. Alice Brown of Ash Point is
.Opportunity Class meeting Wed
at the Herbert Barter apartment, for
nesday, with Mrs. Aurilla Venre”,
the winter.
Mrs Mary Gross ar.d Mrs. Beulah
Mrs. Hattie H art who has been Wctton as hostesses, had 25 member-,
spending the week in Boston returns pre ent. Christmas decorations lent
a festive air. Mrs. Pauline Saunders
today.
gave the Scripture reading, find Mrs.
Members of the Junior Choir of the Clara Emery presented an interesting
Universalist Church held a rehearsal report on the recent church confer
at the home of Mrs. R. C. Wentworth ence, particularly with reference to
Thursday afternoon, remaining as the prohibition issue. It was voted
to give out the Christmas cheer bas
supper guests.
kets as usual. A portion of the eve
The meeting of the Rubinstein ning was devoted to Red Cross sew
Mrs. Chester Marshall of Swamp
scott, Mass., has been the guest of Club yesterday, despite the busy ing. Tea. sandwiches and cakes were
Mrs. Annie Webber and Mrs. Lucius holiday season, brought out a large served. The next meeting will b."
A. Perry while Mr. Marshall has been attendance. Mrs. Ruth E. Sanborn Dec. 28.
on a hunting expedition. They go presented an exftellent program on
Mrs. Fred Hutchings of Orland was
from here to their Port Clyde estate. "Present Day American Composers,”
her paper setting forth some of the the guest Thursday of Mrs. John
There will be all-day relief sewing outstanding composers, particularly Bernet, Rcckland street.
at the Congregational vestry Wed in, orchestral works, and also citing
Housekeepers to serve at the Bap
nesday, with Mrs. W. S. Rounds and opinions of various authorities on
Mrs. W. W. Spear in charge bf noon the status of American music of to tist Men’s League meeting Thursday
day. Short biographical sketches of night are Mrs. Addie Small, chair
day luncheon.
George Gershwin, Deems Taylor and ‘ man, Mrs. Evelyn Crockett, Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Morey have others were also given. The prog Lena Rokes, Mrs. Hattie Sherman,
taken apartments with Miss Anne V. ram:
Mrs. Grace Crie, Mrs. Muriel Crie,
Flint, 32 School street.
Soprano—Morning ............. Oley Speaks Mrs. Cora Richa{ds, Mr.< Lucy Ran
Mrs. Ruth Koster Hoch
kin, Miss Alice Erskine and Miss
Mrs. William Ifemy who has been Contralto—I passed a Stately Calvacade
Cndman Margaret Simmons.
housekeeper for Mrs. H. F. Hicks,
Memories ........................... Cadman .
*
Since I Kissed You .......... Cadman
Talbot avenue, for the summer has
Mrs. Philip Thomas and Miss Lu
Mrs. Kathleen Marston
returned to her home on Meadow Reading—The
cinda
Young
have been in Vinalhaven
Beau of Bath ..................
road, Thomaston.
Constance D'Arcy McKay to attend the golden wedding anni
One-act play written ln 1741
versary of their parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Her Gown ............................ Walters
Jason Young, which fell on last Sun
The final party in the series of
Mrs. Blanche Morton
benefit bridges given by St. Bernard's Soprano—At Dawning ............... Cadman day evening, when a party of rela
Mrs. Carleen B. Nutt
parish took place Thursday evening Contralto—Phantasy
tives, neighbors and friends gathered
.... A. Walter Kramer
a t the home of Miss Rose McNamara,
Dusk ln June ...'................... Fay Foster to celebrate the event. In addition
Twilight........................ Katherine Glen to Mrs. Thomas, and Miss Young,
with Mrs. James Derby and Mrs.
Voyage from "Five Fragments" ......... five sons were present—Maynard and
Fred Derby as assisting hostesses.
Kathleen Lockhart Manning
There were 19 tables, and honors
Percy of Vinalhaven. Augustus of
Mrs. Gladys Morgan .
Cadman Portland, Melville of Whitinsville,
went to Mrs. Lucius York. Mrs. Lil Contralto—Indian Summer
The
Hollyhocks
......
Mrs.
Gulesian
lian McRae, Aime Beaudoin, Mrs.
Mass., and Eugene cf Wilmington.
Mrs. Marston
Lucia Burpee, Miss Ann Povich, J. j Plano—The Sea ................. Robert Bralne Mass.
Miss
Irene
Young
E. Winslow, Mrs. Thomas Keating,
Mrs. E. C. Boody, Jr., Mrs. George
The accompanists w’ere Mrs. Net
The Itooevik Club meeting Wed
Phillips, Mrs. C. E. Crockett, Miss tie Averill, Mrs. Faith G. Berry and nesday afternoon in the Central
Mary Sylvester. Mrs. Streeter Web Mrs. Helen Wentworth (for Mrs. Maine Power Co. club rooms, with
ster, Miss Anna Flynn, Dcnald Mortqp in her second selection, a Mrs. Maude Blodgett as hostess,
Coughlin, P. S. Sweeney, Mrs. Austin musical reading). Miss Ruth Don- worked on two quilts for the Thrift
Brewer, Clarence Upham. Edward dis, substituting on short notice, Shcp, the tops of which were do
Bisbee, Mrs. Mary Carrillo, Miss aided in the program by playing de nated by Mrs. Blodgett. I t was voted
Anne Carini, Mrs. Henry Jordan. lightfully Schumann’s Nocturne. It I to donate $5 to the Salvation Army.
John Burke and Miss Elizabeth was voted to take out membership. It $5 to City Matron Helen Coibett, $10
Donohue.
1the Eastern Music Camp and con for school lunches, and to supply,
tribute to the support of the Boys’ I milk to some families, in addition to
What could bring more joy to your Band. The next meeting will be 1carrying on several individual local ,
home at Christmas time than a genu Friday evening Dec. 23, when the an charities. Picnic tea was served
ine Gov. Winthrop desk? We have nual homecomers' program will be The next meeting will be Tuesday
a fine assortment, some as low as $27 presented. Mrs. Nettie Bird Frost afternoon, Dec. 20. at the club rooms,
Stonington Furniture Co., 313-325 will be chairman. Each member may ' when the quilts will be completed and
Main street, Rockland—adv.
invite one guest.
work begun on Red Cross sewing.
i

Come in a n d see th e new F rigidaire. L earn why
F rigidaire m ak es th e ideal C hristm as g ift fo r all the
family. In sp ite o f th e new lo w prices, n o th in g about
F rigidaire has b ee n cheapened. In th is w orld-fam ous
refrig erato r y o u still g et th e same S u p er-P o w er as
before—C old C o n tro l—one-piece p o rc e la in interior
- w a is t- h ig h sh elv es an d all the o th e r advantages
th at have m ad e F rig id aire first choice w ith 2,250,000
buyers o f e le c tric refrig erato rs.

A . C. McLOON 6 CO.

F rig id a ire also m akes c o m m ercial eq u ip m en t fo r S tores, A p artm e n ts, R estau ran ts, H o tels an d In stitu tio n s

Mrs. Theodore Perry was hostess
The Knoweachother Club met
to the Cheerful Circle Wednesday Thursday afternoon a t the home of
evening at her home on Crescent Mrs. K. B. Crie, the time being de
street.
voted to Red Cross sewing. There
will
be no meetings until after
Mr. and Mrs. Amory B. Allen, Mr. Christmas.
and Mrs. E. E. Stoddard, Mr. and
Mrs. George L. St. Clair and Mrs.
The dancing party a t the Elks
Alice Fish motored to South Hope
Thursday night to attend the supper Home Wednesday evening brought
at the Grange Hall given to raise out a large crowd which enjoyed the
*money toward street lights. After latest hits as set forth by Kirk's Or
supper Mr. and Mrs. Allen enter chestra. Refreshments were served
tained the group at their country at intermission. The lodge will have
New Year's dance Jan. 2. with Mrs.
heme, joined by Mr. and Mrs. Clar aHarold'
B. Burgess as chairman.
ence Robbins of South Hope.
Mrs. George Joyce arrived from
Mrs. Rhama Philbrick and daugh Deer
Isle Thursday and is the guest
ters, Madeline and Norma are in of Mrs. F. L. Green, Summer street.
Portland for a few days.
Mrs. Sherwin Forbus has been
The card party given by Edwin confined to her home on Clarendon
Libby Relief Corps Thursday after street for ten days, showing some
noon, with Mrs. Hattie Davies and slight improvement a t present. •
Mrs. Millie Thomas in charge, had
five tables, with honors falling to
Rounds Mothers Class meets Wed
Mrs. I. J. Shuman, Mrs. Herbert Hall, nesday evening at the home of Mrs.
Mrs. J. S. Jenkins, Mrs. Thomas Lloyd N. Benner, 27 Amesbury street,
Keating, Mrs. Lucius York and Mrs. Mrs. Benner to be assisted by Mrs.
Lillian McRae. Mrs. Helen Paladino Henry B. Bird, Mrs. Archie Bowley
and Mrs. Priscilla Smith were in and Mrs. Joseph Blaisdell.
' charge of supper. At the evening
meeting plans were made for the an
Mrs. Carl E. Freeman entertained
nual fair to take place Thursday, a t supper and cards Thursday eve
Dec. 15. These committees were ap ning a t her home at Glencove.
pointed : Aprons, Mrs. Maud Cables Honors were won by Miss Hazel Mar
and Mrs. Amanda Choate; fancy shall, Mrs. Gardner French and Mrs.
work, Mrs. Nellie Higgins and Mrs. Leland Drinkwater.
Beulah Larrabee; cooked food, Mrs.
Ella McMillan and Mrs. Rebecca In 
The meeting of the Speech Read
graham; grabs, Mrs. Adelma Mullen ers Club Thursday afternoon had
and Miss Margaret Everett; candy, the largest attendance of the season
Mrs. Velma Marsh; supper, to be thus far. reaching nearly the 100 per
served 5 to 7, Mrs. Millie Thomas and cent mark. The lesson was conduct
Mrs. Eliza Plummer.
ed by Mrs. Marguerite MacAlman.
assisted by Miss Elizabeth Porter of
The C.H.G. Class ol the First Bap- Camden and Mrs. Freeman F. Brown.
I list Sunday School met Wednesday
evening at the home of Miss Ethel
Miss Esther Alilberg was hostess to
IPhilbrook, Pleasant street for work the Moonlight Auctioneers at a lob
land to make final arrangements fol ster salad supper Thursday. Bridge
ia Christmas tree to be given next honors were won by Mrs. Ruth Hary.
IFriday afternoon, for a group of the Mrs. Gladys Buzzell and Mrs. Ethel
, younger children at the church.
Sukeforth.

a lo t of u n n ecessary trip s to m ark et—th e re b y saving
tim e and step s a n d money.

Open Evenings Until Christmas
M ilk C o o lin g E quipm ent

Mrs. Charles H McIntosh is making greatly increased work which will be i
necessary this winter. The local
a week's visit in Lewiston.
chapter started with a charter mem
Shirl W. Lord and "Jap" Tilden of bership of 40 persons, and the newly |
EllsWorth, are guests of Col. and Mrs. elected officers are: Chairman, Mrs.
E. B. Reed; vice chairman, Mrs."'
Basil Stinson.
Eunice Lopans, secretary, Mrs. L. W
Rumill; treasurer, Mrs. L. J. Nor- j
TREMONT
i wood; executive committee, Mrs. Ina |
, Higgins. Mrs. Albert Hodgdon, Mrs
Roy Wentworth's house at West Eunice Lopans, Mrs. Edwin Marsha 1,]
Tremont was destroyed by fire one Mrs. Dennis Norwood. Mrs. H. P
morning last week.
Richardson, Mrs. Clarence Smith and '
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Walls and Mr. j Mrs. Sidney Wallace.
and Mrs. Ashbury Lopans are in
Boston to visit relatives. They went
in the Walls car.
Mrs. John Latty returned Monday
from Bucksport where Capt. Latty
finished loading his schooner with po
tatoes. He sailed this week for Jersey
city and from there he will bring a
load of coal to Southwest Harbor for
Jesse Mills.
The ladies’ aid held their winter
sale Dec. 7 at the church. A small
sum was realized.
Nelson Kelley of Worcester is visit
ing his grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
Jacob Kelley.
Mrs. Philip Pevear, Mrs. John Ken
ney and Mrs. Hettie Stanley were
shopping visitors in Ellsworth Friday.
At a meeting of the townspeople in
the Bernard schoolhouse Wednesday
evening a Tremont branch of the Red
Cross was organized. The reason for
establishing an independent unit of
the great relief society here is the

A ir C ond itio n ers

X.X'

The most personal of a'l gifts
because only you can give it—

Y O U R PH OTOG RAPH
Quality Iortraits To Suit Any
Pocketbook

C ham pney’s Studio
ROCKLAND, ME.

139S-Th-tf

M ON .-TU ES.

A BETTER CHRISTM AS
W ITH THE MONEY

25 Cents
— T o—
5 Dollars

2 5 Cents
— T o—
5 Dollars

WEEKLY
FREDRiC

PAYM ENTS EASY
A N D CONVENIENT

MARCH
LESLIE

Ho w a r d !

148-lt

k

C H R IS T M A S GIFT B A S K E T S
I

PRACTICAL,

USEFUL,

Co*1

DELIGHTFUL

Abounding in good cheer and sure to be
well received are Carini's Christmas Bas
kets, We have this yelr the finest assort
ment ever.
Ina",much as artistic assembly requires
time and atter.Von, kindly place orders
early.

NOW SHOWING
“AIR MAIL"
with
GLORIA STUART
PAT O'BRIEN
A Paramount Publix Theatre

C A R IN I’S
FR U IT A N D CA ND Y S H O P
Opp. Strand Theatre

TODAY
TOM MIX

in
“FOURTH HORSEMAN"'

Rockland, Me.

Continuous Today
2.00 to 10.30

A Paramount Publix Theatre

E very-O ther-D ay

Rockland C ourier-G azette, S aturday, D ecem ber 10, 1932

P a g e Eight

our doors and feel a chilly air. We’re
not complaining, it must be near at
hand—wind, cold, snow, sleet or rain.
Mrs. Charles Sterling of Peak's
j Island visited her sister Mrs. Thayer
Sterling Thursday.

Guardians o f Our Coast

Little River

Mr. Sampson inspected here this
morning. Dec. 2. Several of the crew
J of the Hibiscus came ashore and cut
Christmas trees to take home witn
them.
Will Beam killed a nice pig for the
keeper yesterday. It weighed 290
pounds
Neil Corbett shot a large buck deer
a few days ago. but the meat was
not good as he had been wounded
twice. This beine Neil’s first" deer
we feel sorry for him.
Myron Corbett has gone to Roque
Bluffs for a few days,
i Two weeks more of school and all
! will enjoy the Christmas vacation.
Carleton Meloon was a caller at
the station one day recently.
The fishermen from here are all
trawling now which makes it seem
very lively to see the boats going in
and out.
Mr. Crosby has been working on
the government telephone lire for
some time. We hope it will give us
satisfactory service through the win
ter.
We had a very bad sleet storm las'
Wednesday morning which made it
unsafe for anyone to go out of doors
The children did not go to school
that day. but fortunately the ice was
all gone in the afternoon.
George Decker was a weekend guest
of Myron Corbett.
Keeper and Mrs. Corbett were call
ing on friends ashore Sunday.
Portland Breakwater

What Our Lightkeepers and Coast Guardsmen Are Doing To Protect Coastwise Shipping By Day and Ay
night. The Day’s News From Many Loqply Outposts Along Maine's Waterfront.

Mr. and Mrs. P. L. Marr and Mr
and Mrs. S. C. Payne had Thanksgiv
ing dinner in Binghamton, N. Y. Ar
riving in Fulton the saipe evening,
they enjoyed a two day visit with Mr
and Mrs. H A. Webb. On Sundav
morning we left for Auburn R. I. and
on arriving at the Whitney's received
a telegram of the death of Richard
C. Burrows, nephew of Mrs. Marr
We had the best of weather through
out the trip, but sadness appears to
stay with us.
•
Mr and Mrs. Marr attended the
funeral of Richard C. Burrows on
Nov. 30. eight-year-old son of Mr. ar.d
Mrs. Lawrence Burrows of 601 Forest
avenue, Portland. He was a very
quiet boy and was loved by all who
knew him. The floral tributes weie
many. He was taken very suddenly
with heart trouble.

THE REALM OF MUSIC
G ladys S t. C la ir M o rg a n

Those who listened to the fine ad mail this program to your friends in
dresses given by Dr. Florence Hale the north.”
A winter series of concerts begins
and Dr. Walter Damrosch Sunday
evening over the radio, on the value Jan. 1.
of puWic school mus e will be in
tcre.-ted to know th at their views
At present the center of musical
coincide with those of Bertram E .}interest, locally, is the Red Cross
Packard, State commissioner of edu- i benefit concert scheduled for Sunday
cation. Dr. Packard, always loyal j afternoon, Dec. 18, at Park Theatre,
to music in the schools, has been There should be a packed house, not
stressing its value this year more only to aid the Red Cross in its notethan ever. At the State Teachers' worthy work among winter needs,
Convention, he said:
but to hear a concert of high order
"In my judgment there is no sub- given by a choral group embracing
ject in the entire school curriculum outstanding vocalists of Rockland,
that is of greater importance than I Thomaston. Camden, and neighbor
that of public school music. Those towns, under the direction of Marcritics of our public school system shall Bradford, whose ability as
of an cider generation, who would choral conductor is well known. The
like to see music eUminated from the cantata chosen by Mr. Bradford as
school program as an unnecessary, the principal vehicle — Maunder’s
subject and who consider it more or ••Bethlehem”—is exceedingly lovely,
less a fad or frill of educational i affording manv solos for sopranos
fancy, are entirely incorrect in their tenors and basses. The other choral j
views. No study in the school cur- numbers will be the inspiring “Un- i
ritulum combines to a greater extent
Ye Portals" from “The Re- j ,
the three essential elements which demption" by Gounod, and the mamake any study of value. In the j jestic Hallelujah Chorus from Hanfirst place, the studv of music is in- del’s “Messiah."
timately connected with our every-!
. . • •
day life; in the second place it emtiie virtuoso ’s d e b it
bodies to an unusual degree a highly (With insincere apologies to Alfred. Lord !
cultural value; in the third place,
Tennyson) by Olga M. Overn
music possesses as no other subject
Half a step, half a step.
Half a step onward.
in the school curriculum spiritual
Out on the brilliant stage
value to a marked degree. The lofti
Walked the young Qonrad
est spiritual experiences which we
“Act as If unafraid.
,
Courage, young man." he said.
may know are associated with music. |
But how he'd keep his head,
“Long after our pupils in the pub- ‘
Briefly he wonder'd.
lie schools have forgotten the lessons
Faces to right of him.
they have learned from the morej
Faces to left of him.
traditional subjects, they will con-1
Faces In front of him
tinue to enjoy and utilize their work ■
Grew by the hundred.
As their vague shapes drew near.
in music, and it will prove to be of
Seized with the pangs of fear.
lasting value, not only to themselves
Nothing seemed very clear.
But In a dreamy haze.
but to the community in which they
Then to poor Conrad.
may live."

H endricks Head
’ He had rounded up ten new scholars fires burning, and let her blow When
About noon Nov. 30, the keeper's j As this is being written Wednesday the keepers get cold feet out in the
• ♦ • •
Was he a man dismay’d?
cor. Lnwrence discovered in the cove Jforenoon, m«nbers of the local Ladies shed, they come in and play a game
No—he sat down and play'd.
When
we
listen
to the Tuskegee:
of
pool
to
get
warmed
up.
just north of this station the wreck- Aid are gathering at the station for
Hoping th a t no one knew
The cold snap we had Nov. 27 gave
singers few of us realize what is be
age of a good sized power boat. It an ad clay* sewing session,
How much he blunder'd.
us
the
chance
to
get
our
ice
cream
hind
it
all.
The
Christian
Science
Quickly hts pedal blurred;
seemed evident that it had been
. • • •
All the mistakes he heard
freezers
going.
We
had
our
first
ice
Monitor
says:
stove during the gale then in prog
He would not be deterred!
Great Duck Island
With an old church and a little j
cream th a t Sunday. Mr. Robinson
Into his repertoire
ress and which had sprung up the
Well, here is Great Duck on the air and Mr. Powers made two freezers.
shanty
for
an
educational
plant,
•
Plunged the young Conrad
preceding afternoon a "norwester." again after quite a delay, but will
thirty
students
gathered
around
a
We
are
expecting
the
government
The hull was in several broken and try to be more neighborly from now machinist here by the next boat,
What an attack he made:
teacher one day 50 years ago in Ala
Viciously then he play'd.
scattered sections, equipment was
bama, and a school began. But it
Muscle and might display'd.
Then the crib board will be busy, as
strewn about, and the engine, still i on.
Swaying his shoulders, while
was no ordinary school. The stu
All the crowd wonder'd:
attached to bed timbers, was well im- , Mrs. , Leverett
__ . Stanley
. . , and family Mr Morong, is <or thinks he is) a
dents were Negroes, to whom had
Fugue, waltz and fantasle
bedded in the sand. As an account of spent the Thanksgiving holidays here great crib player.
Murdered In ecstasy! .
come at last this eagerly sought op
W H IT E H E A D
Had a letter from Mr. Singer the
how this had occurred may be of in- and
seemed good to have the old
Critic and artist
additional keeper, who was on here
Mrs. H W Andrews and Miss portunity for study. The teacher
crowd once more.
Groaned at his rhapsodle.
terest it is here related:
was
a
leader
who
understood
their
nearly
two
months
and
went
to
Boon
Kathryn
Andrews
were
guests
Sundav
But applause thunder'd.
Lyford, son of Mr. and Mrs. Stan
Three young men had put out the
Tingling and radiant
particular
needs
and
had
vision
o
f
!
Island.
So
will
say
hello.
Floyd,
of
friends
at
White
Head.
Then arose Conrad.
preceding evening from Five Island., ley is back again at school after hav- through this paper. We miss you and
and Mrs. Milledge Randall. what education adapted to these
to “torch herring." They had wisely j inK «alned *> Quickly from the acci- speak of you often while we are build C Mr.
G., spent 48-hour leave with Mr.- needs might mean to his race. It •
Faces to right of him.
kept under the lee gained from dent
Faces to left of him.
ing traps. Hope you and th e Mrs. are Stanley Simmons at Spruce Head vil was a vision which was to make him
Faces behind him
Georgetown and MacMahan's Islands.
Mr. and Mrs. William Lockhart well. Write when you get a chance. lage.
an unforgettable pioneer among his !
How applause thunder'd
but a t about 11 p. m. their engine had j have been on vacation recently at We understand you cannot get ashore
Oone were his fear and shame;
Jackie and Courtland Kelley have people. The school, which on that I
“gone blooey.” One of their number Jonesport. and were accompanied there often. Well, guess I will say so been visiting their grandmother Mrs opening morning had neither lands,
Swift exaltation came:
Life never was the same;
was an expert in making repairs. ye* : back by Myrtle Faulkingham who will j
for now Best wishes to the keep H. Andrews at Norton's Island this buildings nor credit, but which ex
For his once lowly name
nothing could be done to start it I spend p art of the winter with them
B
•
----pressed
a
vital
idea,
was
to
win
its
<
week.
Graced
soon the hall of fame
ers and coast guard boys along the
With other brilliant men
under existing conditions. In con
Keeper Frank Faulkingham anr, coast.
Clarence Ingerson of Rockland was way into the hearts of people wher
Lucky
young Conrad.
« «• *
sequence they began to drift off family have reached Baker's Island
at J. K. Lowe's Monday and Tuesday. ever cdbpcration and consecration!
are
recognized
and
appreciated.
obliquely towards the Southport light at last and Joseph Muise and
When
can
his glory fade?
Mrs. Virginia Drinkwater and Miss
Doubling Point Range
O the success he made!
“For it was 50 years ago that Tus- '
shore, and eventually fetched up in family have left there for his new
1Gertrude Simmons, were guests over
All
the
world
wonder'd
Halloo, lighthouse and coast guard last weekend of Mrs. Milledge R an kegee Normal and Industrial Insti
this cove, about a mile and a half be station, Moosepeak Light.
Now In each town and state.
brothers.
There
isn't
much
of
interest
tute
first
opened
its
doors,
with
j
low. Fortunately they had a skiff
Martyrs
of
cruel
fate—
dall. Saturday evening Mrs. Randall.
Keeper Faulkingham had quite a
Artists who would be great—
and a pair of oars for it. Thus they fright the first day he was there as to write about from here, however I Mrs. Drinkwater, Miss Simmons. Miss Booker T. Washington as its entire
Im itate Conrad.
were able, despite the particulafly he went down to the shore to see how will try to do my bit. It is quite busy Bernice Flood of Rockland, Vincent faculty. Through half a century of j
rough chop, to effect a safe landing. his boat was and discovered she was here on the Kennebec River at Alley. Cliff Elwell and L. B Beal unprecedented service it has grown
Since it was at about high water gone. He felt badly until one of th“ present, coal steamers an d barges were entertained at cards by Mr. and frem its makeshift quarters and its i Original manuscripts and auto
income of $2000. 4o a plant valued graphed scores of Beethoven. Mozart,
the launch was hauled up as far as ! fishermen nearby happened to see her passing in and out quite frequently. Mrs. J. Kelley.
at more than $2,000,000. with a grant Haydn, Bach and other eminent
possible on the sands and a mooring I an<j towed her back, and Frank says, Steamer Bermindglen recently landed
Keeper
and
Mrs.
A
J.
Beale
of
the
put out. After this, watch was kept •Believe me she is going on the 7000 tons coal at the Kennebec Coal Light and Mrs. Edwin Faulkingham of dearly 20.000 acres of public lands composers have been added to the
and W harf Co.
and a permanent endowment of some music collection of the New York
over it for a time as the tide.watched bank, j take no more chances "
4.30 p m. Dec. 3 a large oil tank motored to Jonesport last weekend.
Public Library by Mrs. -William W.
$8,000,000.
while the trio were grouped together | The men here say if it is rough so er At
Mr.
and
Mrs.
J.
W.
Kelley
motored
passed in by with fuel oil for Bath
"Today it is not too much to say Norton. The collection was origi
in the wind, and in the light of the they can't get their boats off to go
to
Jonesport
Monday.
They
were
ac
dying torch, on the high embankment gunning, that doesn’t prevent them and passed again 6. a m. the 4th. Oil companied on their return by B. M that the general upward trend of nally owned by Frederick Lockeradjoining. No doubt they debated in from getting seabirds as long as the tanker Justin E. Allen passed in by Judson Carver of the Damariscove home standards, morals, economic in Lampson. English collector.
A Handel cantata, nine pages in
their minds—for the writer has him fine is off. They sit on the rocks and 6.30 a m. the 4th with oil for Gardiner Island C. G. who was at his home in dependence and education among
the Negroes is due. beyond any ac- j length, is considered one of the most
self been in somewhat similar situa wait for them to drift ashore or send Tug Seguin passed in by 3 pm. the Jonesport for a 48-hour leave.
with coal laden barge Salem.
curate measure, to this great school 5valuable items of the gift, since
tions in times past—whether to come Lockhart's water spaniel in for them. 4thThe
League ir.eering and enter
of the South whose thousands of , practically all Handel scores are in
to the light station, awaken the keep
NOTICE TO MARINERS
Mr. and Mrs. A. H. Kennedy have tainm ent held at Arrowsic schoolgraduates, students and friends re- the Buckingham Palace collection,
er and seek- shelter for the night bought a new long and short wave house Dec. 2 was largely attended and
C. E. Sherman, superintendent of ccntly honored its 50th year."
Mozart's fantasy in F minor, writ(which would have been gladly given*, radio set.
lighthouses
announces
the
following:
. . . .
I ten in 1790 as a “piece for a musical
enjoyed bv all.
or endeavor to return via the skiff
We on here know how you people
West
Quoddy
Head
Light
Station—
I clock." and a sonata, dated 1772,
Mrs. Mabel Scovill of Lubec who
through the tempest lashed Waters with furnaces must have enjoyed has been visiting her daughter Mrs Light changed to group occulting
In a recent family letter received which is included in Mozart's own
to Five Islands.
them the last cold wave, as we only Charles Allen at Doubling Point Light white December 3. 1932. showing a from friends in the South a program i catalogue, are other rare pieces,
Older men would doubtless have have stoves and believe me we felt the expected to leave for her home las: group of two 2-seconds flashes every was enclosed—that of a summer I Eight pages of strong, hand-made
chosen the former course, but young cold when we climbed the varnished Tuesday. We shall miss her very- 15 seconds, flash 2 seconds, eclipse 2 band concert at St. Petersburg, Fla. j paper holds Beethoven’s firmly writer people are more loath to do so, per stairs.
much in this section, she being a seconds, flash 2 seconds, eclipse 9 sec While the program was a splendid j ten sketches for the B flat trio (op.
W hat has happened to the Rock crackerjack 63 player an d she just onds. and repeat.
one featuring selections by such 9 7 a nd there are also the entire
haps through fear of putting some
Ames Ledge Light was discontinued composers as Rossini. Dvorak, Sousa, score of Bach's cantata, In Allen
one to inconvenience. So. dangerous land Breakwater Station? Is Mr delights in stealing anybody's king
as the undertaking was sure to prove, Benson so busy with the outboard We all hope she will come again soon. for the winter season November 29, etc., the incidentals in the printed Meinen Thaten; an operatic aria by
matter intrigued me. For example, Handel; a set of variations in F
the attem pt to return home in the motor th a t he draws all the crowd
Keeper Nye is still busy on road 1932.
that particular concert was spon- I minor from a piano ^ n a ta by
light skiff, with a single pair of oars and has to entertain them.
work, cutting bushes, burning brush
sored by the Florida National Bank Haydn; and Schumann's Herzileid
We enjoy getting the Couriers as and cleaning up in general
was essayed. And if any reader
of St. Petersburg and dedicated to | (op 107 No 1, dated 1851
doesn't think the Sheepscot is rough' they have interesting articles and
The writer would like to enquire
1the commander, officers and men o f ;
under such conditions, even if the news.
hrough The Courier-Gazette if Cap*
H
O
L
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Y
W
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O
D
! the United States Coast Guard Base
• • • •
• • ♦ •
waves don't run as high as when the
Charles Magee still lives in Rockland.
21. of St. Petersburg. The names of I Another step in the permanent arwind is southerly, he has only to in
If so. my kindest regards, Capt.
Deer Island Thoroughfare
the commander and officers were rangement of the main collections in
vestigate. It would have been a mean
STO R IES
Mrs. Frances C. Murphy and Charlie.
i shown. One note said: "Programs , the Boston Museum of Fine Arts has
crossing in a stout 14 ft. dory, with children
«
«
•
•
spent Thanksgiving at their
donated by St. Petersburg Printing been accomplished with the recent
, two pairs of oars and two oarsmen home on Mark Island with Keeper
Portland H ead
Company and another said: “Please i installation of the Leslie Lindsey
and th at it was accomplished in a and Mrs. Conary. Not much going
The boys here. Hilt and Sterling,
------ —
..................— Mason Collection of Musical Instruskiff and with but one pair of oars on here a t the station, only the dailyare much improved from recent
ments in its own gallery on the court
is high testimony to someone's ability routine.
Gary Cooper says it isn't original I
floor of the new wing. The Mason
colds.
Velvet
For
the
Opera
as an oarsman. Constant bailing was
cost
but
upkeep
that
hurts
on
big
.
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Mr. Wellington of Augusta and game hunt . . . he's having speci
I collection Illustrates musical instru
a necessity. Despite their best efforts
Seguin Light
Lewiston was overnight guest of F. O mens mounted . . . “I'm glad I missed
ments of many countries and types.
the regular entrance to the Five
The instruments were assembled by i
Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Connors and Hilt.
that Rhino" says Gary . . . Carole
Islands harbor could not be gained
the connoisseur and collector. Rev. !
Miss Elizabeth Sterling of Peak's Lombard can’t resist ice cream
The lower entrance must be made or children Nancy and Mickey. gspent
Francis W. Galpin, of Hatfield
likely tragedy ensue. And it was ac the Thanksgiving weekend at Booth- Island visited her aunt Mrs. Thayer cones. . . .
•
•
•
•
Vicarage. Harlow, Sussex, England,
complished. though barely—the outer bay Harbor as guests of their parents. Sterling Wednesday night
from whom the collection was ac
Willard Hilt returned home Mon
Charlie Ruggles approached with
end of the lower island being made. While on vacation Mr. and Mrs. Con
quired by William Lindsey who pre
B ut their launch was to be stove ur nors and Mr. and Mrs. B M. Giles day after nine weeks with Mr and real baron title for sale . . . Charlie
sented it to the Boston Museum in
no edn use, so no sale . . . Ricardo
through the gale and exceptionally motored to Rockland and drove down Mrs. E. E. Kinney at St. George.
memory of his daughter.
A. W Hathorne of St. George was Cortez got Christmas'card from Scot
to Owl's Head Light Station. As it
high tide that was to follow.
More than half the instruments arc
As the writer beheld this wreck was late in the afternoon and very substitute during Mr. Hilt's recent land this week . . . Harpo Marx rents
i of European origin and are of types
big house Chico gave up just to get
age it occurred to him as something cold they did not go through the light illness.
frequently depicted in paintings,
Mr. and Mrs. James Robertson anti that tennis court . . . Groucho writ
of a coincidence that the affair lacked as they intended.
tapestries, prints and carvings. In
Mrs. Mae Dalzell has been visiting little granddaughter of Portland ing series of magazine articles . . .
but a single day of being just a year
addition there are 140 examples from
movie plots.
from the time when th e unknown in Bath for a few days. She was called on Mr. and Mrs. Thayer Ster and Zeppo writing
»
»
»
»
India, China. Japan, and other East
woman, during just such a night, had the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Morong of ling Sundav.
ern countrftes. Forty-five are Afri
Lois Wilson’s prize pet is fourteen- |
E. E. Kinney of St. George is gues'
leaped from a nearby rock into the Fort Popham for Thanksgiving.
can instruments and 60 were made in
Mr. and Mrs. M. H. Urquhart have of F O. Hilt. Mr. Kinney took in year-old collie . . . Richard Arlen has |
icy water, her body to be later hauled
America, chiefly by American In
received telephone calls from friends the poultry snow, going on in Port new speed boat named "Panther i
in in this very cove.
dians.
Woman." . . .
F. E. Bracey and daughter Adria who land this week.
**♦*
• • • •
Among the European examples is a
Robert Sterling Jr. is much inter
The keeper and family enjoyed a recently came to Bath on a visit.
fine old ivory hunting horn orna
Tommy Conlon ate 37 apples one
ested in gunning for small game at
J.
M.
Connors
has
purchased
a
new
m ost agreeable surprise Friday after-,
mented with carved scenes after
present; however he has hopes some day in scenes for “No Man of Her |
noon, through an unexpected visi* Essex Terraplane through the Smith day he may bring in a great big bear. Own" . . . will it keep 37 docs away I
Durer; various bagpipes; a serpent o f !
Service
Station.
Bath.
from their daughter Alma, now em
the type said to have been intro
37 days? . . .
Dr. J. S. McAleney. son William. one day or one •away
Keeper
Urquhart
has
a
fine
bull
• • »
ployed in Wenham. Mass. She was
duced by George III into English
Jam es Cunningham of Portland and
hanging
in
his
barn
which
he
killed
accompanied by her chum and sister
military bands; various wind instru
Charles Laughton speaks only two
Mrs. Fred Collamore of Rockland
about
a
week
ago.
worker at the same place. Miss Alice
ments of ivory. One of the earliest
in “If I Had1 a Million" . . .
Mrs. J. M Connors and two chil visited the station last Saturday words
Woodman of North Haven. Thei''
dated instruments is a clavichord
Mrs. Collamore was guest of Mrs rest in pantomime . . . Cecil B. I
dren
took
dinner
with
Mrs.
Morong
made in Genoa In 1568. Only a few
stay proved to be too brief, as on
De Mille’s ranch house has pipe or
Hilt.
1years later in date is an upright
Sunday afternoon they departed by of Popham on Monday.
Mrs. R. T. Sterling, Mrs. F. O. Hilt gan . . . While life guard. Buster
• • • «
■virginal, also made in Italy where
auto, Edgar Webber, of this place,
lives.
and A. W. Hathorn attended the fair Crabbe saved 22
* « * •
Matinieus Rock
the manufacture of musical instru
taking them to Wenham direct. Ac
a t Woodfords Temple Monday after
ments flourished under the influence
Dorothy Mackaill has 37 different
companying the latter for the trip,
Once again we will try to get a line noon where tables with many useful
of the Renaissance. A German
was his sister Alvina, together with in for the lighthouse news. Witn and attractive articles were displayed records of “Aloha" . . . maybe she
psaltery, used largely for ecclesiasti
likes the tune . . . Nancy Carroll once
Rosa and Lawrence K night from thb November near to t. close, plenty of for sale.
cal purposes, had its origin in the
helped
publicize
a
Tom
Mix
Euro
station. The three latter, with Ed bad weather went with it. We folks
Wonderful weather. How much we
Orient, and is today found in Persia,
gar, continued on from Wenham to surely had some wind and rough have enjoyed the past week, but there pan tour . . . Clark Gable once col
Aew Y o rk -t'a ru fash ion s
India, China and Japan under vari
Baldwinsville. Mass.
T here they weather out here. 25 miles from the seems to be a slight warning note in lected delinquent bills for Portland
U C IA velvet, one o f t h e most
ous names. A virginal or spinet
company.
called upon a friend of the Webbers. mainland. David Jones took plenty the atmosphere as we pass outside (Ore.) telephone
* • »»
p o pu lar op era velvets, fashions
made by Andreas Ruckers in 1610 is
In fact, when they had returned to ef lobster gear to the bottom in this
Wynne Gibson likes to take hikes th is s m a rt evening gown, in a Boue one of the earliest works of that
the light on Monday evening, the*' last storm. The boys here lost much
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modeL
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trim
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maker and is similar to one by him
along the beach . . . Frances Dee
had had a trip of approximately 600 of their gear.
;now its value for knows about he-men . . . tested with lin in g a deep fro n t dip in the new which was owned by Handel. Vir
The new second assistant Mr. Ball
miles.
tu
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effect,
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bustle
I
Colds,
Coughs,
Cuta,
ginals of this type are often seen in
34 for Lion Man role . . .
Sunday we had a new high mark has arrived on the station.
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effect In th e back o f the s k irt and
Scalds, Burna, BruiaFlemish paintings.
The fellows here are making lobs
for our Sunday School T he attend
Ls, Chilblains.
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e
little
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S tuart Erwin tells of extra whose
Music devotees should make it a 1
ance was 52. This was due in part ter traps. Have all winter supplies
| MONEY REFUNDED H
long beard got him $15 a day . . . w ith a rm a tta c h m e n t a re bigh style point to visit this collection when in
to the fine work of former pastor in. and as soon as we are sure of good ___ _____ ____ l it fa ils , u s e d u directed.
fe
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w
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is
w
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Boston. A splendid thing for the
Roberts, who, though now retired, real cold weather, have a dandy pig P re p a re d b y N o r w a y M edicine C o , when he took $7.50 job. folded beard j w ith a m atch in g ostrich muff.
young music student to see, too.
in half.
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m akes his home at West Southport. to kill. So it looks like keep the home N o r w a y , M a in e ,
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W hen selecting C hristm as gifts do not
forget that T he C ourier-G azette m akes one
of the best, because of the great good the
recipient gets from it.
It is a C hristm as gift repeated a hundred
and fifty-six tim es over.
Then, too, it is w elcom ed by every
m em ber of the fam ily.
The C ourier-G azette is “ K nox C o u n ty ’s
O w n N ew spaper.”
Send o rA rs any time.
Subscriptions m ay be started at once or
we will hold u ntil the day before C hrist
mas.
W e send a handsom e C hristm as card
announcing the gift and the donor of it.
T H E C O U R IE R -G A Z E T T E

T H E IDEAL GIFT «
For W ife or Mother
Never do we hear a complaint
about the Lynn. Verify this—
Ask any Lynn owner. Invest
in a Lynn De Luxe—the best
is the cheapest. .
FREE—50 Gallons of Oil

A . C. McLoon & Co.
Sales and Service
503 Main Street

Tel. 730

nnouncem ent
J u s t Installed— C om plete M ultigraphing E quipm ent
W e Are P repared To H andle Prom ptly and
Efficiently A ll
LETTER W O R K AN D LIGHT PRINTING
A nd C om plete Direct A dvertising C am paigns
„

All W ork G uaranteed U nqualifiedly
W e W ill A ppreciate Y our Business

C hristm as C ards and Personal S tationery Im printed

ROCKLAND LETTER SHOP
T E L E P H O N E II2 3 -W

'

ROCKLAND

A t R ockland Business College Building
143T&S148

WHAT IS

T he B E S T S e c u r ity
ON EARTH ?
It is that little plot of earth itself on which a home has been erect
ed. Father and mother are proud of it, the children love it and the
whole family will plan and saerifire for its improvement and pos
session. A man will fight for his home, but not for a boarding
house. When you purchase shares in this Association your money
goes into a security like this. It increases the happiness and sta
bility of your community and it returns you a generous dividend.
We are proud to be in this business and would be pleased to have
you inquire further about it.
,

18 SCHOOL ST.,

ROCKLAND, ME.

142Stf

WRECKED AUTOMOBILES
W recked cars and dam aged fenders repaired
to look like new at very m oderate prices.
W e are equipped w ith the very best w recking crane
a n d towing equipm ent, and ready at all hours, day
o r night, to handle this kind of work.
W e will store your autom obiles for the w inter
m onths as low as T w o Dollars Per M onth, live sto r
age.

C. W . HOPKINS
PONTIAC SALES A N D SERVICE
Day Service Tel. 1000

Night Service Tel. 768-Y
146*147

R A D IA T O R

REPAIRS

Repairing, Soldering and Cleaning
Years of Experience, All Work Guaranteed

P H IL IP M O O R A D IA N
70 Park St. Rockland. Tel. 818

120-tf

